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SPEAKING WITH GOD

Father, when I speak with Thee,

May I always feel Thee near.

Halting though my words may be,

Deign my humble prayers to hear.

Seldom can I just express

What is in my heart to say;

Thou wilt listen, none the less,

Though I falter as I pray.

Nothing ever is too small

For a helpless child to plead.

Thou, Who overrulest all,

Wilt supply my every need.

From Thy throne of heavenly grace

Let me never turn aside.

Precious is that favoured place,

Where in Thee I may confide.

Sovereign Lord, Thou knowest best

What of Thee I most require,

And Thou grantest my request

Ere I frame my weak desire.

Let it then be my delight

Often to approach Thy throne,

Knowing well that, in Thy might,

Thou wilt make my cause Thine own.

J.H.E.
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EDITORIAL

We would like to touch on a number of things in this

Editorial, which are of vital concern to all who have a

sincere desire to see the continuation of the work of the

Concordant Publishing Concern, even though our ven

erable Editor Emeritus, A. E. Knoch, who founded the

work more than fifty years ago, is no longer able to take

an active part in it.

We want to see a well rounded work. We do not de

sire to indulge in the time consuming task of splitting

hairs. Although we feel that we have many precious

truths which will prove exceedingly helpful towards a

better understanding of God's plan for His creatures,

we do not want to lose sight of the very basic ones.

Let us not forget to rejoice in the Lord, following Paul

in all things, "deeming another superior to one's self,"

remembering that "knowledge puffs up, yet love builds

up." (Phil. 4:4; 2 Tim. 3:10; Phil. 2:3; 1 Cor. 8:1).

OUR IMMEDIATE GOAL

Because of its great importance, we plan to devote

as much time as possible to the preparations for publi

cation of the new edition of the Concordant Version.

It is now all in type, and the corrections are being made

and inserted. Yet much checking remains to be done.

The present International Edition will be out of print by

the time this reaches our readers. To this end, it will

be necessary for us to discontinue the Newsletter tem

porarily, and to curtail correspondence as much as

possible, especially the time-consuming task of writing
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letters on doctrinal matters which require considerable

research. We feel sure that our readers will under

stand why this is necessary. So many things are re

quired of us from day to day that it is very difficult to

find any time at all to devote to the work on the Ver

sion, and so we would ask your prayers that the Lord

will be guiding us every moment.

A.E.K. *S NINETIETH BIRTHDAY

We know that our readers will be anxious to have a

report on the condition of A. E. Knoch, and we do

appreciate your concern and your prayers for him. Al

though he is no longer able to personally express his

gratitude for the many expressions of thanks which he

received in the form of cards, letters, and gifts on his

ninetieth birthday, he desires to take this means of thank

ing all those who so kindly wrote him on this occasion.

He spent the day quietly, for he is now unable to leave

his bed except for an occasional sojourn on the porch on

fine days. Yet he did enjoy hearing the many messages

of appreciation for his life work, and it must have

given him a sense of satisfaction to know that he had

been the channel of blessing and help to so many. Since

his helpmeet is only a year or so behind him in age, she

also is unable to write the many personal letters which

would be required to answer the communications they

have received during the past month. But she wishes

to join him in thanking the writers.

During the past two weeks, there has occurred a slight

worsening of the physical condition of A.E. K., necessi

tating the daily ministrations of his physician. Hence

the personal gifts of money have been useful to help

with this expense. Dr. Payne has been very kind, and

has made many calls at no cost whatsoever. We have

considered the possibility of transferring my father

to a nursing home, but have decided that this would not

be wise under the circumstances. He would not feel at
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home there, would have to be separated from his wife,

and we feel that he is more comfortable at his old home

at 2823 East Sixth Street, Los Angeles, where he did

nearly all the translation work. Inasmuch as my son

Albert Knoch is willing and able to care for him there,

with the assistance of Ellen Phillips and Helen Schales,

we feel that the Lord has provided this means for his

care at home. And we are very thankful that it is so.

Yet we would request your prayers that the Lord will

guide in any future decisions which may have to be

made in connection with this problem.

CONCORDANT TAPE MINISTRY

Please note that the Concordant Tape Eecording

Ministry work is being taken over by Brother Charles

Peart. We want to take this opportunity to thank

Brother Arthur Eogers for his faithful service in this

work, ever since its inception. But pressure of other

matters has made it imperative that Brother Rogers be

relieved of this time consuming task, and Brother Peart

has kindly consented to assume the work. He should

be adressed as follows: Charles J. Peart, 82 Palm Lane,

Novato, California.

TRUSTEESHIP TRANSFERRED

Since our founder, A. E. Knoch, is now unable to

perform any duties in connection with the work, he has

been forced to resign his position as executive and

trustee of the Concordant Publishing Concern. His son

Ernest 0. Knoch now assumes the position of executive

and editor, and his grandson David E. Knoch will take

on the duties of trustee and assistant manager. The

other two trustees are Alberta M. Knoch, wife of Ernest

0. Knoch, who is in charge of the accounting division,

and Sigrid C. Knoch, wife of A. E. Knoch.

THE SONG BOOK

We are glad to be able to report that work on our
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new song book is nearing completion. We are now

checking with the various copyright owners to make

sure that all is in order, before the printing takes place.

It is possible, D.V., that we shall be able to publish this

long-awaited book within the next two months. It will

be distributed free of charge to legitimate groups and

individuals which are in a position to make use of it.

DONATION SUMMARIES

Those of our donors who require confirmation, for

income tax purposes, of amounts contributed during the

year, should request us to furnish a statement.

A FINAL WORD

Most important of all, is our request that all of our

readers remember this work in their prayers. Since we

no longer have the active and enthusiastic guidance and

the outstanding talents of our founder, A. E. Knoch,

the work could easily flounder, for we feel very inade

quate for the task. Yet the Lord is never inadequate.

So we feel that, if we sincerely seek His guidance by

means of the avenue which God has provided us—prayer

—then we shall, if that be His will, be able to continue

this work in a manner which will help many to see what

a glorious and loving God we really have! For He has

not only provided salvation, through the cross, for those

of us who are members of His body, but He has provided

for all His creatures to be reconciled at the consumma

tion. We should be thanking Him daily for His great

goodness to us, nay, even better, let us follow Paul's

admonition which we find in chapter five of First Thes-

salonians, verses fifteen to eighteen: "See that no one

may be rendering evil for evil to anyone, but always

pursue that which is good for one another as well as

for all. Be rejoicing always. Be praying unintermit-

tingly. In everything be giving thanks, for this is the

will of God in Christ Jesus for you." e.o.k.



Notes on Isaiah

THE APOSTATES OF JUDAH

(ISAIAH 31)

The glories for Jerusalem, which are intimated in

this section (chapters 28 to 35), are a distinct relief to

the city, for alongside these are recurring references to

woes on Judah. Judah's case becomes worse and worse.

For they were besotted and unfit to teach; stubborn sons

who seek counsel elsewhere, rather than from Ieue, their

Alueim; becoming complete apostates who cannot be

turned back from their evil projects. They have become

wholly comparable to Ephraim's position. They spurn

their relation to Ieue by pursuing the policy by which

they seek to safeguard themselves by means of reliance

upon Egypt. The mercy for Jerusalem, which enters

the woe, is to sustain Ieue's faithfulness to His people,

for not otherwise will they be preserved; yet the woe

singles out the apostates of Judah because of their own

particular part in affairs; for them there will be no

lessening of the severity, except as they may be dis

suaded from their folly and remain in Judah.

The apostates are viewed with relation to their plan

ning with Egypt, and the flight thereto, for the entire

issue moves in that direction. The theme of the chapter

(31) is a resumption of the early part of chapter 30,

but matters have moved nearer to the actual time, for

they speak of the "going down to Egypt." It is as

though the "going down" was in process, and the warn-

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

51, Number 1 (Jan., 1960). These back numbers are available.
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ings now take on a lucidity, and even irony, in order to

show the madness of the schemes.

" Going down into Egypt" for safety was not a ques

tion related only to the moment of Isaiah's speaking;

it had gathered strength in his days, and it is intensified

in the years which lay ahead. It had become the lead

ing strategy in the days of the prophet Jeremiah. In the

stirring times when Ahikam befriended Jeremiah, and

also his son, Gedaliah, who had been given supervision

in Judah, then it was denied to Jeremiah that Ieue had

sent him to say "Go not into Egypt and sojourn" (Jer.

42:19, 43:2), and even the prophet himself was eventu

ally taken there by Azariah and Johanan, as a protest

and denial of the words which Jeremiah had spoken.

Those who left the enjoyment of their allotment in this

disobedience were denied any return to it, for they were

to die where they went to sojourn.

APOSTATES TRUST EGYPT

I Woe to those going down to Egypt for help!

On horses are they leaning,

And trusting in chariots, for they are many,

And on horsemen, for they are very staunch.

The horse was a great feature in Egypt. It was not

to be an attraction to Israel. Through Moses, the multi

plying of horses was forbidden to the king, nor was he

to cause the people to return to Egypt to obtain them

(Deut. 17:16). Solomon, unlike his father David, dis

regarded the instruction. From Solomon the evil had

blossomed, and now it was come to fruit, producing the

strategy which Isaiah terms "leaning on horses." Here

then is trust in Egypt as against trust in their Alueim,

Ieue.

The wisdom given to Moses in that fortieth year, when

he was to speak to Israel in order to close his ministry to

them, was far-seeing in its details and warnings. The

insight into the snares of the pathway which lay before

Israel, and their needs for it, was inspired by God's
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spirit upon Moses. Had attention been given to the

counsel, and the nation's life moulded thereby, how

very different would have been Israel's position before

Ieue. It became necessary that discipline be adminis

tered to them in order to lead them back to the righteous

ness of the wisdom which Moses spoke to them, for that

wisdom would have accorded to Ieue the glory which

should be forthcoming to Him from His people.

IEUE REJECTED

And they do not heed the Holy One of Israel/

And of Ieue Alueim they do not inquire.

2 Yet, moreover, He is wise, and will bring evil,

And His words He does not take away,

And He rises against the house of the evil doers,

And against the help of the contrivers of lawlessness.

The false trust became complete, for it extended itself

to the many chariots, and the staunchness of the corres

ponding horsemen. They had entirely lost the sense of

the mutual relationship between themselves and their

Alueim, for they did not regard Him as the Holy One

Who belonged to Israel, and to Whom they should give

the fullest heed, always making inquiry of Him before

taking action. They seem to have forgotten that He

had provided them with the means for such inquiry.

This is the situation which makes necessary the re

minder that Ieue is wise also. His wisdom far out

weighs their devisings. He will bring the evil which

turns their schemes awry, for His words, already heard

through His prophet, will not be withdrawn, but will

remain to witness against them. He will rise against

evil doers, the house of Judah, who urge the help of

others, as well as against the lawlessness of the Egyptian

contrivers who would render the help. The intrigue

will result in injury to both sides.

EGYPT FAILS TO EFFECT DELIVERANCE

3 Yet Egyptians are human, and not the Al,

And their horses are flesh, and not spirit.
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Deliverance for Israel does not lie with humans. This

truth is effectively stressed by the fact that each of the

two statements are given in both the positive and the

negative aspects. They also deal with the essentials

which characterize the two possible helpers—Al and

Egypt. The one, Egypt and its horses, are flesh with

all its weakness and failure, yet Al, the Subjector, is

spirit, with all its illimitable resource and glory. That

it was needful to remind Israel of such a seemingly

obvious truth, reveals the vast lack of understanding

and of appreciation that there was in them in regard to

the faithfulness and power of their Alueim. How often

had His power achieved for them, and yet they continue

unmindful of it. Egypt cannot but fail them! This

result was inevitable, yet its realization was the para

mount need for Israel's good, and it did not come to

them. To this day, Israel looks to their own efforts for

salvation. The same is true of humanity. That the

flesh should regard itself as fully sufficient is a feature

notable in every generation.

IEUE IS TO BE TRUSTED

When Ieue is stretching out His hand,

Then the helper falters; And he who is helped falls.

And, together, all of them will be finished.

4 For thus says Ieue to me,

"As snarling is the lion and the sheltered lion over its prey,

When calling against it are a full number of graziers,

By their voice it is not being dismayed,

And by their throng it is not being humbled,

So will Ieue of hosts descend to muster on mount Zion,

And on its hill.

5 As birds flying, so will Ieue of hosts protect Jerusalem.

Protecting, He will also rescue,

And skipping over, He will also make an escape.

6 Return to Him Who deepens counsel,

Ye stubborn sons of Israel!"

The vast ability of Ieue contrasts marvellously with

the inability of Egypt. He will stretch out His hand,

and the one action will affect both the helper (Egypt)
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and the one helped (Judah); together they will be

finished!

How this can come to be may be understood when it

is discerned that Ieue controls the hosts of the nations

as may be required to reach His intended result. Thus

we see that Assyria is included in this case, during which

Judah intrigues with Egypt. Zion is the center of

Ieue's plans, and Jerusalem is only vulnerable as He

may direct. He it is Who descends to muster on mount

Zion and its hill, and so it is He also Who disperses the

hosts which appear at the gates of the city.

The whole company of graziers, calling against the

lion and its prey, only increases its snarling. Such is

the effect upon the Assyrian in regard to Egypt's aid

to Judah. Yet Ieue, like the flying bird over its nest,

protects Jerusalem, and protecting, He also rescues,

skipping over to the enemy to confirm the escape He

makes ready for Jerusalem.

On this note of the grandeur of their Alueim, the

stubborn sons of Israel are called to return to Him and

His deepened counsel which is so far above the wisdom of

humans. Only in Him are the resources worthy of

trust.
IDOLS TO BE REJECTED

7 "For in that day each man will reject the forbidden idols of

his silver,

And the forbidden idols of his gold,

Which your hands make for you to sin.

How much the forbidden idols have entered into the

thoughts and lives of the sons of Jacob is brought out

when we give attention to the books of Kings and

Chronicles. Then will be understood the frequent

references to idolatry in the prophets. Few kings of

Judah restrained the fane heights, and these were the

bane of the religious practices in which the people en

gaged. The idol was an expensive production, made by

their hands, and it came to be the cause of their sin and

of their downfall. In the day when Ieue fully displays
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His power, the realization of the worthlessness of the

idols will dawn upon them, and forthwith Israel will

reject them. From their experience, they will have

come to understand their God, and the record of His

Word will witness to them that from it they should have

known, as well as from the prophets by whom Ieue

spake> calling them and warning them of their depravity.

The idol gave the satisfaction of a visible form to

that worth which the creature conceived as its alueim;

the image could be addressed through the senses, but it

was to depraved notions that the obeisance was accorded.

The spirit was wholly excluded, and did not begin to rise

to Him Who created the heavens and the earth, and Who

is so much greater than all which is apparent. In a very

real sense, the idol claimed and was given the honor

which was due to the living God. When the invisible

God does reveal His presence, then every vestige of

desire for the idol will fade away.

IEUE ACHIEVES DELIVERANCE

8 And Assyria will fall by a sword, not of a man,

And a sword, not of a human, shall devour it.

And it flees, not from the presence of the sword,

Yet its choice men shall become a labor levy.

9 And its crag, from shrinking, shall pass,

And dismayed are its chiefs from fleeing."

Thus averring is Ieue, Whose light is in Zion,

And His lamp is in Jerusalem.

This passage, directed to those "going down to Egypt"

is concluded by words which affirm what Isaiah had said

many years earlier in his prophecy, when speaking con

cerning the Assyrian army. Then the Assyrian was to

be broken in Ieue's land, and trampled on His moun

tains (14:25). At this speaking it is revealed that

Assyria will fall by a sword which is not of man, or at

all human. The discomfiture of the Assyrian army will

be complete; its crag, that is, that in which it finds its
support, will afford no shade, for it will shrink to such a

degree that it passes away; the dismay of the chiefs of
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the army will become so great that it turns into fleeing,

and the finest men will have to do hard labor. Thus

was it shown that the Assyrian king would return with

shame of face to his own land^ and Ieue avers, in con

trast, that His light is in Zion and His lamp in Jeru

salem. By these words He expresses the unmistakable

superiority of His glory. As the light is within the

lamp, due to the burning of the oil which the lamp con

tains, so is Zion within Jerusalem, and therefrom shines

the light of Ieue's revelation of Himself and His glory.

It is the light that will yet illuminate the world with

the knowledge of Israel's Alueim. Judah's apostates

did not extinguish the light, nor did Sennacherib destroy

the lamp. e.h.c.

(To be continued)

MISSIONARY WORK IN THE SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES

Our missionary in Zamboanga del Sur, which is located in

the southern part of the Philippine Islands, is an indefatigable

worker. He does a considerable amount of traveling about in

the interest of the truth, when the Lord supplies the needed

funds. He also publishes translations of our literature in

the local dialect, for people who do not read the English

language.

Brother Rodriguez is well along in years, and, has been in

the Lord's work in the Philippines for several decades, so

that he is well known there, which means that he is invited

to speak in many places, and has many open doors for giving

out the truth of universal reconciliation, and other helpful

truths from the Scriptures as set forth in our literature or

gleaned from a study of the Concordant Version.

We are sorry that we do not have a good photograph of

him for publication, but we have only snapshots of various

meetings at which he has spoken, which would not show up

well in reproduction. Yet we did not want to delay any

longer, a report of his work for our readers.

In this portion of the Philippines, the people are rice eaters.

There is a severe scarcity of rice this year, and it has been

rationed, and the quantities available are inadequate. Yet

there is no scarcity of spiritual food, which our brother is

prepared to serve in abundance.
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Below we reproduce a portion of a letter received recently,

which will give our readers a little idea of some of the activi

ties in which our brother Rodriguez is engaged.

My dear Brother Knoch:

I have been very busy helping my poor neighbors in their

trouble that I have failed and forgotten to thank you for your

letter with the check for $235 received some time ago.

I thank you for helping me to procure the $235. This will

help me as I spend my time laboring for the Master. Part

of this money I gave to our Church Treasurer to buy more

materials for our church chapel now under construction. I

have also given a little to Sister Mrs. Margarita Hinoo to

buy clothings for her children to enable them to come to our

Sunday School every Sunday. Our Sunday School children

and young people need clothings. They come to our Sunday

School with their rotten clothings, and some of them are not

coming any more to the Sunday School because they have no

clothing—proper clothings for out of door. And so I do ask

you brethren there to pray for them to provide them with the

needed clothings for the glory of God, the Father.

I have studied your booklet on "The Coming Conflict or the

Time of the End," and also your excellent booklet on "All in

All—The Goal of the Universe." The truths I found in these

two booklets, by translating them according to the meaning

of each sentence, and the aim of the authors, will give to our

people the truths that will make them happy in their salva

tion in the love of God in Christ Jesus. Now, I am beginning

to translate them to publish in our common dialect for our

poor common people who cannot understand English.

I have other good news to tell you here. Pastor P. C. Carino

was led by me to see the truth on universal reconciliation as

you have them in your literature by the good booklets pub

lished by the Concordant Publishing Concern. Now another

minister who was working with me while I was the Director

of the East Visayan Mission of the Seventh Day Adventists

in the years 1914 to 1921, by the tracts that I gave him some

time ago, according to Brother Carino this man is now asking

of my whereabouts. This minister is now a salesman of the

Philippine Bible House in Manila. Kindly send him a copy

of your booklets on "All in All," and also a copy of "The

Coming Conflict." —W. L. Rodriguez

Do not forget to remember this work in your prayers, e.o.k.

If you have not sent in your renewal for 1965, would you

please do so as soon as possible? Include your Zip Code.



The Secret of the Evangel

THE EONIAN TIMES

Time is divided into three grand divisions, which are

characterized in Scripture as "before the eons" (1 Cor.

2:7), "times eonian" (2 Tim. 1:9) and "the consumma

tion" (1 Cor. 15:24) which indicates the accomplish

ment of the purpose of the eons.

Thus the eons divide duration into three major divi

sions. Counting the five eons, there are seven secondary

segments to all time. Such a division into three primary

and seven secondary divisions is in perfect accord with

both nature and revelation, for light itself is composed

of three primary and seven secondary colors. Yet not

only are there seven periods, but these are symmetrically

grouped about that grand moral center of the universe—

the cross of Christ.

The eons commence with the beginning and close with

the consummation. The great cataclysm of Genesis 1:2,

which we term the disruption, marks the boundary

between the first and second eon just as the great white

throne judgment separates the last eon from the one

which precedes it. The present eon is bounded by the

deluge in the past and the day of indignation in the

future.

These divisions, it will be noted, accompany marked

changes in the very constitution of the world. They

must not be confused with Administrations, of which the

present eon alone includes eight. The first diagram

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

52, Number 1 (Jan., 1961). These back numbers are available.
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THE

PRE-EONIAN

TIMES

THE

EONIAN

TIMES

THE BEGINNING

I
| Jst eon

THE DISRUPTION

2nd eon

THE DELUGE

3rd eon

THE DAY OF INDIGNATION

4th eon

THE JUDGMENT

I
■ I 5th eon

THE CONSUMMATION

THE

POST-EONIAN

j TIMES

THE FIRST DIAGRAM THE SECOND DIAGRAM

illustrates the eons, or ages, as a whole. The second

diagram shows the great crises which separate the five

eons. The same divisions are shown on the chart.

The accompanying chart is confined to a graphic
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A CHART OF THE EONIAN TIMES
2 Tim. 19, Tit. 12, (Rom. 1625)

The Scriptures divides all time into five eons separated by four crises. The vertical
lines represent specific eons as indicated, and terminate opposite the events which
mark their beginning and end. The number in parenthesis tells which of the eons it is.

Before the Eons. 1 Cor. 2:7; (J<L 25) • God All
THE BEGINNING _ u u

, .m| cf. 2 Pr. 38. "The world that
JitEON | toga was» ana Eph. 22. Then EONIAN

THE READJUSTMENT T~
iWFON c/. 2 Pet. 25. "The ancient
2nd EON i worfd,% E h ^ U(kd$ to

THE DELUGE

gnlEON

§

Times.
Ro.1625, 2TU9,Tit,l2

The Current Eon.
lTi.617, 2TL41O, Tit.212.

This Eon.
Mt. 1232, 1322, Mk. 419,
Lu.168, 2034, Ro.122, 1C6.
120, 26,6,8, 318, 2 CO. 44,
Eph. 121, 22 (with world).

FMt.2U9. Mk.lii4, Jn.1234,
138, 1 Co. 313.

From the Eon.
Luke 170, Acts 321, 1518.

Out of the Eon.
John 932.

Conclusion op the.Eon.
Mt. 1339, 40,49,243.

The Coming Eon.
Mk. 103O, Lu. 1830.

DAT OF INDIGNATION
The Future Eon.
Hb. 65.

That Eon.
Lu. 2035.

For the Eon.
Mk. 329, Lu. 155, Jn. 414
651, 58, 835, 35, 61, 52,

1028,1126, 1234,1416, 2Co
99, Hb. 56, 620. 717, 21

24, 28, 1 Pt. 125; 1 Jh. 217
2 Jn. 2, Jd. 13.

For the Day of the Eon.
2 Pt. 318 (cf. Deut. 327
Mic. 52, 714, Mai. 34).

Conclusion of the Eon.
Mt. 2820.

s Tfife JUDGMENT

Life.
Mt. 1916, 29, 2546
Mk. 1017, 30.
Lu. 1025, 1818, 30.
Jn. 315, 16, 36, 414,
36,, 524,39, 627,40*47,

54, 68, 1028, 1225,
50, 172, 3,

Acts 1346, 48.
Ro. 27, 521, 622, 23.

Gal. 68.
1 Tim. He. 612.
Titus 12, 37.
ljn. 12,225,315,511,
13, 20.

Jude 21.

Salvation.
Heb. 59.

Redemption.

Heb. 912.

Covenant.

Heb. 1320.

God
ALL

IN

Christ

uoTMBNT.

Heb. 916.

Kingdom.

2 Pt. in.

Evangel.
Un. (Rev.) 146.

Consolation.
2 TT. 216.

Glory.
2 Cor. 417, 2TI.210,

1 Pt. 510.

Goo.
Rom. 1626.

Fire, Punishment* etc
Mt. 188, 2541, 46, Mk.
329, 2 Th. 19, Hb. 62.

Jude 7.

Other Occurrences.
Lu. 169, 2 Co. 418, 5i,
1 Tim. 6io, Phn. is,
Heb. 914.

xnisi v/ONSUMMATION
Consummation of the Eons. 1 Co. 10:11,15:24. God All in all
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presentation of the eonian times. It cites every refer

ence to these times, so located as to show its significance

at a glance. The occurrences are grouped according to

the phrases in which they are found. For the conveni

ence of the English reader the Greek is replaced by exact

and consistent translation. Everyone is urged to check

each reference, compare it with its context and satisfy

himself that it is correct.

The pre-eonian times and post-eonian times have much

in common, chiefly, indeed, that sin is absent from them

both. In the first it is unknown: in the last it is well

known but abolished.

The third eon, in which we find ourselves, and the

coming eon, of which the Scriptures have so much to

say, are often referred to in God's Word, so that we have

a large fund of information concerning them. Not so

with the first and second nor the last eon. They are not

directly mentioned as such in the Scriptures. But that

there were eons before the present one is evident, for

we read of eons in the past as well as eons in the future.

So there must have been more than one eon before the

present one.

A remarkable expression occurs in Ephesians 2:2. It

is literally, "the eon of this world." That is to say, the

eon which corresponds, o? pertains to, the present cos

mos, or world, or system. So we only need to determine

when this present cosmos, or world began in order to

find out when this eon began. And we need only know

how many and what worlds there were before the

present world and we will also know what eons have

preceded this one. The fact is, the eons and the worlds

synchronize. They are two different views of the same

thing. A radical change in the constitution of affairs

is called a new world and the time which this world

characterizes is called an eon. They must not be con

founded with less radical changes in administration

which are called eras or administrations.
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In 2 Peter 3:6 we have a reference to the world before

the disruption of the second verse of Genesis. That

world i' perished.'' At the same time the eon with which

it was associated passed away. The first short vertical

stroke on the chart between the Beginning and the Dis

ruption represents this first eon.

In 2 Peter 2:5 we have another reference to a past

world. This one, however, came to its end in the deluge

of Genesis 6:17. So here we have another eon. The

second short vertical line on the chart between the Disrup

tion and the Deluge represents this second eon.

The present eon began with the Deluge and will con

tinue until the Day of Indignation of which the deluge

was a type. The vertical line* from the Deluge to the

Day of Indignation shows this on the chart. This is the

third eon.

This inaugurates the coming eon in which Christ will

reign for a thousand years. The next vertical line* be

tween the Day of Indignation and the Judgment repre

sents this fourth eon.

When this is finished there is a new creation over

which the Son of God rules until the Consummation.

The last short vertical stroke between the Judgment and

the Consummation stands for this fifth and final eon.

Thus each eon after the first is introduced by judgment,

remedial and worldwide, and the renovation of things

mundane, and by a new and distinct constitution of

affairs.

The second eon is ushered in by the great cataclysm

of Genesis 1:2 and the readjustment of the verses which

follow. Whatever may have been the nature of the

previous world, it is quite certain that it had no sea and

no human beings. Now, however, the land is divided

by waters and a human is placed over the earth.

*A short vertical line on the Second Diagram, but represented

by a comparatively long vertical line on the Chart of the Eonian

Times.
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The deluge prepared the way for the present eon.

Man is given the right to rule over his fellows. It is

the eon of human government. In this it is radically

distinct from all other eons.

Man's misrule leads to the day of indignation which

makes way for the coming of Christ. The kingdom of

this world becomes our Lord's and His Christ's (Rev.

11:15). Israel becomes a kingdom of priests and rules

the other nations.

The irruption of Satan and the great white throne

judgment, which close the fourth eon, prepare for the

fifth and final of all the eons. In that last eon the Son

of God is supreme, and God once more dwells with man

kind as in the garden of Eden, so that the priesthood of

Israel is no longer needed (Rev. 21:3). Delegated do

minion continues until it vanishes at the Consummation,

when the death state is abolished and God becomes All

in all.

This explanation of the chart is merely suggestive.

The proof will be presented as we consider in detail

every occurrence of the word eon in all its forms and

phrases.

At the very outset some will ask, "Why use the word

'eon' rather than 'age'?" What has been already pre

sented makes it clear that the thoughts commonly associ

ated with the word "age" are, in many important parti

culars, diverse from that which is brought before us by

the Greek word aidn. The period suggested by Kage"

in common usage is not nearly long enough to fit the

thought of the eons. It will not do to put this new wine

in old wine skins. It would be confusing to incorporate

the thoughts clinging to "age" into the new perceptions

which a thorough study of the eons will harvest. So we

will use "eon" which is good English, yet not so much

used as to be contaminated with unscriptural supposi

tions. A.E.K.



Imitators of Paul and of the Lord

GOD'S SON UNVEILED IN ME

"God Who... calls me through

His grace, to unveil His Son in

me that I may be evangelizing

Him among the nations9'

—Galatians 1:15, 16

In the publicity of oriental life, Saul could no longer

have any privacy from the moment he left the house

in the street which is still called " Straight" in modern

Damascus. Saul was like a stranger from the capital

who had just arrived in a small town and was walking

down Main Street, while accompanied by a prominent

citizen. For Ananias was well known as "a pious man

according to the law, being attested by all the Jews

dwelling there" (Acts 22:12). Under the circumstances,

it is obvious that Saul was to meet the members of the

local Jewish community right away, even though he

could not possibly know that his first stay in Damascus

would be limited to "some days" only (Acts 9:19b).

The Lord Himself had prepared the circumstances for

Saul, so that he would see the believers first. Ananias

could vouch for the former persecutor and introduce

him to the Jewish disciples in Damascus, Thus Saul

was going to enjoy fellowship with others whom the

Lord had called before him. We may be sure of the fact

that Saul told the brethren how the Lord had met him

outside Damascus and that Ananias corroborated his

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

55, Number 1 (Jan., 1964). These back numbers are available.
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story, even in some of the details which he had learned

from the Lord in his own vision.

We can understand that Saul's baptism in water, as

a symbol for spirit baptism, had been necessary under

the circumstances, so as to substantiate the cleansing of

his former conduct, thus ensuring the unity with those

who had been cleansed before him.

THE SYMBOL AND THE ACTUAL

About thirty years later, when baptism in water was

no longer required, there was only one baptism left,

that of the spirit (Eph. 4:4, 5). The first was the sym

bol of the second which is the actual. The symbol was

performed by man in a matter of minutes. It was

nothing but a ceremonial, of no efficacy in itself. The

actual, i.e. spirit baptism, is performed by God Who

keeps us sealed with the holy spirit of promise (Eph.

1:13).

In Ephesians, the apostle uses the words of the sym

bol in order to emphasize the lifetime efficacy of the

baptism of the spirit which is the actual. He writes

(Eph. 5:25-27) : "Christ also loves the ecclesia, and gives

Himself up for its sake, that He should be hallowing it,

cleansing [it in] the bath of the water (with His

declaration), that He should be presenting to Himself

a glorified ecclesia, not having spot or wrinkle or any

such things, but that it may be holy and flawless/'

In the Greek, cleansing is a timeless fact, valid in the

past as it is at present and in the future; and the Greek

word for in (en) occurs only once, before declaration

(literally: cleansing... in declaration). From this we

gather that there is no longer a ceremonial baptism,

lasting some short minutes, but rather a spiritual cleans

ing, lasting a lifetime. It is no longer done by bathing

in ordinary water; now it is the bath of the living

water, in a divine declaration of Christ in His celestial

glory. All believers have part in it today, all have their

hearts cleansed.
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It should be noted that in Ephesians Christ is seen in

His celestial glory, seated at God's right hand. And

the believers are no longer compared to branches of the

Grapevine which are lopped off when they fail to bring

fruit (John 15:1-6). Now all believers are called mem

bers of His body (Eph. 5:30); i.e., they are vitally and

organically a part of Christ Himself. He would be

maimed by the excision of a single member of His body!

The change from Grapevine to Head of the entire body

(Eph. 4:16), and from branches to members, required

new divine declarations, such as Paul learned from

Christ in His celestial glory, which he wrote down for

us in his epistles. Not by a single bathing in water, but

rather by continuous bathing in His declarations, are

the members of the ecclesia cleansed and hallowed until

the whole is fully glorified, holy and flawless, without

any spots or wrinkles. Let us speed that day by con

tinuous bathing in this testimony of our Lord (2 Tim.

1:8) of which Paul has become the witness. It is the

lasting efficacy of this continuous cleansing which will

ensure the unity of all who are thus cleansed.

"And immediately, in the synagogues, he heralded

Jesus, that He is the Son of God" (Acts 9:20). The

Lord had prepared the circumstances for Saul, so that

he was to face the unbelieving Jews of Damascus im*

mediately after having visited with the disciples. In the

synagogues, he was expected to appear as the plenipo

tentiary of the chief priests in Jerusalem, in order to

punish any believing Jewish men or women. If they

would not blaspheme the name of Jesus (Acts 26:11),

he was authorized to arrest them and take them before

the Sanhedrin in Jerusalem for trial and capital punish

ment (Acts 26:10b).

We may assume that Saul, weakened by three days'

fasting, and seeing his Pharisaic creed shattered, was

still unable to fully coordinate and harmonize the new

truth with the law of Moses and the prophets and psalms
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(Luke 24:44). It does not seem likely that, at this

early date, he was in a position to argue with unbelieving

Jews. However, "in the synagogues, he heralded Jesus,

that He is the Son of God." We may further assume

that Saul felt no need for telling his audience any

details of how Christ in His celestial glory had met him

outside the city. By heralding Jesus as he himself had

come to know Him, Saul was displaying the power o£

God which had transformed the fiercest persecutor into

the staunchest champion of His Son. Nothing more was

necessary to indicate that he had completely severed his

ties with the Sanhedrin, than this reference to the divine

Sonship of Jesus Christ; for the Sanhedrin had con

demned Him to death because He had claimed to be the

Son of God (Matt. 26:63, 64).

■"Now amazed are all who are hearing, and they said,

'Is not this the one who, in Jerusalem, ravages those who

are invoking this Name? And here for this had he

come that bound he may be leading them to the chief

priests" (Acts 9:21). Saul's public confession was un

expected. The Jews who heard him, were dazed and

bewildered, just as Saul's companions had been dumb

founded on the road, three days before. No swift action

is taken against Saul locally, though the Jews might

have reported to the Sanhedrin that its plenipotentiary

had defected.

There is still another aspect to the term "immediately"

in Acts 9:20. It might signify that Saul began herald

ing Jesus immediately after his recovery, without con

sulting any of the twelve apostles in Jerusalem, without

waiting for Peter's or any other man's sanction. There

was no time for Saul to take any steps in this direction,

nor was there any necessity, since he had received a

personal and direct commission from Christ in His

celestial glory to bear His name first and foremost to

the nations, later to kings, and meanwhile to the sons of

Israel among the nations, such as in Damascus, outside
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the holy land (Acts 9:15). When we compare Saul's

commission with Peter's or John's, we will find that the

difference is quite obvious (see volume 54, pages 21, 83,

90, 125, 149, 231).

In chapter nine of Acts, there is a significant gap in

time between the "some days" of verse 19b and the

" considerable number of days" in verse 23. The Con

cordant Commentary gives this explanation: "At this

point occurs one of those striking omissions in the narra

tive [of Acts] which assure us that it is concerned only

with the kingdom, and that Paul's epistles differ from it

in purpose and scope. Paul passed a large part of three

years in Arabia (Gal. 1:17, 18). This journey is in

cluded in the 'considerable number of days.' Where in

Arabia he went, is not revealed; in fact, the term itself

is vague. He may have gone far south into the desert

between the Eed Sea and the Persian Gulf, which is

properly called Arabia. He may have gone only a few

miles from Damascus, and yet be in Arabia in the

popular sense of the term. Wherever he went, and

whatever he did, it is evident that it has no bearing on

the narrative of Acts. Paul uses it in Galatians as

evidence that he did not immediately consult those who

were apostles before him, so he could not have received

his evangel from them. As Acts deals only with that

aspect of his ministry which had contact with the com

missions of the twelve, it is clear why this incident

should be overlooked."

In Galatians 1:16, 17, the apostle points to timeless

facts when he uses the words "calls" and "to unveil."

God calls him "through His grace, to vmveil His Son in

me that I may be evangelizing Him among the nations."

God's special revelation for him was progressive, for the

vision on the Damascus road had only been the begin

ning. We may assume that the unveiling of God's Son

for Saul was continued somewhere in the wilderness of

Arabia, unhampered by the perplexities of traditional
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Jewish thinking, Greek philosophy, and other human

influences.

After His resurrection our Lord had opened up the

minds of His disciples so as to understand the Scrip

tures, just as He had enlightened Cleopas and his

companion before, "beginning from Moses and from all

the prophets, He interprets to them, in all the Scriptures,

that which concerns Himself" (Luke 24:27, 45). What

He had done for the elder apostles in the forty days

following His resurrection, we may safely assume,

Christ in His celestial glory did for Saul in Arabia and

on later occasions. In his case, however, the divine

interpretation of the Scriptures was supplemented by

progressive revelation of secrets, which had been con

cealed from the eons in God.

We should keep in mind that Saul, on the Damascus

road, had suffered an unexpected and prostrating shock.

He certainly was in need of rest to recuperate his

shattered mental powers, to coordinate his thinking, to

harmonize the new revelation and his old biased ideas

on the Old Testament Scriptures. In order to become

fit for service under the new commission, he would need

more, much more than just three days of pondering on

the sight of Christ in His celestial glory and His gracious

words of love.

It is conceivable that the two different portrayals of

Saul in his Damascus service are years apart. In

verses 19-21 we find him apparently still weakened by

three days' fasting, but somewhat strengthened after a

meal, so as to be able to go with Ananias, visiting with

the disciples and immediately making the rounds of the

synagogues as we have just seen. His audiences are

amazed at his heralding of the divine Sonship of Jesus.

This was his public confession of faith in the despised

Nazarene. Apparently his physical and mental condi

tion at that time allowed no other effort during the

"some days" of his first stay in Damascus. Because of
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the limited time no action is taken by the unbelieving

Jews against the defector from the faith of the fathers.

"Yet Saul was the more invigorated, and threw the

Jews dwelling in Damascus into confusion, deducing

that this One is the Christ. Now as a considerable num

ber of days were fulfilled, the Jews consult to assassinate

him" (Acts 9:22, 23). This is another portrayal of the

apostle; here he appears to be in the best physical trim

and mental acumen, ready and prepared to argue from

the Scriptures with the unbelieving Jews, "opening up

and placing before them that the Christ must suffer and

rise from among the dead, and that 'This One is the

Christ—the Jesus Whom / am announcing to you'''

(Acts 17:2, 3). This was "Paul's custom" about twenty

years later, and it seems to us that he probably started

with this kind of thorough deduction and argumenta

tion in the synagogues of Damascus, after his return

from the Arabian desert retreat.

During the "some days" of verse 19b, Saul's public

confession of faith in Jesus, the Son of God, had resulted

in amazement among the unbelieving audience. How

ever, after the greater part of three years, when he is

invigorated in body and spirit, his systematic work of

deduction and argumentation from the Scriptures re

sulted in confusion among the same audience. This

new situation is similar to the circumstances described

in Acts 6:10; in their discussions with Stephen, the

Hellenistic Jews "were not strong enough to withstand

the wisdom and the spirit with which he spoke." Hence

they decided to have him executed.

It would seem strange if Luke had said nothing about

the Jews' reason for their plotting against Saul (Acts

9:23). There can be no doubt but that their action was

caused by Saul's activity at his second stay in Damascus

when he "threw the Jews. .. into confusion, deducing

that this One is the Christ." Even if, at his first stay,

he had finally succeeded in confuting them, we may as-
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sume that, after his return from Arabia, his deductive

argumentation would have become far more thorough

going. Hence the Jews considered him to be a deserter

who deserved to be killed.

"Yet known to Saul is their plot. Now they scru

tinized the gates also, both by day and by night, so that

they may be assassinating him. Yet the disciples, get

ting him at night, let him down through the wall, lower

ing him in a hamper" (Acts 9:24, 25). Many years

later, when referring to this incident, the apostle wrote

(2 Cor. 11:30, 32, 33), "If I must boast, I will be

boasting in that which is of my weakness... In Damas

cus the ethnarch of Aretas, the king, garrisoned the

city of the Damascenes, wanting to arrest me, and I am

lowered in a wicker basket through a window through

the wall, and escaped his hands."

Saul's usefulness in Damascus was exhausted when his

Jewish foes had the whole garrison of the city on the

alert to arrest him. An ethnarch (chief of an ethnic

group) was in charge of operations at that time since

Roman rule had ceded the city to the Arab Nabataean

kingdom of Aretas, on the east side of the Jordan.

Under the circumstances, Saul could not claim his rights

as a Roman citizen, nor ask for official protection. This

was one of Saul's early lessons, when he learned to rely

on the Lord's grace which is sufficient at all times, even

in case of failure or harm to reputation.

We, in the apostle's place, might have boasted in our

bold heralding, but he boasts in his weakness, in his

humiliating escape. This attitude is characteristic of

his career. He learned to delight in infirmities, in out

rages, in necessities, in persecutions, in distresses, for

Christ's sake, so that His power should be tabernacling

over him. Even if our own afflictions are very different

from the apostle's, our risen Lord's answer remains the

same, "Sufficient for you is My grace, for My power in

infirmity is being perfected" (2 Cor. 12:9, 10). h.h.r.



The Secret of the Resurrection

THE RECORDS OF THE

RESURRECTION

It should be evident to the most casual reader of the

Scriptures that the language of the evangelists regard

ing the Passover and the festival of Unleavened B^ead

does not accord with the precise terms of the law, but is

based on the popular usage of the time. This difference

is carefully guarded and explained, as for instance,

when we are told that the festival of Unleavened Bread

is termed the Passover (Luke 22:1). In the law these

are distinct, the Passover being on the fourteenth of

Nisan and the festival of Unleavened Bread following it

on the fifteenth to the twenty-first. Any attempt to

apply the exact terms of the law to the records will cause

confusion, yet there is no better basis for an understand

ing of the subject than, first of all, to get a good grasp

of the Mosaic injunctions regarding the time for the

observance of these festivals.

The twenty-third of Leviticus, the twenty-eighth and

twenty-ninth of Numbers and the sixteenth of Deutero

nomy set forth the seven sacred festivals to be observed

by Israel, besides the usual seventh day or sabbath. The

following is the principal passage.

Leviticus 23:5-8

5 In the fourteenth day of the first month between the even

ings is Ieue's passover.

6 And on the fifteenth day of the same month is the feast of

unleavened bread unto Ieue: seven days ye must eat un

leavened bread.

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

53, Number 1 (Jan., 1962). These back numbers are available.
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7 In the first day ye shall have a holy convocation: ye shall

do no servile work therein.

8 But ye shall offer an offering made by fire unto Ieue seven

days: in the seventh day is a holy convocation: ye shall do

no servile work therein.

Numbers practically repeats these instructions and

adds considerable detail as to the offerings for the festi

val of Unleavened Bread (Num. 28:16-25). Deuteron

omy stresses the meaning of the observance and the place

in which it is to be kept (Deut. 16:1-8). Of special

interest is the injunction that no leavened bread was to

be eaten with the passover, which, in effect, made it a

part of the feast which followed. And this accounts for

the fact that, in our Lord's day, the fourteenth and not

the fifteenth was spoken of as the first day of unleavened

bread.

In the following passages the context makes it clear

that the festival of Unleavened Bread is really intended

by the term Passover, though, at times, it seems to in

clude both the passover and the festival in one common

term.

There is, however, no difficulty in determining when

Passover means the memorial or the festival if an appeal

is made to the context. Indeed, it is often called the

festival to distinguish it from the preceding observance.

It is to be regretted that the common version needlessly

and incorrectly inserts "the feast of" in Matthew 26:2

and Mark 14:1, for there is no reference to the festival

in either passage. The simple way to avoid confusion of

thought is to think always of the festival when referring

to the days which followed the killing of the passover

lamb. (The Concordant rendering appears in italics),

THE PASSOVER PROPER

Matt. 26: 2 after two days is [the feast of] the passover

after two days the Passover is coming

17 prepare for thee to eat the passover

making ready for Thee to oe eating the passovert

18 I will keep the passover at thy house
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With you am I making the passover

and they made ready the passover

and they make ready the passover

was [the feast of] the passover

was the Passover

when they killed the passover

when they sacrificed the passover

that thou mayest eat the passover

that Thou mayest eat the passover

where I shall eat the passover with

where I may be eating the passover

and they made ready the passover

and they make ready the passover

when the passover must be killed

in which the passover must be sacrificed

Go and prepare us the passover

go and make ready for us the passover

where I shall eat the passover

where I may be eating the passover

and they made ready the passover

And they make ready the passover

desired to eat this passover with you

I yearn to be eating this passover with you

And the Jews* passover was at hand

And near was the Passover of the Jews

six days before the passover

six days before the Passover

but that they might eat the passover

but may be eating the passover

release unto you one at the passover

I should be releasing one to you in the Passover

Christ our passover is sacrificed for us

our Passover also, Christ, was sacrificed for our

sakes

Through faith he kept the passover

By faith he has the passover made

We give herewith all the passages in which unleavened

bread refers to the day of the passover. Note how con

fusing the additions in the Authorized Version are.

These are enclosed in brackets.

Matt. 26:17 Now the first [day] of the [feast of] unleavened

bread

Now on the first of unleavened bread

Mark

Luke

John

1 Cor.

Heb.

19

14: 1

12

12

14

16

22: 7

8

11

13

15

2:13

12: 1

18:28

39

5: 7

11:28
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Mark 14: 1 [the feast of] the passover and [of] unleavened

bread

the Passover, and the unleavened bread

12 the first day of unleavened bread, when they

killed the passover

the first day of unleavened bread, when they

sacrificed the passover

Luke 22: 7 the day of unleavened bread, when the passover

must be killed

the day of unleavened bread, in which the pass-

over must be sacrifled.

Acts 12:3,4 (Then were the days of unleavened bread.) ...

intending after Easter to bring him forth

(now they were the days of unleavened bread) ...

1 '' intending after the Passover to lead him up

20: 6 after the days of unleavened bread

after the days of unleavened bread

Only one passage really refers to the festival, as given

in the law, and we are told that this was called the

Passover:

Luke 22: 1 Now the feast of unleavened bread drew nigh,

which is called the passover

Now near drew the festival of unleavened bread,

termed the Passover

THE 'PASSOVER FESTIVAL

Luke 2:41 every year at the feast of the passover

year by year ...to the festival of the Passover

22: 1 Now the feast of unleavened bread drew nigh,

which is called the passover

Now near drew the festival of unleavened bread,

termed the Passover

John 2:23 when he was in Jerusalem at the passover, in the

feast

as He was in Jerusalem at the Passover in the

festival

6: 4 And the passover, a feast of the Jews,

near was the Passover, the festival of the Jews.

11:55 And the Jews' passover was nigh

Now near was the Passover of the Jews

13: 1 Now before the feast of the passover

Now before the festival of the Passover

19:14 it was the preparation of the passover
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Now it was the preparation of the Passover

Acts 12: 4 intending after Easter to bring him forth

intending after the Passover to lead him %ip

It is furthermore evident that the manner of observing

the Passover by the Jews of our Saviour's day is not a

standard by which to judge the acts of our Lord. For

instance, some most eminent expositors insist that the

Lord could not have eaten the passover lamb because it

was not killed until about noon, more than twelve hours

later. All will admit that He was Himself the Passover

Lamb and that He must have been slain according to

the law. But let us examine the letter of the law and

see if it was not possible for Him to both eat the passover

and fulfill it according to its instructions.

In the Hebrew, the passage relating to the time when

the passover must be killed is strikingly peculiar. In

stead of "in the evening" it reads "between the [two]

evenings" (Ex. 12:6). "Evenings" is in the dual num

ber. The time of the sacrifice is limited to the fourteenth

day of the first month between the (two) evenings. As

our days have only one evening, this is an enigma to us.

But it is clear enough when we remember that they

reckoned the day from sunset to sunset. Each day be

gan with an evening, after sunset, and closed with a

second evening before sunset. In other words, it was

within the law to kill the passover lamb near sunset

either at the beginning or end of the fourteenth of Nisan.

The Lord's dinner with His disciples took place some

time after the first evening of the crucifixion day, and

He was Himself the Antitype before the second evening.

Thus His every act was in perfect accord with the

minutest exactitude of God's holy law.

We shall now review each of the four accounts, giv

ing a correct Concordant version, and see how naturally

and easily the time periods can be followed. By noting

them on the accompanying chart, the harmony of the

whole will be sufficient to convince us of its truth.
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The 14th op Nisan—Thursday

The first of unleavened bread

Matt. Mark Luke John

The preparation for the passover 26:17 14:12 22: 8

The first evening 26:20 14:17 22:14

The Passover observed 26:21 14:18 22:14 13: 2

The betrayal announced 26:21 14:18 22:21 13:21

The Lord's dinner 26:26 14:22 22:19

Peter's denial foretold 26:34 14:30 22:34

Gethsemane 26:36 14:32 22:39 18: 1

The agony... 26:38 14:34 22:44

Judas' kiss 26:49 14:45 22:47

The Lord apprehended 26:47 14:46 22:54 18:12

The chief priest's slave smitten. 26:51 14:47 22:50 18:10

His disciples desert Him 26:56 14:50

The Lord led to Annas 18:13

Peter's first denial 26:70 14:68 22:57 18:17

The Lord before Caiaphas 26:57 14:53 22:54 18:24

They abuse Him 26:67 14:65 22:63

Peter's second denial 26:72 14:69 22:58 18:25

Peter's third denial 26:74 14:71 22:60 18:27

The cock crows 26:74 14:72 22:60 18:27

The morning 27:1 15:1 22:66 18:28

Led to the Sanhedrin 22:66

He is led to Pilate 27:2 15:1 23:1 18:28

He is sent to Herod 23: 7

Judas returns the silver 27: 3

Judas strangles himself 27: 5 .

Bar-Abbas released... 27:26 15:15 2.3:25

Pilate's soldiers mock Him 27:27 15:16

The Lord led to the cross 27:31 15:20 23:26 19:16

The malefactors led with Him 23:32

Simon the Cyrenian 27:32 15:21 23:26 .....

Wine and myrrh refused 15:23

The crucifixion 27:35 15:24 23:33 19:18

The third hour (9 a.m.) 15:25

One malefactor blasphemes Him 23:39

Two robbers crucified with Him. 27:38 15:27

The robbers reproach Him 27:44

Darkness, 6th to the 9th hour... 27:45 15:33 2,3:44 .....

Emmanuel's orphan cry 27:46 15:34

Giving the vinegar 27:48 15:36 19:29

He expires 27:50 15:37 23:46 19:30

His side punctured 19:34

The curtain of the temple rent... 27:51 15:38
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Matt. Mark Luke John

Evening 27:57 15:42

Joseph of Arimathea begs body.. 27:58 15:43 23:50 19:38

The 15th of Nisan—Friday

The great sabbath, the first day of

the festival of Unleavened Bread

Quiet on the sabbath 23:56

The elapsing of the sabbath 16: 1

Morrow after the preparation... 27:62 . 23:54

Chief priests, etc., go to Pilate.. 27:62

The evening of the sabbaths 28: 1

The 16th of Nisan—Saturday

The women go to the tomb early. 28: 1 16: 2 24: 1 20: 1

The great earthquake 28:2

He appears to Mary Magdalene 16: "9 20:14

The soldiers bribed 28:12

Meeting on the Emmaus road 24:13

Evening of one of the sabbaths 20:19

MATTHEW'S ACCOUNT

Now, on the first of unleavened bread, the disciples came to

Jesus, saying to Him, "Where art Thou wanting we should be

making ready for Thee to be eating the passover?" (26:17).

"Unleavened bread" does not refer to the festival of

Unleavened Bread, but to the Preparation for the festi

val, the day before. This was the fourteenth of Nisan,

the day of the Passover memorial. That evening they

ate the passover and He foretold His betrayal in that

night (Matt. 26:21, 24). He was taken and brought

before Caiaphas, the chief priest. In the morning there

was a full council (Matt. 27:1), and He was brought

before the governor (Matt. 27:11), and led away to be

crucified. From the sixth hour to the ninth hour (our

twelve to three o'clock), darkness came upon the whole

land (Matt. 27:45). At about the ninth hour He expired,

the curtain of the temple is rent and the earth quaked

(Matt. 27:51). That evening Joseph of Arimathea

placed His body in his new tomb (Matt. 27:57, 59).

Thus closes the fourteenth of Nisan.
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Now, on the morrow which is after the preparation, the

chief priests and the Pharisees were gathered to Pilate, saying,

"Lord, we are reminded that that deceiver said while still

living, 'After three days I shall be roused.' Then order the

sepulcher to be secured till the third day, lest at some time his

disciples, coming, should be stealing him and may be saying to

the people, 'He was roused from the dead/ and the last deception

will be worse than the first."

Yet Pilate averred to them "You have a detail. Go, make it

secure, as you are aware."

Now they, being gone, secure the sepulcher, sealing the stone,

with the detail. Now it is the evening of the sabbaths.

(27:62-28:1)

This is an account of the action on the fifteenth of

Nisan, the great sabbath which began the festival of

Unleavened Bread. The language used is of the utmost

significance in connection with a series of seeming con

tradictions which has caused much confusion in this

discussion. The priests tell Pilate that He had said that

He would rise "after three days." Then they beg to

have the tomb sealed "till the third day." This seems to

be the utmost folly. Of what use would a seal or guard

be if it is to be withdrawn a day before there was any

occasion for it? Or if He was not to rise until after

three days, why have a guard set on the second day?

When we reflect how scrupulously strict the Jews were

in the observance of this great sabbath, it is evident that

they expected the alleged attempt to steal His body

on the next night. This is the reason they attend to all

this business on the great sabbath. In explaining the

Lord's prediction to Pilate they change His words in the

gospel, that He was to rise the third day, to/" after three

days." But it is evident that this means "the third

day" to Pilate. What they actually understood we must

judge by their actions. They insisted on a guard and

set it at the close of the second day.

When was the guard set? In "the evening of the

sabbaths," in the evening which closed the great sabbath

of the festival of Unleavened Bread and which began
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the weekly sabbath. Both sabbaths had this evening in

common. This point of time is absolutely and accurately

fixed for us if we will only heed the exactitude of the

spirit's utterance.

The first few words of the twenty-eighth of Matthew

belong at the end of the previous chapter. The render

ing "end" for evening has no foundation whatever.

The same word, on its two other occurrences (Mark 11:

19; 13:35) is translated "even." There is no reason

why "Now it was the evening of the sabbaths" should

be joined to the following sentence. The ancient manu

scripts make no division between words and sentences,

hence we are at perfect liberty to ignore such a palpable

error as this. The women, if we are to judge by all the

other evidence, did not come to the tomb in the evening.

Mary Magdalene was the first to whom He appeared

(Mark 16:9). She came to the tomb "in the morning,

there being still darkness" (John 20:1). If all that fol

lows in Matthew's account took place in the evening, their

actions on the following morning are absolutely incrqdi-

ble. The guard was set "in the evening of the sabbaths."

Mary Magdalene and the other Mary came "at the

lighting up into one of the sabbaths." This has been

rendered "in the dusk toward," in order to agree with

the previous sentence. But, as we have said, all the

evidence is against such a rendering, for Mary Mag

dalene did not come till morning and the disciples

certainly were not told all about His resurrection the

evening before. This will be clear to anyone who reads

the other accounts. It must be acknowledged, however,

that the word translated "dawn" in the common version

may also refer to the rising of the moon, as, indeed it

does in Luke's account (Luke 23:54). For this reason

we render it literally "light up," for there seems to be

no English expression which does not imply the presence

of sunlight. In the early dawn of one of the sabbaths,

in the presence of the two Marys, the messenger of the
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Lord descends from heaven and rolls away the stone

from the door and sits on it. It is probable that the

Lord had risen and left before this time, for doors were

no barriers to His resurrection body. But He was still

near at hand and spoke to them as they were running

to report to His disciples, and arranged to meet them

in Galilee. ,
mark's account

And on the first day of unleavened bread, when they sacri

ficed the passover, His disciples are saying to Him, "Where

dost Thou want us to come away that we should be making

ready, that Thou mayest eat the passover?" (14:12).

Again we begin with the fourteenth day of Nisan,

which, in the law, is called the Passover. But, because

unleavened bread was used at the passover supper, and

it was also the day in which all leaven was put away in

preparation for the festival of Unleavened Bread, it

came to be called the first day of unleavened bread. The

first day of the festival of Unleavened Bread was after

the day "when they sacrifice the passover.'7

After the Passover, Gethsemane, His betrayal and

desertion, He is led before Caiaphas (Mark 14:53).

He was crucified at the third hour, about nine o'clock

(Mark 15:25). At the sixth hour (twelve o'clock)

darkness descended until the ninth hour, or about three

o'clock (Mark 15:33). At this time He expires (Mark

15:37). Since it was the preparation for a sabbath in

which nothing could be done, and evening was coming,

Joseph of Arimathea obtains the corpse and places it in

his tomb nearby (Mark 15:42-46).

In the East it is necessary to embalm the dead speed

ily, for corruption sets in very quickly. Martha dreaded

the stench after four days (John 11:39). Joseph had

given the body only a temporary burial, for there was

not time for the process of embalming, and they dared

not do such servile work on the great sabbath day which

was at hand.
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The question of what could, and what could not be

done on the various sabbaths was one which greatly exer

cised the legal hearts of the religious Jews. It is posi

tively amusing to read some of the regulations by which

they added to and made void the law of God. They

never were able to decide what to do with an egg that

was laid on the sabbath, so it was laid up until Messiah

should come. It would hardly be fit for much by that

time! A beggar, coming to receive alms, could put his

hand forth just so far, and his benefactor was also

limited in the length of his reach. It mattered little if

the beggar could not get the gift! Yet the strictest

legalists made some concessions to necessity, even on the

sabbath. Our Lord reminds them that they allowed

themselves to lead their animals to water (Luke 13:15)

on that day. He Himself would have them do good on

the sabbath.

But on the greatest of all the sabbaths, which came

only once a year, they were excessively strict, as indeed

was the law itself. No servile work was allowed to be

done. Nothing not absolutely essential could be under

taken. Hence these women waited until after the great

sabbath had elapsed. Undoubtedly in this we can see

the overruling hand of God. He did not want the body

embalmed, for that would hinder the realization of the

great miracle that His flesh was preserved absolutely

untainted from the corrupting hand of death.

On the other hand, the intense anxiety of the women,

so that they buy the spices on the weekly sabbath, and

prepare to embalm Him on that day, is the strongest

kind of evidence to show the reality of this miracle.

They reasoned that Death would keep no sabbath, that

another sun would turn the flesh into a putrid mass.

And so it would — if He had not been the Holy One of

God.

Once more God intervenes to prevent them. Night

comes on, so that they must wait until morning to accom-
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plish their task. Their anxiety is seen in the early hour

in which they come to the tomb. They must forestall

mortification! How sad is their unbelief! Yet how glad

we are for its testimony to the reality of His death and

the actuality of His preservation! They have wasted

their money on spices for Him! He needs no help against

the ravages of Death. He is Death's Conqueror! He

rose before the beloved but unbelieving women could

embalm His body.

And, very early in the morning on one of the sabbaths, they

are coming to the tomb at the rising of the sun. And they said

to themselves, "Who will be rolling away the stone for us out of

the door of the tomb?" (16:2, 3).

The Scriptures are most elaborate in defining the

time when the women came to the tomb to find the Lord

already risen. If they had come the evening before and

found Him gone they would not have come in the morn

ing. They surely would not be concerned as to who

would roll aside the stone if they had seen the open

tomb and knew that the Lord awaited them in Galilee.

No one who reads all the accounts can fail to receive the

impression that the Lord rose early in the morning.

This is definitely stated by Mark, "Now, rising in the

morning in the first day of the sabbath, He appeared first

to Mary Magdalene" (Mark 16:9). A strained punctua

tion of this sentence endeavors to make it read as though

it merely gave the time when He appeared to Mary. The

exact sublinear in the Concordant Version is: up-stand-

ing yet to-morning BEFORE-most of-sabbath He-APPEARed

BEFORE-mOSt tO-MARY THE MAGDALENE.

From Mark's account we gather the two important

facts that our Lord was entombed some time before sun

set on the day of Preparation, and that He rose in the

early morning of a sabbath.

LUKE'S ACCOUNT

Like Mark, Luke calls the Passover the day of un-
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leavened bread (Luke 22:7). After the passover and

the betrayal, He is led to the chief priest's house. As it

became day (Luke 22:66) He was led before the San-

hedrin. From there He was led to Pilate (Luke 23:1)

and Pilate sends Him to Herod (Luke 23:7), but Herod

sends Him back to Pilate again (Luke 23:11).

There was darkness from the sixth hour to the ninth,

or from noon till three o'clock. Then He committed His

spirit into the hands of His Father (Luke 23:46). He

was entombed on the day of preparation (Luke 23:54).

And it was the day of preparation, and a sabbath lighted up.

Now, following after, the women who were come together out

of Galilee with Him gaze at the tomb, and how His body was

placed. Now, returning, they make ready spices and attars.

And on the sabbath, indeed, they are quiet, according to the

precept.

Now in the early depths of one of the sabbaths, they and

certain together with them, came to the tomb, bringing the

spices which they make ready. Now they found the stone

rolled away from the tomb. Now, entering also, they found not

the body of the Lord Jesus (23:54-24:3).

The common version says "the sabbath drew on."

The Greek word is the same as "began to dawn" in

Matthew 28:1. It literally means on-light, rendered

idiomatically in the Concordant Version, lighted up.

The context in Luke makes it very clear that it was not

the dawn of a new day, as we understand it, for it was

just before sunset. It was the moon which was rising

and giving notice of the nearness of the sabbath. The

Hebrew month was lunar. On the evening of the four

teenth the full orbed moon would rise before the sun set

and by its beams light up the evening of the ensuing sab

bath. This account must not be confused with the nar

rative in Mark. The women there mentioned were not

all from Galilee. They bought their spices after the

great sabbath had elapsed (Mark 16:1). The story here

is much more in keeping with the tenor of Luke's

account. The women from Galilee, make ready spices
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and attars on the preparation day. There was very little

time to do this. Only three hours were allowed for

Joseph to go to Pilate, take down and wrap up the body,

place it in the tomb and close the door, and after this

for the women to get ready the spices and attars. It is

very clear that they fully intended to do the embalming

just as soon as possible after the great sabbath. It could

not be done at night, so they must have come to the

tomb the morning after the first day of the festival of

Unleavened Bread. It seems impossible to explain their

action on any other grounds than that they wished to do

the embalming at the very first opportunity. To insert

an ordinary day of the week between His burial and

resurrection is out of the question, or they certainly

would have embalmed Him on that day. Two sabbaths

followed the crucifixion. They proposed to do it on the

second. The resurrection morning is the very first

opportunity they had. Hence it must have been Nisan

16, the third day after His burial. They did not know

that He would not see corruption.

Luke adds another to the varied phrases which tell

us the hour at which He was risen. The women from

Galilee, accompanied by those spoken of in Mark, went

to the tomb early, as though already concerned about the

delay, lest the heat of another day should hasten the

supposed decay. They came "in the early depths of

one of the sabbaths," but failed to find the body they

wished to embalm. The men who were there reminded

them that He had told them of His resurrection on the

third day (Luke 24:7). He died on the Passover, slept

on the first sabbath of the festival, and was roused on

the next day, which was a weekly sabbath—the third

day after His crucifixion.

JOHN'S ACCOUNT

No part of our Lord's life is related with such

precious fullness as His last evening with His disciples.
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John devotes several chapters to His parting counsel and

closing prayer. His betrayal and trial before the chief

priest, and His testimony to Pilate, are given with much

detail. The first note of time which will occupy us is the

statement that "it was the Preparation of the Passover,

and about the sixth hour." (19:14). This statement has

caused much confusion. The sixth hour, at noon, was

the time when darkness came over the land, and He had

already been crucified. But in John He is still standing

before Pilate, which corresponds to the third hour in the

other accounts (Mark 15:25). In fact there can be no

doubt that he was crucified about the third hour, or nine

o'clock in the morning.

Some seek to make this the sixth hour of the night, or

midnight. But it is hardly possible that the trial before

the chief priest and the gathering of the Sanhedrin

could have occurred before midnight and most unlikely

that they would disturb Pilate at that hour. It throws

the whole narrative out of harmony with all the other

accounts. Several uncial manuscripts, some cursives and

a few fathers read third for ' 'sixth." The best testimony

for this change, which has been adopted in the Concord

ant Version, is the editor of Sinaiticus. He deliberately

replaces the ''sixth" by "third." So many of his cor

rections are valuable that we are sure he is right in this

passage, also.

The Jews, then, since it was the preparation, lest the bodies

should be remaining on the cross on the sabbath (for it was the

great day of that sabbath), ask Pilate... (John 19:31).

This conclusively shows that the Preparation was

followed by an annual sabbath, not the usual weekly one.

"Good Friday" seems to be based on the supposition

that the crucifixion was on Friday, followed by the

Saturday sabbath. There seems to be nothing in the

Scriptures to give this any support whatsoever. The

crucifixion was on Thursday, the great sabbath on Fri

day and the weekly sabbath on Saturday.
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Again, " since it was the preparation," He receives

a speedy entombment. Joseph and Nicodemus bind the

body temporarily in swathings and spices, and place it

in the new tomb.

Now, on one of the sabbaths, Miriam Magdalene is coming

to the tomb in the morning, there being still darkness, and is

observing the stone taken away from the door of the tomb

(John 20:1).

Once more we are assured that the time of the resur

rection must have been before daylight, in the morning.

Mary races back to Peter and John and they come and

investigate. Their unbelief is not rewarded. But Mary

receives the greatest boon ever granted to womankind

(if we except that other Mary, His mother), for she is

the first to see and greet the risen Saviour.

Being, then, the evening of that day, one of the sabbaths,...

(John 20:19).

He had made an appointment with His disciples to

meet Him in Galilee (Matt. 28:7, 10, 16; Mark 16:17).

Why did they not go ? Why are they loitering in Jeru

salem, when every hope they had was bound up in the

expected meeting with their risen Lord? Yet here they

are on the day of His resurrection, still in Jerusalem,

cowering behind closed doors. If this was "the first

day of the week" what excuse shall we offer for their

disobedience to His expressed wish? But if it was a

sabbath, that explains matters. No such journey could

be undertaken on the sabbath. It would not only be a

breaking of the law, but it would start a riot if the Jews

saw them on their journey. They could not leave Jeru

salem that day. Even those who went to Emmaus that

evening waited until nearly sundown. Hence the Lord

found them together, and revealed Himself to them

before He met them again in Galilee. a.e.k.

(To be continued)

"Let all your actions occur in love!" —1 Cor. 16:14
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SUCCESS STORY

PART ONE

What is success ? Do you desire to be successful ? Are

you afraid of failure ?

We live in a success-conscious era, a century marked

by great inventions, by "break-throughs" in all fields

of research. Many of these inventions and discoveries

are beneficial to the physical welfare of mankind. And

so it is natural that young people, as well as older ones,

wish to make their contribution; they do not wish their

short lives to be useless and unproductive.

However, a little study will show that most successes

are motivated by selfishness. Newspaper headlines her

ald the man or woman who becomes wealthy, who wins

prestige among his fellow men, or who by his ability or

deeds gains fame and popularity. Such a person is said

to be a "success."

So much emphasis upon success has an effect on the

young person of today. True, it may spur him on to

greater effort in his particular field of work or study.

Or, it may prove to be too overwhelming; he may give

up trying to compete in a world that demands so much of

him.

What of the believer? As believers, we can become

bewildered by the mad rush for success—it may seem

sometimes that we are completely out of step with

modern thinking. And so we are! Even in fields of

endeavor that benefit mankind we discover that man's

viewpoint is not God's viewpoint. We belong to Ood—
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therefore, we must look to Him for reward, in His way,

and in His time. The reward of man is a corruptible

wreath—a corruptible crown that will mean nothing at

the Dais of Christ. When He gives the wreath spoken

of in 1 Corinthians 9:25, then we will know what success

really is!

From an editorial in volume 17 of this magazine, we

quote the following:

"God has a purpose which determines His every deed

and molds His every act. The secret of c success' and

true accomplishment lies in conformity to His plans

and harmony with His assumptions. In these stirring

and strenuous days men are everywhere exhorted to

achieve success, and many are the means which are pro

posed in order to attain it. Practically all of these

man-made schemes consist in the development of latent

powers, or neglected ability. Nearly all have no higher

aim than to grasp more than the average of wealth or

prestige..."

NOT THE SPIRIT OF CHRIST

"... The spirit of all the means and methods, affirma

tions and exercises which are guaranteed to bring wealth

and the respect and homage of our fellow men, is the

very antithesis of the spirit of Christ. Men are never

urged to humble themselves, to consider the welfare of

others, or to suffer. Eather they are dazzled with the

promise of power over their fellows. They are assured

that they can bend their wills to suit their own. They

can legally take from them whatever they wish. Every

effort is made to foster self-confidence and conceit. The

believer who is snared with this attractive system may

well take for his motto, 'No longer Christ, but I.' In

deed, psychology, especially as applied to crowds, has

largely replaced the Holy Spirit in religious meetings.

The senses of the public are pleased and excited for the

profit of the enterprise..."

''The spirit of man is always subject to higher spirit
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influences. Either he is led by the spiritual forces of

darkness or by the spirit of God. All the methods

proposed for the development of his own spiritual pow

ers are stamped with the sinister seal of the subtle

adversary, for they all exalt self and ignore the welfare

of others and the claims of God ..."

god's pattern for success

"... God's spirit bids us efface ourselves and seek the

good of others. The only road to our heart's desire lies

through self-renunciation. It is down, not up. We do

not seek to be superior to others, but to serve them.

We do not seek theirs but them. As much as in us lies

we follow Him Who laid aside the power and the glory

which He had, and descended into the depths. If we

do this we may be sure that God will exalt us in due

time. If we exalt ourselves, we shall be abased..."

"If, then, you were roused together with Christ, be

seeking that which is above, where Christ is, sitting at

the right hand of God. Be disposed to that which is

above, not to that on the earth, for you died and your

life is hid together with Christ in God." (Col. 3:1-3).

(To be continued) f.s.

ANNA NASH

Our sister, long a faithful supporter of the class in Baldwin,

Michigan, died Friday, December 18, 1964 at the age of eighty.

Brother Bert Baker of Grand Rapids spoke at her funeral of

her witness. She never had much of the world's riches nor

of its wisdom, but she was rich in Him. She shared what

she had and left our community with a great testimony of

kindness and faithfulness. We shall see her again in that

day! d.h.

ALMONT WINTER FELLOWSHIP

The annual Winter Fellowship was held at Almont, Michigan,

December 28 through 30 with 1 Thessalonians 4 as the theme.

Speakers included Bro. Bert Baker, Dean and Howard Hough,

and John Thompson. Aspects of our expectation were considered

including our catching away, the change from mortality, etc.
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FIRST AND SECOND THESSALONIANS

are we suffering? Has the time come for God's

anger to be displayed on the wicked earth?"

These thoughts troubled the little group of believers

who lived in Thessalonica. You see, they had heard

the wonderful "good news''—the evangel that Paul had

preached to them. But Paul could not stay with them

very long — he was driven away by some people who

hated him (read about it in Acts 17:1-10). After he

left, the group of believers met together to worship and

learn more about the Lord Jesus Christ. But the ones

who hated Paul also hated them, and did many cruel

things to them. Why were they suffering? How they

wished their beloved Paul could be there and help them

understand!

Paul wrote two letters to the Thessalonians; you will

enjoy reading them! For he sent loving words, and

comforted them. He tells them that their sufferings

prove that they really do believe in Christ. Paul is

happy that they love God and serve Him so well.

He tells them not to fear. A time of great trouble

will come, he explains. But, before that time, all be

lievers in Christ will be safely rescued. Even believers

who have died, will rise at that wonderful moment!

Together they will all rise to be with the loving Christ

Who has come for them. "God did not appoint us to

indignation (anger), but to the procuring of salvation

through our Lord Jesus Christ, Who died for our sakes,

that...we should be living at the same time together

with Him" (1 Thessalonians 5:9,10).

If we are believing that "Jesus died and rose" (1

Thessalonians 4:14), then the Lord will rescue US, too!

Aren't you glad? f.s.
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EON IN THE SINGULAR

To make OUR study simpler, let us consider first every

passage in which the word eon is used in the singular.

Later we will take up those texts where the plural form

occurs. Then we will explain the phrases where the

word is used twice in the same phrase.

REFERRING TO THE PRESENT

The Present Eon. In Galatians 1:4 we have this

present time characterized as "the present wicked eon."

This description cannot be applied to the two coming

eons, yet may be used of either of those which have gone

before. We may conclude from this expression that

there are not only a number of eons, but that some of

them are wicked, like the present, while others are not

so described.

The Current Eon. The same thought is enforced in

the three passages in which the word current (or now)

is associated with eon. Sanity and justness and devout-

ness are foreign to the nature of the current eon (Titus

2:12). Its riches are dubious (1 Tim. 6:17). Demas

is an example of those whose love for it have marred

their service for God (2 Tim. 4:10). None of this

could apply to the future eons which lead to the ful

fillment of the purpose of the eons.

This Eon. In this phrase there is always a latent

contrast with another eon in which its wicked ways will

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

52, Number 1 (Jan., 1961). These back numbers are available.
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no longer be present. Indeed, in Luke 20: 34, 35 "that"

eon is put in direct contrast to "this" eon. Those of

this eon who are counted worthy to happen upon that

eon will be sons of the resurrection and will no longer

enter the marriage state as at present.

And in Ephesians 1:21 the glorious name of our Lord

is exalted above every name, not only in this eon but in

the impending eon as well. Now the Son of Mankind

may be spoken against (Matt. 12:32), but the holy spirit

may not be spoken against, neither in this eon nor that

which is impending. In Romans 12:2 we are entreated

not to be configured to this eon, with its walk (Eph.

2:2), its worries (Matt. 13:22), its unjust gains (Luke

15:8), its wisdom (1 Cor. 2:6; 3:18), its discussers (1

Cor. 1:20), its chief men (1 Cor. 2:6, 8) and its god

(2 Cor. 4:4). Its religion and politics and philosophy

and business and customs are all at variance with the

spirit that we have received.

For the Eon. As will be seen on the chart,* this

phrase is divided between this eon and the coming eon.

Only the context can enable us to settle which particular

eon is in view. As the coming eon was so constantly

before the minds of the true Israelite (for in it alone

would they find their blessing) it is generally that eon

which is referred to. In either case we must limit the

time to a single eon. A study of each passage will

demonstrate this fully.

It has been customary to render this, literally, "unto

the eon.'' But a comparative study of the Greek prepo

sitions leads to the conclusion that eis means "into" (ab

breviated: *°), while the thought of "unto" is distributed

to pros "tod" or "toward", mechri "unto" [the time

when, (or) the end that], and achri "until" or "up to" or

"as far as." But when eis is used of time our English

idiom will not bear the word "into," but requires the

somewhat more indefinite "<oabout" or "tofor." (See

* See page 17, January, 1965 Unsearchable Riches.
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Matt. 6:34; Luke 12:19; Heb. 9:9; Rev. 9:15; and all the

scriptures quoted under the phrase "for the eon" and

those under "the eons of the eons" and similar phrases

both in this series of articles and in the Keyword Con

cordance, page 91).

We have a striking confirmation of the limitations of

this phrase in Matthew 21:19 and Mark 11:14, where

the fig tree is withered "for the eon." It figures the

Nation of Israel which is withered away. But they shall

be restored (Rom. 11:26) and the sign of their restora

tion is the budding of the leaves and tenderness of the

fig tree (Matt. 24:32; Mark 13:28).

During the absence of Christ, He sent a Paraclete or

Consoler who would be with them for the eon. This is

not a denial that they would have the holy spirit in the

coming eon, even more than of old, but when Christ

comes again, what need is there for the spirit in the

character of a consoler? As such the holy spirit remains

with them only so long as their Messiah is away (John

12:34). This same exactitude is apparent in many

other passages, though the denials of Peter (John 13:8)

and Paul (1 Cor. 8:13) need not be so precise.

In by far the greater number of instances the context

refers this phrase to the coming eon. Who has not been

perplexed by the Lord's statements in John's account

such as "If any man eat of this bread he shall live

forever" (John 6:51)? But later on (vs. 54) we read

that "He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood

hath eternal life, and I will raise him up at the last

day." How can He raise him up if he has "never"

died? And yet He repeats (vs. 58), "He that eateth

this bread shall live forever." It is a stubborn fact

that those who believed on Him have died and He will

raise them up. They do not live "forever." They will

live "for the eon" which is coming, which is preceded by

the resurrection of the just. These passages will all

come before us again when considering that eon.
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From the Eon. A notable proof of the commencement

of the eon prior to the time of David lies in the prophecy

of Zechariah in Luke 1:70. The prophets which fore

told the Davidic glories of Christ have been "from the

eon." But Acts 3:21 is even more definite, for it goes

back to all the prophets which have foretold the restora

tion which Messiah's advent in glory shall bring. Acts

15:14, 18 clinches it by a reference to the nations. Now

there were no nations in the eon before the flood. There

were none until Babel when God scattered mankind

over the entire earth (Gen. 11:6-9). So that the phrase

"from the eon" not only makes it impossible for "eon"

to mean eternity, but serves us with additional evidence

that the present eon began after the deluge.

Out of the Eon. The miracles of our Lord were the

powers of the coming eon. When the blind man was

healed he rightly remarked that "From out of the eon

it is not heard that anyone opens the eyes of one born

blind." (John 9:32). Such signs as these are not

characteristic of this eon, but rather of that which is to

come.

Of the Eon. Mark 4:19 has already been referred to

in connection with '' this eon.'' Some manuscriptes have

this phrase in Ephesians 6:12, but none of the three

great ancient witnesses combined to form the Concordant

Greek Text include it here.

The Conclusion of the Eon. This phrase alone ought

to be sufficient evidence that eon does not mean forever.

Eternity cannot have a conclusion. It is used three

times in the thirteenth chapter of Matthew. In ex

plaining the parable of the sowing He explains that

the harvest is at the conclusion of the eon (vs. 39, 40,

49). In Matthew 24:3 it is associated with His presence.

The whole chapter is a commentary on the force of this

phrase. It proves that the conclusion is that period

of the present eon which immediately precedes the

coming eon.
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REFERRING TO THE NEXT EON

The mere mention that there is to be another eon after

the conclusion of the present should be sufficient to rob

the word of every idea of eternity. Not only is the next

eon a distinct segment of time, but it is so different in

character, such an advance upon the present, that it

should never be confused with it. It is the fruit of

promise and prophecy, the era of God's regeneration of

the earth.

The Coming Eon. In Mark 10:30 and Luke 18:30

this phrase is put in contrast with "this era." Now

persecutions are promised, but in the coming eon, eonian

life.

The Impending Eon. In Matthew 12:32, and Ephe-

sians 1:21, there is a contrast between "this eon" and

that which is impending. In Hebrews 6:5 the powers of

the pentecostal era are characterized as those which be

long to that yet future eon.

That Eon. Here again "this eon" is set over against

"that eon" in which resurrection from among the dead

will alter the condition of those who have been raised to

enjoy its blessings (Luke 20:35).

For the Eon. This famous phrase contains the

solution to many glaring discrepancies which have been

allowed to mar the pages of the "Bible" without so

much as a protest. We read of mercy shown to Abra

ham and his seed "forever" (Luke 1:55), in spite of the

fact that they have been thrust aside and will yet endure

the severest of the storms which break in the day of

God's indignation. We are repeatedly told that those

who believe will live "forever" and they have died long

since; that those who do the will of God will abide

"forever," and where are they? We are told that "If

a man keep My word he shall never (i.e., 'not forever')

see death." (John 8:51). Many have kept His word

and yet they have all died. And the context itself is

proof that our Lord never intended to give such an im-
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pression by the words He used, which our translators

have rendered "forever."

FURTHER EVIDENCE

Let anyone turn to John 6:47-58 and note carefully

that in spite of repeated assurances that those who ate

the heavenly bread should live "forever," yet at the

same time He assures them that He would raise them

up at the last day (John 6:54). This all becomes beauti

fully clear and simple when we change "forever" to

"for the eon." When He raises them up then they will

live for the "eon," the thousand years of bliss. Not,

indeed, that they will necessarily die at that eon's close.

But all beyond is outside the scope of this promise.

The same truth is apparent in John 11:25: "He who

is believing in Me, even if he should be dying, shall be

living. And everyone who is living and believing in Me,

should by no means be dying for the eon." Two classes

are dealt with here. Those who die before that future

eon and those who are alive at its commencement. The

latter shall not die "for the eon." The casual evidence

shows that "for the eon" does not commence until that

future eon commences.

Such testimony as this is particularly valuable because

of its incidental nature. There seems to be no hint as

to the time when the later statement will be true. We

can understand that those who have died shall live. But

we are forced to the conclusion that it is those who are

alive at the resurrection who will by no means die. How

very apt then to find that this very time is indicated in

the phrase "for the eon." A similar blemish, more

grave and glaring still, is found in John 8:51. "Verily,

verily, I say unto you, if a man keep My saying, he

shall never see death." This is repeated and altered

by the Jews to "never taste death." This is most solemn,

for, explain it as we may, those who kept His sayings

have seen death. That the Lord most emphatically
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meant what He said is seen in His "Verily, verily/' and

by His retort to the Jews, when He repudiates being

"a liar like unto yon."

The same difficulty is seen in chapter 10:28 where the

"sheep" are said to "never perish."

What shall we do with these statements? Shall we

refuse to believe Him Who is the Truth, simply to cling

to an ancient and recognized tradition? Shall we blandly

close our eyes to these distinctions which He made when

He chose various phrases to convey His meaning, and,

because we see them not, convict Him of uttering self-

contradictory statements which have not stood the test

of time? Let those who insist that all of these distinct

expressions have the one invariable force of "forever"

face this solemn dilemma and clear Him of this stigma!

These glaring discrepancies are eliminated immediate

ly in the Concordant Version: "Verily, verily, I am say

ing to you, If ever anyone should be keeping My word,

he should under no circumstances be beholding death for

the eon." (John 8:51). "... they should by no means be

perishing for the eon." (John 10:28).

The position here taken that "for the eon" is not end

less duration, but refers to a distinct period of time is

once more enforced in a series of passages in the epistle

to the Hebrews (chapter 5:6; 6:20; 7:17, 21, 24, 28).

All concern the Melchizedek priesthood of Christ. Now

it is the very essence of this priesthood that He be a

King as well as Priest. We know that He does not as

yet rule as King (Rev. 11:15). His Melchizedek priest

hood also waits that glorious day when He shall sit a

Priest upon His throne.

Nor is it less clear that this priesthood is not eternal.

A priest is an intermediary between God and man. And

long before the consummation, at the very beginning of

the last eon, God tabernacles with mankind once again

and the temple with its priestly mediancy vanishes when

He makes all things new (Rev. 21:3-5). So that the
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Melchizedek priesthood is proven, by entirely inde

pendent scripture, to be literally "for the eon" and not

forever. This priesthood vanishes even before His

Kingly prerogatives are laid aside.

We need only to remember that thirst (John 4:14)

and the distinctions between slave and son (John 8:35)

and the mediatorial glories of Christ are adapted to

eonian conditions and are impossible and out of place

in a perfected universe, and all these scriptures will find

a far fuller and more precious meaning than the mere

thought of endlessness. As living "for the eon" is

equivalent to eonian life (John 6:51-58) the discussion

of these passages will come before us in dealing with

that phrase. Suffice it to say that, to begin with, it

waits the resurrection for its inception and merges into

the life of the next eon, finally losing its distinctive

character, but not endlessness, in the resurrection at the

consummation when all receive eternal life.

Righteousness is the most notable characteristic of

the coming eon. This alone will be enough to insure

all the blessing which it brings (2 Cor. 9:9).

The declarations of Ieue will be fulfilled during the

next eon. It will not pass until all be fulfilled. Hence

we read, "the declaration of the Lord is remaining for

the eon." (1 Pet. 1:25. The phrase "for ever" in the

Authorized Version in verse 23 is not in the Greek).

The fact that this phrase reaches to the horizon of the

Hebrew prophets and the twelve apostles of our Lord

is kept before us in the promise that " he who is doing

the will of God is remaining for the eon" (1 John 2:17),

as well as the statement that the truth "which is remain

ing in us,. ..will be with us for the eon." (2 John 2).

"The truth" here referred to is fulfilled in that eon,

so that the phrase is far more appropriate than "for

ever" could possibly be.

The last example of this phrase gives us the same im

pression. Jude, in speaking of the false shepherds of
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Israel, calls them "straying stars, for whom the gloom

of darkness has been kept for an eon.'7 (Jude 13). They

should have been bathed in the sevenfold light of that

blessed day (Isa. 30:26), but instead are given up to

eonian darkness until the judgment of the great white

throne.

The mere fact that there is a phrase in the plural "for

the eons" will be sufficient, not only to bar this phrase

from moaning "forever," but will require us to confine

it to a single eon.

The Conclusion of the Eon. Matthew's account is the

record of the rejection and return of the King. How

fitting that it should not close without a foreview of that

eon when all authority is in the hands of God's Messiah!

And He is with them to the very conclusion of the eon

(Matt. 28:20).

All that we are endeavoring to prove at this point is

the fact that eon in the singular is not a synonym for

eternity. But we trust that our brief review will enable

us to grasp and enjoy the marvelous message which this

word brings to us if we only heed the testimony of the

divine usage and discard the tradition of men. Never

was there such a need for accuracy and never have the

great Author's words been less regarded than in the

rendering of this word. But for those who hear and heed

there is a rich reward. a.e.k.

(To be continued)

THE CONCORDANT VERSION

The International Edition is now out of print. If anyone

knows of copies not in use (either new or good used condition)

we would be glad to purchase them, as there will be many orders

which we will be unable to fill. Please pray with us that the

Lord will give the needed wisdom and guidance in connection

with the issuance of the new edition to replace it. As this is

written, the corrections are nearly all in type. They must then

be inserted, and new proofs made, and these must be carefully

checked. Much still remains to be done before we can be ready

to print.
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MRS. ARCHE H. PIKE

One of the staunchest supporters our work has ever known,

our dear Sister E. Marion Pike of Binghamton, New York, died

on January 28 at the age of 79. She had been suffering from

pernicious anemia for some years, yet had written a fine letter

on November 30, with her renewal and several others. We

were privileged to meet this sister personally some years ago.

We would like to quote just a few words from a letter she

wrote to us on April 4, 1964. " 'Our every need/ and oh, how

much more, in every way! So, when some things seem to be

denied, we must believe that they are not needed or necessary.

I would like to write you an eloquent letter of my appreciation

of all you people are doing, but the words to express what is in

my heart just won't come. What a comfort to know that the

Father knows, and I feel deeply grateful that I am able to send

the enclosed to be used wherever the need seems to be greatest.

All who are actively engaged in God's service have a special

place in my heart and prayers." We believe that we first heard

from Sister Pike in the early nineteen twenties and her interest

and prayers for the work have never flagged. Such friends are

indeed a great encouragement to us in our work here. We

express sympathy to those who survive; her sister, Agnes Van

Alstyne, who is also a supporter of our work, and her daughter

Mrs. Marjory Pritchard, as well as six grandchildren and ten

great grandchildren. We look forward to seeing our dear sister

again at His appearing! e.o.k.

HUGH BLACKSTONE PITCHER

After suffering a stroke on December 9, our dear brother in

the Lord, Hugh Pitcher, of Boonton, New Jersey, passed away

shortly before Christmas. Bro. Pitcher was vitally interested in

the Lord's work, and had been a subscriber to Unsearchable

Riches since the very early days. His age was about 92. Our

sympathy goes out to his wife, Sally, who survives. e.o.k.

"THE EXACT TRUTH REGARDING AN ETERNAL HELL"

In checking through our Los Angeles warehouse, we found

one more box of this 27 page pamphlet. It was written a good

many years ago, in reply to a booklet of the same title gotten

out by Dr. R. A. Torrey.

Several have ordered this pamphlet recently, and been disap

pointed, as we had thought it to be out of print. If they will

repeat their orders, we will now be able to supply. e.o.k.
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TYPES OF THE RESURRECTION

Our Lord Himself referred to Jonah's escape from the

fish as a type of His resurrection (Matt. 12:40). Paul

insists that He was roused the third day "according to

the Scriptures" (1 Cor. 15:4). It is evident that the

time of His resurrection was the subject of previous

revelation. The teaching of the types has been so fear

fully abused that we prefer to base nothing on their

interpretation. But we welcome their confirmation.

Now that we know that our Lord was indeed brought

back to life on the third day, we enjoy the foreshadowing

God has given in His holy Word. One of the peculiar

features of these types is a sort of interlocking device

which absolutely fixes for us the meaning of "the third

day." In one case the phrase is varied. In others the

setting is such as satisfactorily settles the point at issue.

The types deal with the day from two different

aspects. In one series our Lord is seen as the Christ,

anointed by God for service. In the other He is pre

sented as the great Sacrifice. We shall deal with each

separately.

We have often enjoyed the distinct glories which are

included in the title, Christ. He is the anointed Priest

and King and Prophet. In Isaac we see Him as a Priest,

offering Himself. In Joseph we trace His career as

King, ruling over the world. In Jonah we are intro

duced to Him as the Prophet.

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

53, Number 1 (Jan., 1962). These back numbers are available.
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ISAAC THE SACRIFICE

After Isaac had been taken from Abraham by the

command to slay him, he recovered him on the third day

(Gen. 22:4; Heb. 11:17, 18). To Abraham's faith Isaac

was dead from the time that God's word came to him

until it came to him again on Moriah. In spirit, Isaac

was bound on the altar all this time. His resurrection

came when he was unbound and the ram offered in his

place. The note of time is very striking. There seems

to be no call for it. What if it had been a week? Would

that make any difference? It certainly would to Abra

ham. But it also might have been shortened. It is evi

dent that the number is not necessary for the narrative,

but is essential only to its typical aspect. As the great

Sacrifice, our Lord must return to life on the third day.

JOSEPH THE RULER

Joseph, that lovely type of our Lord's kingly glory,

was in the prison two full years, or "years of days"

(Gen. 41:1). Hence he was released and exalted on the

third "year of days." So death's dark dungeon held the

Lord for two days but opened its portals on the third.

Of course, neither Isaac nor Joseph were really dead.

Then they would not have been figures. Their typical

death is limited to their special aspect of His glories.

To Abraham, Isaac was dead. So Joseph, in prison, was

dead to earthly sovereignty. He could hardly be further

removed from the throne than in the prison. Again, the

length of his imprisonment seems immaterial. It seemed

at one time as if the chief butler would get him out. But

the butler's memory failed him. This failure kept Joseph

in ward until the time of his release would accord with

its significance.

JONAH THE PROPHET

The case of Jonah, who prefigured Christ as the

Prophet, is familiar to us all. Jonah's own disobedience

becomes the means of his typical death, and thus he
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figures, in a special sense, the One Who was made sin for

our sakes. The period of time is dealt with elsewhere.

In these three types there is a gradual gradation of

guilt. Isaac was quite innocent, Joseph was accused of

wrong, but Jonah was stubbornly obstinate. So likewise,

was the state which figured their death. Isaac was quite

unconscious of any ill, Joseph was confined in prison and

Jonah was actually in great physical distress. Yet none

of them, in any way, did more than point to the shame

ful, ignominious fate of Him Who is their Antitype.

Such are the types of the Christ, the Priest, the King

and the Prophet. Their typical decease was always

limited by the numeral three. Their resurrection was

always on the third of three time periods.

The sacrifices tell the same tale. They are most insist

ent on the absence of all corruption, in order to fore

shadow the great fact that Christ, though dead, saw no

corruption. Hence the flesh of the sacrifices was seldom

allowed to be kept. But when a vow or voluntary peace

offering was made its flesh could be eaten, not only on

the day it was offered, but on the morrow also (Lev. 7:

16-18). But on the third day the remainder must be

burned with fire. No evidence of His death must remain

on the third day. It is the day of life, or resurrection

from the dead.

A very striking type is connected with the ritual of

the red heifer (Num. 19). It is directly connected with

death. Contamination by a dead body called for action

on the third day (Num. 19:12). The water with the

ashes of the red heifer were to be sprinkled on the

unclean person on the third day and on the seventh

day. Here again the number three seems arbitrary and

unnecessary, in connection with the number seven. It

is the typical import of resurrection which demands it.

Almost all students of typology see a type of resur

rection in the third day of the reconstructive era of

Genesis (1:9-13). There the earth is seen rising from its
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watery grave on the third day, and on the same day it

brings forth vegetation.

THE WAVE SHEAF

By far the clearest and most convincing type of

resurrection we have in the Hebrew Scriptures is the

ceremony of First Fruits. A sheaf or homer was to be

waved on "the morrow after the sabbath/' Following

the sacrifice of the passover lamb, which speaks so

eloquently of the offering of the Lamb of God, we find

this ritual, which is just as eloquent in heralding His

resurrection. When did it take place? The phrase "the

morrow after the sabbath" has led many to the hasty

conclusion that it was on the first day of the week. But

the sabbath here referred to is the holy convocation

which began the festival of Unleavened Bread, not the

weekly observance.

Just as the fact that the next day was a sabbath led

to the inference that the crucifixion was on Friday, so

the fact that the first fruit offering was waved on "the

morrow after the sabbath" is taken to prove that the

resurection was on Sunday. It is hard for us to think

of any but the weekly sabbath.

The wave sheaf is a beautiful type of the resurrection

of Christ. Since His death was undoubtedly on the day

on which the passover was killed, the fourteenth of

Nisan, it seems certain that the resurrection must be on

that "morrow after the sabbath,'' when the sheaf of first

fruits was waved. If we can fix this date, the problem

was really solved for us when Moses received the law

(Lev. 23). Josephus, who was himself of the sacred

order, when writing of the date, gives us to understand

in the clearest fashion that the first day of the festival

of Unleavened Bread is the sabbath in view. He says,

"The feast of Unleavened Bread succeeds that of the

Passover, and falls on the fifteenth day of the month,

and continues seven days... But on the second day of
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Unleavened Bread, which is the sixteenth day of the

month, they first partake of the fruits of the earth, for

before that day they do not touch them. And while they

suppose it proper to honor God, from whom they obtain

this plentiful provision, in the first place they offer the

first fruits of their barley." This will be found in the

fifth paragraph of the tenth chapter of book three of his

"Antiquities of the Jews" (Whiston's translation).

What clearer proof can be presented that the resurrec

tion occurred on the third day after the crucifixion?

One was on the fourteenth and the other on the sixteenth

day of the first month of the Jewish religious year.

Wave sheaf was on the second day of the festival of

Unleavened Bread.

THE THREE PHRASES

The period between the Lord's death and resurrection,

or the time He was in the tomb, is often referred to in

the Scriptures. It is usually "the third day," but thrice

it is "after three days" and once "three days and three

nights." As the last two phrases have caused most of

the difficulties in connection with this question, we must

examine them most carefully. That all the evidence

may be before us we give all of the occurrences.

THE THIRD DAY

Matt. 16:21 and the third day to be roused

17:23 and the third day He will be roused

20:19 and the third day He will be roused

27:64 till the third day

Mark 9:31 (Alexandrinus ms.: the third day He will be ris

ing)

10:34 (Alexandrinus ms.: the third day He will be ris

ing)

Luke 9:22 and the third day be roused

18:33 and the third day He will be rising

24: 7 and the third day rise

24:21 this third day

Acts 10:40 This One God rouses the third day

1 Cor. 15: 4 He has been roused the third day
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AFTER THREE DAYS

Matt. 27:63 After three days shall I be roused

Mark 8:31 and after three days rise

9:31 after three days He will be rising

10:34 after three days He will be rising

THREE DAYS AND THREE NIGHTS

Matt. 12:40 thus will the Son of Mankind be in the heart of

the earth three days and three nights.

It will be seen how general and preponderating is the

evidence for taking "the third day" literally. Not only

have we noticed that many points in the narratives are

in perfect agreement with this phrase, such as "the eve

ning of the sabbaths" (Matt. 28:1) and the statement

that the women were quiet on the sabbath, which pre

clude the thought that the interval included more than

one day, but now we have ten distinct statements to this

effect. Few single facts in Scripture have such thorough

attestation. Five times it was spoken by the Lord Him

self, in teaching His disciples. Once it came from a mes

senger from heaven, after the event (Luke 24:7). The

priests understood it so (Matt. 27:64). The disciples

had this impression (Luke 24:21). Peter, who was

present, and who was the chief witness to the resurrec

tion, says it was on the third day (Acts 10:40). Paul

formally includes this phrase in his categorical statement

of the gospel (1 Cor. 15:4). C&n anything in the Word

of God be more clearly and conclusively established?

AFTER THREE DAYS

But, we are reminded, what of the statement that He

was to be roused "after three days"? Now there is no

possible way of taking both of these statements literally.

It has been suggested that the Lord was entombed

exactly at sundown and rose exactly at sundown seventy-

two hours later. If we wish to be as exact as that, then

we must say that He arose between two days, for if we

make it the fraction of a second before, it will fit one

phrase, if the fraction of a second after it will fit the
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other, but on no such reasoning can it be made to fit

both. Moreover, there is not the least possibility of

doubt that the Lord was laid in the tomb sometime

before sundown, so that the women had time to buy the

spices after they had closed the door of the tomb. We

have also seen that He rose in the morning and not in

the evening.

The notable feature of this phrase is the fact that

"after three days" is always addressed to Romans. In

fact, it was the Latin idiom, or manner of expressing the

same thought as the Greek, "the third day." It occurs

only in Mark and in the priests' talk with Pilate. The

very name by which we know Mark's account is Latin.

"John" was his Hebrew, while Marcus, or Mark, his

Latin name. He seldom refers to the Hebrew Scriptures.

He explains Jewish customs, such as washing the hands

before a meal, the time of the Passover, and the Prepara

tion day. He interprets words that would not be under

stood by Roman readers, such as Boanerges, talitha

coumi, Bar-Timeus, Eloi! Eloi! Lema sabachthanif He

gives the value of two "mites," or leptons, by a corre

sponding Latin word, quadrans, which the Authorized

Version has rendered "farthing." What would be more

natural than that he should use the Latin time equiva

lent for "third day"?

But the matter is really settled for us by the words

and actions of the chief priests when they demand a

guard for the tomb. They told Pilate that the Lord had

said, "after three days I am rising." There is no record

in Matthew that the Lord ever expressed the thought in

these words, but they were seeking to make Pilate grasp

the situation. The way he and they apprehended this

statement is very clear from their words and actions. It

was only the second day, for the Lord had been en

tombed on the previous evening. If He was to rise

literally "after three days," there was no immediate

danger, for the most liberal literal interpretation of the
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phrase would keep Him in the tomb all of the following

day. Yet they request the tomb to be sealed "till the

third day"—and thus remove the seal and guard a little

while before He was to rise! We may rest assured that

this was not so foolish as it appears on its face. Pilate

understood ' 'after three days'' in precisely the same

sense as they understood "the third day." His actions

prove it, for he gave them a guard and sealed the tomb

that very evening. The same idiom is found in some

modern languages. I well remember asking a German

when a certain event would take place. It was exactly a

week from the time I spoke. He replied, "after eight

days." I remonstrated and proved to him that it was

only seven days off. He replied with some irritation, "I

think I know how to speak my own language!"

It is interesting to note that the Alexandrian manu

script changes "after three days" to "the third day"

in Mark. This manuscript, so far as we know, did not

go west to Latin countries, but was used in eastern

lands where the difference between Mark and the others

was not understood, and this reading was supposed to be

an error. Prom this it is evident that "the third day"

was the accepted fact among those nearest in place and

time to the event itself. It is important to note that it

is not a question of faith whether we take "after three

days" literally or not. We cannot be charged with un

belief when we believe ten Scriptures and question

whether three which seem in conflict should be allowed

to destroy our faith in the ten. When we give a definite,

satisfactory reason for the seeming discrepancy, then

faith is vindicated, and we believe all the passages and

understand them just as those who first used them in

tended they should be understood.

We have seen that the Greek method of indicating

elapsed time is literal, the Latin figurative or idiomatic.

There is still another method, the Hebrew. The customs,

habits, modes of thought and expression of the Hebrew
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people are in many ways very unlike those of western

nations, hence at times seem inexplicable. In the domain

of chronology this is especially true.

In reckoning the reigns of the kings of Israel and

Judah a small fraction of a year is always counted as

one year. The same is true of the eons. Any part of an

eon is reckoned as a whole. "For the eons of the eons"

applies to whatever enters the last eon, though it begins

but a little while before the last eon commences. There

are several instances in the Hebrew Scriptures where

"three days" is explained to mean a shorter interval.

Indeed, it is the equivalent of the very period which we

have fixed for the entombment of our Lord.

Esther desired the Jews in Shushan to fast for her

three days, night and day (Est. 4:16). Nothing could

be more definite to a western mind than that. Yet the

occasion of the fast took place on the third day (Est. 5:1).

The Egyptian who was brought to David when he

was pursuing the Amalekites had eaten no bread, nor

drunk water, three days and three nights (1 Sam. 30:

12), yet it is very evident that his lack had lasted from

the time he fell sick— three days before (13).

In both of these cases the nights are definitely speci

fied. We cannot understand how such expressions could

be less than the literal time stated. But the context in

each one shows that neither Esther nor David took it

that way.

The third occurrence, which is quoted by our Lord,

has no such explanation in the Hebrew text, but we sub

mit that it, also, is used by our Lord as the equivalent

for "the third day." So that, in reality, we have no

excuse for going astray, for in each case the same period

is restated in terms we understand.

Jonah was in the belly of a fish (or sea monster)

three days and three nights (Jonah 1:17). This is quoted

once by our Lord, with the addition "thus will the Son

of Mankind be in the heart of the earth three days and
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three nights" (Matt. 12:40). If this is the only occasion

on which the time of His entombment is thus character

ized, we must also remember that it is also the only time

that the period is described in the ancient Hebrew idiom

of the prophets. It is not a statement formulated by our

Lord, but comes from the prophet Jonah. It would be

cruel to charge Jonah with all this confusion, for he is

already sufficiently maligned for being swallowed by a

whale. Indeed, his name has become synonymous among

the vulgar for just such an unfortunate role as that

played by this passage, taken from his prophecy.

We are engaged in a most strenuous endeavor and

friendly rivalry to outstrip all in "believing just what

God has said." We have the profoundest respect for all

who insist on seventy-two hours of entombment. We

once held to this like a vise. But now we see that it is

more vital to believe all the multitude of direct state

ments and circumstances, according to the idiom of the

parties addressed.

When we held to the literal three days and three

nights position, we felt that we were taking God at His

word and that those who made it a shorter period were

not. It was hard for us to see that we were actually

doing the very opposite, for whenever the Lord spoke

directly of the time, He made it the third day. We were

disbelieving many Scriptures in order to take one in a

sense in which it was not understood by the ones to

whom it was first written.

Two considerations made my Wednesday crucifixion

absolutely impossible, and kept me from taking a public

stand, and finally convinced me that it is utterly unten

able. One is the time of His burial. The other is the

time of His resurrection. He was entombed before sun

set on the Preparation day (Luke 23:55, 56). The

women had time to see His body laid away, to return

and to prepare spices and attars.

The conclusive consideration is the fact that He rose
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in the morning (Mark 16:9). That all may have the

evidence we give herewith all the occurrences of proi and

proia, morning.

proi, before, morning

Matt. 20: 1 came out... with the morning to hire workers

Mark 1:35 in the morning, rising very early, still in the night

11:20 And going by in the morning

13:35 at evening, or midnight, or cockcrowing, or

morning

15: 1 in the morning the chief priests

16: 2 very early in the morning on one of the sabbaths

9 Now, rising in the morning in the first day of the

sabbath

John 20: 1 coming to the tomb in the morning, there being

still darkness

Acts 28:23 from morning till dusk

proia, before, morning

Matt. 21:18 in the morning, leading them

27: 1 Now morning coming on, all the chief priests

John 18:28 Now it was morning

21: 4 it already is becoming morning

The detailed divisions in Mark 13:35 show that the

Lord rose after midnight and cockcrowing. He cer

tainly was not buried at that time. There is no possibil

ity that the Lord was in the tomb seventy-two hours

(for this would, of course, require that the time of His

burial and the time of His resurrection be precisely the

same, exactly three twenty-four hour days later).

We have already protested against calling an expres

sion an idiom without due cause. Hence we give our

reason why it is absolutely necessary that one or two of

these phrases be taken figuratively. We have three

expressions—the third day—after three days—three

days and three nights—which all refer to the same

period of time. It is manifestly impossible to take them

all literally.

Either "the third day" is figurative, or the other two

are idioms. No one can believe all as they appear to us

in English. The explanation that the period was exactly
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seventy-two hours, from an imaginary point between

sunset of one day and the next to the same point on the

fourth day thereafter seems to provide a possible com

promise. But it is not in accord with the facts, for the

Lord was buried before sunset and rose in the morning

on a day, not between two days.

Among the incidental evidence for Thursday cruci

fixion we may include the various "harmonies" of the

gospels. If they have Friday for the Passover day, they

find themselves without any records for one day. One,

which we have consulted, by Stevens and Burton, simply

passes Wednesday by with the note "no record." It is

evident that their "harmony" would have been more

complete if they had found one day less before the

crucifixion.

Chronologers vary the date of the crucifixion between

29 and 33 A. D. Any hope of fixing the day by means of

the year is perilously precarious and quite unnecessary.

The evidence we have given is far more dependable than

any chronology. Indeed, it may well be used to test the

various theories regarding the year. That the day of

resurrection was a sabbath is in beautiful accorcl with

the future resurrection of Israel. They will be roused

from the dead in the morning of the millennial sabbath.

Then they will cease from their own works and enter

into His stopping. Indeed, the resurrection is by no

means the beginning of another week of work. The very

thought is offensive. It is always the end of work and

the entrance into God's surcease from labor.

To recapitulate: Mistaking the great sabbath for the

weekly day of rest led to the mistranslation, "first day

of the week" and the observance of "Good Friday."

All the narratives and facts agree that the Lord was

crucified on Thursday, before sunset, was in the tomb

on Friday, the first day of the festival of Unleavened

Bread, and rose early on Saturday morning, the first

weekly sabbath between Passover and Pentecost, a.e.k.
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IEUE'S JUST KING

(ISAIAH 32)

The sequel to the woes on Judah's apostates shall be

the glory of Ieue for Israel, for these woes were coupled

to the woe on Assyria. To the apostate it ought to have

become very clear that the lamp of Ieue was in Jeru

salem and, as a consequence, His light must be in Zion

also. Ieue demonstrates this by taking strong action

against Assyria when its army faces Jerusalem; yet

Egypt, to whom the apostates have fled, comes to stand

in dire peril, yet it receives benefits because of Ieue's

protection of Jerusalem.

This chapter opens upon the note of history concern

ing the downfall of Assyria, yet the preserving of Israel

thereby. It is as though the prophet looks forward into

the future and, from it, selects that which he discerns

to be connected with a similar historical situation to that

which, for him, lay near at hand. Thus, in saying, "for

justice a king shall reign," Isaiah 32 looks forward to

Unveiling (Rev.) 11:17, "Thou hast taken Thy great

power and dost reign." That future position resembles

that which Isaiah, in his prophecy, places alongside

Israel's deliverance from the devastator of the nations.

Centuries later, when the birth of Messiah has become

history, and Israel has thrust aside that event as of no

value to them, John, the apostle, also sees Israel's glory

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

51, Number 1 (Jan., 1960). These back numbers are available.
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as possible only when Ieue's just King establishes His

glory amongst them and reigns. To this day, this

position remains, for there is no actual glory for Israel

until Messiah shall return to judge both the future

apostates of His people, and the nations who persecute

those who will be faithful to Ieue in that future time of

1 'Jacob's trouble."

THE JUST KING PRESENT

1 Behold! For justice, a king shall reign,

And chiefs for judgment shall control.

The verse, by its opening word, "behold," makes an

abrupt change, from the staying of the actual execution

of the Assyrian threat against Israel, over to the glory

of the just king. It is a feature of Isaiah to do this;

for example, at Isaiah 31:4 we have the snarling of As

syria, and at once it moves on to Ieue's protection of

Zion in the face of the snarling. Isaiah is laying out

the range of his prophetic view, and, in doing so, he leaps

ahead to the far future to state what connects with

that which he views as being just about to happen.

In the prophecy, the Assyrian is being regarded as

dealt with by Ieue, for He has made His presence in

Israel most evident. To what purpose is this? It is

not limited to the protecting of His people, though that

is both remarkable and notable. Rather is it to affirm

that Israel shall be His nation in truth, and, in character

and actuality, will become worthy of the glory He in

tends for them. This will require that Ieue's presence

be really manifest in Israel and not hid behind the cur

tain in the holy places. Such will be the case when the

just King shall reign and chiefs control for judgment,

for they will be in full agreement with the King. Then

will eonian righteousness have been brought into Israel

(Dan. 9:24).
LAND PROTECTED

2 And a man becomes as a hiding place from the wind,

And a concealment from the storm,
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As rillets of water in an arid place,

As the shadow of a massive crag in a faint-making desert

land.

The effect of the glory flowing from the rule of this

King will be most marked. It is described, first as to the

land, and then as to the people: all is attributed to a

"man." This man can be none other than the King, a

thought which finds its echo in one of the prophets who

arise following the return from the deportation: Zecha-

riah 6:12— "Behold the Man Whose name is Sprout."

This One sits and rules on His throne, and He becomes

the Priest. His ability and capacity will be equal to

every need and every circumstance.

IN THE SHADOW OP THE CRAG

This Man is figured as giving the fullest protection

from wind and storm, dispelling the arid place by rillets

of water. Like a massive crag, He will afford a shadow

great enough, even in that desert land, with its over

whelming heat and aridity, to keep one from becoming

faint. The Crag is cooler than the tree. These are

notable features which will accompany the rule of this

King; they reflect from the earlier parts of Isaiah,

where the Son is given for the throne of David (9:6, 7),

and also the words concerning the Twig from the set

slip of Jesse, which follows the felling of the thickets of

the wildwood figuring the Assyrian (10:34).

PEOPLE TO BE SECURE

3 And the eyes of the seers shall not squint,

And the ears of the hearers shall be attentive,

4 And the heart of the hasty shall understand knowledge,

And the tongue of the stammerers shall hasten to speak

elegancies.

5 And no longer shall the decadent be called a patron,

Nor to a miser shall be said, "saviour."

In the reign of Messiah, there will be a distinct change

in His people, for spiritual growth will be most marked

in them. Security will be their portion and the grave
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disabilities which have ever characterized Jacob's sons,

which were left upon them as a judgment (see Isaiah 6),

will be reversed. The defective faculties will be per

fected, giving them spiritual discernment; squinting

will no longer distort the eyes of the seer, and those who

hear will really be attentive to the word. This combina

tion will produce understanding, as well as healing and

a turning back to Ieue. The perverseness which hitherto

approved the distorted view will no longer be in their

thoughts and expressions.

CHANGED CHARACTER OF PEOPLE

6 For the decadent is speaking decadence,

And his heart is devising lawlessness,

To execute pollution,

And to speak, as to Ieue, what leads astray,

To empty the soul of the famished,

And the drink of the thirsty he causes to be lacking.

7 And the miser's instruments are evil,

And he plans counsels to harm the humble with false sayings,

And frustrate the words of the needy, in judgment.

The decadent and the miser are here used as general

types of those in Israel who mould the society and lead

it astray from Ieue. What these types were in them

selves is the true token of their ideas and teaching; they

afforded no basis by which to direct toward Ieue, and

so to build any social correspondence with the glory of

Israel's Alueim. The words of the decadent are lawless,

and false sayings are the agent of the miser. They will

have no place in Israel's future under the just King.

SOCIETY HONORS IEUE'S KING

8 Yet the patron counsels willingness,

And he, in the willingness, is confirmed.

Under Messiah's rule, its patron will counsel willing

ness which has full accord with the kingdom. The

patron will find his course confirmed and approved, for

his counsel will be a true basis, giving honor to Ieue's

King and promoting in its society the righteousness and
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dignity which are really worthy of Israel as the nation

which belongs to Ieue.

CONDITION OF DESOLATION

A digression is made in order to address a discourse

to the women of Judah (32:9-20); its terms and details

take a wide survey; they are not confined to matters

related to the Assyrian, but rather do they enlarge to

speak of a condition of desolation which points to the

deportation to Babylon. In earlier chapters this depor

tation has entered into the range of the prophetic out

look, and now, though there is to be the respite to Jeru

salem, due to Ieue's defeat of the Assyrian, yet there is

reference to desolation which lies beyond the respite and

comes to look to a future which reaches as far as "till

the eon." (32:14).

WOMEN CALLED TO HEAR

9 "Tranquil women, rise and hear My voice!

Trusting daughters, give ear to My sayings!

Despite the prophet's announcing of woes upon the

people of Judah, Ieue sees the women thereof as "tran

quil" and "trusting" and calls upon them to hear His

voice. This tranquility is false due to misplaced trust,

for the women in the land share in the sin of it, and

special allusion to this has been made at an earlier point

in the book (see 3:16 to 4:1). Then it was indicated

that their haughty, self-centered ways and pride ranked

with the folly and transgression of the men of Judah

who engaged in idol worship and failed to obey Ieue,

their Alueim. The frivolous ways of the women were

but a reflex from the ways of the men, and so the women,

equally with the men, failed to have concern to glorify

Ieue; their trust, like that of the men, looked only to

Egypt.
TROUBLE AHEAD

10 In days over a year shall you be disturbed, trusting women,

The women are warned that trouble lies just ahead;
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their trusting condition will be disturbed in a little more

than a year. Yet because there also follows Ieue's

deliverance from it, will they understand the warning,

and profit by it?

THE REASON FOR THE COMING UPSET

For vanish will the vintage,

The gathering will fail to come in.

The vintage vanishes; there is nothing to gather in.

This is why they are disturbed, for it is evidently not

due to a crop failure, but more likely because of the

enemy in the land. That the vintage is made the detail

of the warning is a hint at the evil use of luxury, and

it was but the forerunner of much more lasting trials to

come. Use was being made of Xeue's provisions while

they continued in their idolatry and disobedience to His

precepts. . .
women! tremble!

11 Tremble, tranquil women! Be disturbed, trusting women!

Strip and be naked, with a girdle skirt on the loins!

This verse balances with verse 9 where the tranquil

and trusting women are addressed. The seriousness of

the warning being given is now developed. In view of

the outlook now presented to them, the women are to

tremble. Complacency is to depart. No longer are they

to be confirmed in their disregard for leue, for thus the

nation moves onward to the threatened desolation. As a

token of repentance, they are to strip and be naked,

that is, they are to remove their finery which but culti

vates their vanity and pride; they are to reduce their

dress to the plainness of the girdle skirt, in keeping

with the humility of the daughters of Jerusalem.

WAILING: TROUBLE INCREASES

12 Beat in wailing on the breasts,

Over the coveted fields, over the fruitful vine,

13 Over the ground of My people where thorn and buckthorn

are coming up,

Over all the houses of elation, of the joyous town."
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The corresponding verse (10) of the skeleton points

to the trouble which forebodes for the women. Now it

is to mount up to wailing, the beating of the breasts,

indications of sheer desparation and helplessness in the

face of conditions which are to come on them. Gone

will be the coveted field and fruitful vine, and on the

ground will come up the real marks of the absence of

cultivation, the thorn and buckthorn. The joyous town

will be no more. This picture views conditions beyond

the devastation of the Assyrian invasion to a more pro

tracted desolation, and this becomes clear in the next

verse.
CITY FORSAKEN

14 For the citadel shall be abandoned.

The throng of the city shall forsake it.

The hump and lookout become caves, in the future, till the

eon;

An elation of wild asses, A pasture for droves,

The scene of joy of the inhabited place is to become

a thing of the past; the details given in the verse sum

up to the features of a city, for the citadel, the hump

and the look-out are mentioned. These compose a veiled

description of Jerusalem, and it is shown abandoned and

forsaken, to become the elation of wild asses. From the

prophet's standpoint, this was in the future. The city

was bereft of any divine care, and it was to remain so

"till the eon."

The view has passed to the point when Ieue deports

the people from the land, and it takes in the full in

clusive extent which will only be consummated in the

then far distant future, when the spirit is poured upon

them. Other parts of Isaiah give details which fill out

the picture, bringing Israel back from the deportation,

restrained from the idols, yet with a disposition which

grew into the self-righteous attitude of Judaism, with its

unyielding tenacity to its own traditions. Each of the

written prophets supplies some details to fill up the ex

tent seen by Isaiah. Even so, in the remainder of this
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chapter we are given items which describe the blessings

that will come to His people, when the spirit of Ieue re

turns to them.

PRESENCE OF THE SPIRIT

15 Till emptied on us shall be the spirit from the height.

The reigning king (verse 1) is here complemented by

the presence of the spirit emptied on Israel. Together,

the King and the spirit, will mark and make the full

cessation of desolation in the land, as well as the trans

formation of the people. The favour of God's promises

to the forefathers will have come, in full measure, in

cluding the promises which have added details to those

former promises. Flowing from these details, and also

directly related to the spirit, will be the "new heart"

and "new spirit'' for Ieue's people; these will cause

Israel to walk in the statutes and judgments of the

King (Ezek. 36:20, 27). That of which Joel speaks

(2:27, 28) and of which Pentecost was a foretaste, will

then be fulfilled, for Messiah and His times will be in

the land.
PROTECTION FOR THE LAND

"Then the wilderness will come to be for crop land,

And the crop land for wildwood will be accounted.

16 And judgment will tabernacle in the wilderness,

And righteousness in the crop land shall dwell.

17 And it comes that the yield of righteousness shall be welfare,

And the service of righteousness, quietness and trust till the

eon.

The climax has been reached, full protection has been

provided, and its continuance is assured. The vast

changes that will then ensue are described in broad

terms. The wilderness will be set right, and it will be

come permanent crop land; this will allow the crop land

to take on the beauty of the wildwood. Ieue's people

will also be in harmony with such conditions, and

righteousness will, indeed, afford the welfare of quietness

and trust, for the spirit of Ieue and His King are

present with His people. Some of the statements of the
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verse apply to what was then the near future, while

others look out to the far distant future, when Ieue

resumes the completion of the glory of His ways in His

people Israel.

SECURITY FOR THE PEOPLE

18 And My people shall dwell in a homestead of welfare,

And in tabernacles of trust, And in tranquil resting places,

19 And hail, in descending, comes not on you, but the wildwood.

And in the low foothills shall the city lie low.

Reference is again made to the security of the people

of the land. This balances the skeleton (see verses 3

to 8), yet it also gives another aspect. Then it had re

gard to the perfecting of their faculties, giving them a

disposition toward spiritual things. Now the whole

dwelling of His people is to be in agreement, for it

will be a homestead of welfare, characterized by trust

and tranquility.

While the elements will not be adverse to Ieue's

people, it has been hinted that they are so to the enemy

(see 30:30). The hail will not descend on His people,

but on the wildwood and the low city. This verse (19)

reverts to the circumstances which are near at hand to

the prophet, providing a contrast to what is shortly to

overtake the Assyrian, who is figured by the wildwood

(see 10:34) and its low city, Nineveh. Jerusalem is the

city on a hill.

GOOD CONDITIONS OF CULTIVATION

20 Happiness is yours who sow by all waters,

Where you are sending the foot of the bull and the ass."

Eescued from the spoiler, encouragement is given to

resume cultivation of the neglected land. Woe is but

for the false in Israel, but there is happiness for those

who see the values of the service of their Alueim. With

full certainty may they sow by all waters, wherever

their bull or ass tread, and they can expect results. The

allusion is to that eastern method of cultivation in which,
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before the sowing, the bull or such animal is sent into

the water to tread the ground in preparation for the

sowing.

The theme of these verses is related to the conditions

brought about by the Assyrian invasion and the bless

ings resulting from the restraint which Ieue brought

upon the invader; yet the effects of that restraint did

not become deeply established in the ministers and

people of Judah, so that into the prophet's words there

is also interwoven the wider intimation which looks to

the far future, when Ieue's kingdom will be established

in Israel, and from which His just King will rule the

earth and subject its nations. e.h.c.

(To be continued)

THE BALDWIN FELLOWSHIP

The Baldwin, Michigan, Ecclesia announces the following

dates for their annual fellowship. God willing, the fellowship

will begin with a meeting on Friday evening, July 30, at 7:30

at the Grace and Truth Chapel, and will continue through

Sunday evening, August 8. It is our earnest prayer that all

will join with us in petitions to our Father that this time may

be used for His glory and for the blessing and edification of all

those He brings to the meetings. Those who will be able to

attend should get in touch with Miss Dorothy Johnson, Route

1, Box 538, Baldwin, Michigan 49304.

CONCORDANT TAPE MINISTRY

Please note that the tape ministry has now been taken over

by Brother Charles J. Peart, 82 Palm Lane, Novato, California,

and all orders should be addressed to him instead of to Bro.

Arthur Rogers. We can supply lists of available tapes from

Saugus, but all actual orders and corerspondence about this

ministry should be addressed to Bro. Peart. Those who have

inquired during the interim period when the change was taking

place, should now get in touch with Bro. Peart. Tapes on

various subjects with talks by A. E. Knoch, V. E. Jacobson,

H. W. Martin, Warren Young Kimball, Dean Hough, B. A.

Baker, Charles J. Peart, Joseph E. Kirk, Albert P. Knoch, David

E. Knoch, and Frank Neil Porhorlak are at present available.

Others may be added later on.
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GOD SHINES IN OUR HEARTS

"... in journeys often,

in dangers of rivers,

in dangers of robbers,

in dangers of my race,

in dangers of the nations,

in dangers in the city,

in dangers in the wilderness..."

—2 Corinthians 11:26

The disciples in Damascus whom Saul the Pharisee had

once come to persecute, probably risked their own lives

when, under cover of darkness, they let him down in a

wicker basket from an unguarded part of the city wall,

possibly through the window of an overhanging house.

This way of escape reminds us of Joshua's two spies

whom Rahab had let down by a cord through the win

dow, for her house was upon the town wall (Josh. 2:15).

In the same manner David had once escaped when King

Saul had sent messengers to his house to watch him and

to slay him in the morning (1 Sam. 19:11,12). David

had been in danger before; when he fled to Samuel and

later pleaded with Jonathan, he had hoped for safety,

but there was none for him in the years to come.

Saul of Tarsus was in a similar predicament. He had

been in danger in the city of Damascus, both from his

own race and from soldiers of the nations. When he

escaped the peril of death, there was still insecurity

ahead of him, for he was going to face the dangers in

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

55, Number 1 (Jan., 1964). These back numbers are available.
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the wilderness and the danger of robbers while traveling

night and day.

LO! HE IS PRAYING

When Saul had been called by Christ in His celestial

glory, he did not immediately submit his commission to

flesh and blood, but remained in prayer. And the Lord

gave him three days' time so he could prayerfully pon

der over the words of grace which would change his

whole life. When we assume that Saul covered a distance

of approximately 150 miles within a week while travel

ing from Damascus to Jerusalem, we can readily see

that he had ample time to prayerfully review the events

of the past three years; the visions in which he saw the

Lord, and the instructions which he was given. He knew

from experience how "the god of this eon blinds the

apprehensions of the unbelieving so that the illumination

of the evangel of the glory of Christ, Who is the Image

of the invisible God, does not irradiate them.'' He had

met the One Who says, "Out of darkness light shall be

shining!" (2 Cor. 4:4, 6).

Though Saul may have remembered the Lord's in

timation of suffering for His name's sake (Acts 9:16),

we may assume that he was not distressed nor despairing

on his lonely journey through the wild countryside,

for he knew that God "shines in our hearts, with a view

to the illumination of the knowledge of the glory of God

in the face of Jesus Christ."

Many years later, after he had been "in journeys

often," he could add, "Now we have this treasure in

earthen vessels, that the transcendence of the power may

be of God and not of us. In everything, being afflicted,

but not distressed, perplexed, but not despairing, per

secuted, but not forsaken, cast down, but not perishing

...Wherefore we are not despondent, but even if our

outward man is decaying, nevertheless that within us is

being renewed day by day" (2 Cor. 4:7-9, 16).

We may be sure that Saul's knowledge of the glory
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of God in the face of Jesus Christ had not faded away

during the past three years since the splendor of that

celestial glory had enlightened the eyes of his heart and

had continued to shine in it. Thus this precious know

ledge of God's glory as reflected by His image, the Son

of His love, was indeed being renewed day by day,

enabling him to remain fully engaged in his special

commission.

Leaving the Damascus scene, we too, like Saul, should

have learned the lesson that we are called not to be

successful, but to be faithful in fulfilling the service we

have accepted in the Lord (Col. 4:17). Were it not for

all the dangers and the darkness around us, how would

we attain to a full appreciation of the glorious gift that

God shines in our hearts, in the past, right now, and in

the future.

THE PURPOSE OF SAUL'S JOURNEY TO JERUSALEM

"Now, on coming along to Jerusalem, he tried to join

the disciples, and all feared him, not believing that he

is a disciple. Yet Barnabas, getting hold of him, led

him to the apostles and relates to them how he became

acquainted with the Lord on the road, and that He

speaks to him, and how, in Damascus, he speaks boldly

in the name of Jesus." Luke's report in Acts (9:26,

27) reflects on the situation as it was seen by members

of the Pentecostal ecclesia in Jerusalem whom Saul, the

Pharisee, had persecuted only three years before,

"breathing out threatening and murder against the

disciples of the Lord" (Acts 9:1).

As Ananias had had to introduce Saul and vouch for

him before he could start his ministry in Damascus, so

Barnabas is instrumental in introducing him to those of

the apostles who were in town at that time. It is Bar

nabas who relates the highlights of Saul's story to them.

The majority of the disciples in Jerusalem apparently

held the opinion that there might be some trickery in-
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volved in SauPs attempt to join them. They were sus

picious that his move might be a cleverly devised plan

aimed at betraying them to the chief priests.

The purpose of Saul's journey to Jerusalem is not

revealed in Acts, since it is foreign to Luke's general

topic in this book, which gives us the answer to the

apostles' question, "Lord, art Thou at this time restor

ing the kingdom to Israel?" (Acts 1:6). That the

vicissitudes of the Pentecostal ecclesia are in view rather

than the motives behind Saul's move, is evidenced by

Luke's statement in Acts 9:31, "Indeed, then, the eccle

sia down the whole of Judea and Galilee and Samaria

had peace, being edified, and, going on in the fear of

the Lord and the consolation of the holy spirit, multi

plied." This was because the Lord had removed the

chief persecutor from the scene.

We may assume that, while on the road to Jerusalem,

Saul had thoroughly considered the intricate situation

he was going to face in this town, almost the reverse of

what it had been three years ago. There was the

alienation of all his former associates, his teachers, the

members of the Sanhedrin, and the discussion leaders

in the Hellenistic synagogues who had had Stephen put

to death.

Saul might have argued with himself that "they are

versed in the fact that I was jailing and lashing those

at the synagogues who are believing... and when the

blood of Stephen... was shed, I myself also was stand

ing by, endorsing it, as well as guarding the garments

of those who are assassinating him" (Acts 22:19, 20).

Was he not a living example of God's power which had

performed a miracle by transforming the fiercest foe of

Jesus Christ into His staunchest champion? He had no

letters of commendation, but who would refuse to be

lieve the sincerity of his attitude? Who would not assent

to his personal testimony concerning Christ in His celes

tial glory?
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PAUL RELATES HIS STORY TO CEPHAS

We are not told when it was that Paul recognized the

real purpose of his journey to Jerusalem which his

Lord had planned for him in order to "historicise"

(historesai, relate story to) Cephas. In Galatians 1:18

the editor of Sinaiticus adds the name of Peter so as to

indicate who was meant by Cephas, with whom Saul

stayed fifteen days, probably the major part of his visit

to the capital.

About 18 years later, in his letter to the Galatians,

Paul emphasizes the authenticity of "his evangel which he

was not taught by man, nor accepted from any man, but

which he received through a revelation of Jesus Christ

(1:12). When Saul met Cephas for the first time, he

apprised him of these facts which he later condensed

into one compendious sentence: "It delights God, Who

severs me from my mother's womb and calls me through

His grace, to unveil His Son in me that I may be

evangelizing Him among the nations" (Gal. 1:15, 16).

We may assume that this was the gist of SauFs own

testimony which corrobarated the outlines formerly

given by Barnabas when introducing him to Cephas.

After Saul had reported the details of his own com

mission which he had received from the Lord, it is

conceivable that Cephas might have referred to the two

Kingdom Commissions, the Creation Commission and

the Mankind Commission (which the Lord once gave to

His disciples), Peter's Kingdom Key Commission and

Shepherd Commission, and John's Commission (which

He gave to these two).*

Saul and Cephas apparently had almost two weeks to

"historicise" one another, i.e. to relate their individual

stories and commissions so as to recognize the fact that

the Lord had appointed the twelve to be His witnesses

in Jerusalem and in entire Judea and Samaria and as

* The various commissions have been dealt with in our series

"The Secret of the Evangel," U.R. volumes 53 and 54.
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far as the limits of the land (Acts 1:8), while He

appointed Saul to bear His name before both the nations

and kings, besides the sons of Israel (Acts 9:15).

The experience of the twelve had dated ''from the

baptism of John until the day on which He was taken

up" from them (Acts 1:21), while Saul's experience

had begun with His life in glory celestial and the

astounding promise of extricating (out-lifting) him

from his own people and from the nations (Acts 26:17).

Hence it is conceivable that Cephas and Saul reached

a thorough understanding on the doctrinal differences,

such as were evident at that time, between the earthly

kingdom message on one side, and the celestial message

of unaided grace on the other. We may further assume

that at least Saul was keen enough to foresee that his

own evangel, since it was based on spirit, was bound to

cause a cleavage in the near future.

If the object of both the kingdom message and the

celestial message were the same, i.e. to rescue the sinner

from a terrible doom, then one should suffice. If Saul

was merely to proclaim what the twelve taught, why did

he not receive it from them? What need for Christ to

descend from His celestial glory and call him on the

Damascus road at a time when he was the most malig

nant enemy of the evangel with no intention to repent?

We do not know how clearly the two men recognized

the divine fact that the ministry of Peter and the Twelve

was for Israel. Thus it was part of God's great demon

stration with Israel as to the failure of the flesh, and

hence must be based on Christ after the flesh, while Paul's

evangel acknowledges the result of this demonstration,

and hence must be based on spirit alone. With such

totally divergent objects in view, the two evangels cannot

help but differ radically, and any mixture of them is

bound to be confusing to its teachers and their audiences;

both of them come under the anathema of stunted spirit
ual growth.
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AGAIN, IN DANGERS OF MY RACE, IN DANGERS IN THE CITY

After Saul had become acquainted with Barnabas,

Cephas, and James, the brother of the Lord, the disciples

no longer feared him, "and he was with them, going in

and out, in Jerusalem. Speaking boldly in the name

of the Lord Jesus, he both spoke and discussed with the

Hellenists" (Acts 9:28, 29). We see that Saul made

an earnest attempt to repair some of the damage which

he had done to the Pentecostal ecclesia, for he would

never be content with spiritual idleness. Hence, when

his time was not taken up by the talks with Cephas, he

resumed the line of discussions with the Hellenist

synagogues which had been interrupted by the murder

of Stephen. There were hundreds of synagogues in

Jerusalem, some of them maintained by the various

groups of Jews who had returned from foreign lands.

These synagogues were doubtless very lax in their ad

herence to the Jewish law and customs, even though they

had charged Stephen with "blaspheming Moses and

God" and dragged him before the Sanhedrin.

Saul might have remembered Stephen's face in that

session, shining like "the face of a messenger." When

Stephen had been in dangers of the holy city, in dangers

of his race, his face reflected "the illumination of the

knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus

Christ." Even though "all those seated in the San

hedrin perceived his face" (Acts 6:15), their hearts

were not changed by "the wisdom and the spirit with

which he spoke." Stephen had not been able to per

suade those who later pelted him with stones. Saul,

however, tried to gain their assent to his testimony that

Jesus is the Son of God. Apparently he did not realize,

as the disciples did, that it was the very same Hellenists

who "took in hand to assassinate him" (Acts 9:29, 30).

So the Lord Himself warned him to flee, as Paul stated

about 20 years later when the Jews again laid hands on

him.
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SAUL ARGUES WITH THE LORD

"Now it occurred, at my returning to Jerusalem and

while I am praying in the sanctuary, I come to be in an

ecstasy and to perceive Him saying to me, 'Hurry, and

come quickly out of Jerusalem, because they will not be

assenting to your testimony concerning Me.' And I

said, 'Lord, they are versed in the fact that I was jailing

and lashing those at the synagogues who are believing

on Thee. And when the blood of Stephen, Thy witness,

was shed, I myself also was standing by, endorsing it,

as well as guarding the garments of those who are

assassinating him.' And He said to me, 'Go! For I shall

be delegating you afar to the nations!'" (Acts 22:17-

21).

The Concordant Commentary explains: "With the

true tenacity of a Jew, Saul's heart's desire and petition

to God for Israel was for their salvation" (Rom. 10:1).

He would wish for nothing better than to be the instru

ment in God's hands to bring salvation to his own kith

and kin. He did not yet understand God's greater

purpose—to bring salvation to the nations through their

defection (Rom. 11:11). It needed more than the en

treaties of his brethren to make him leave Jerusalem,

so God gives him a vision, reminding him of his com

mission for the nations afar."

A similar view is expressed in Unsearchable Riches

magazine, volume 21, page 448, and in volume 22, page

13:" Saul evidently had returned to Jerusalem eager to

testify for Christ, but in this vision the Lord tells him

to leave Jerusalem quickly, because they will not receive

his testimony concerning Him. And when Saul argues

with the Lord that surely those who knew his former

bitter hatred and persecution against the believers in

the Lord Jesus would now receive his testimony for

Him; when he reminds the Lord that all Jerusalem is

aware of his part in the murder of Stephen, the Lord's

witness, and therefore cannot refuse his testimony on
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His behalf, the Lord still insists that such testimony will

be fruitless, saying, ' Go! For / shall be delegating you

afar to the nations.'

"It will be noted that Barnabas becomes the means of

Saul's temporary association with the disciples in Jeru

salem. This is significant, for it was counter to the

trend of the truth. It is evident that neither Saul nor

Barnabas understood that they were to be severed from

the Circumcision. Saul tried to join the disciples. But

their ignorant fear was symptomatic and indicative of

God's plan to divorce Saul and his message from the

holy city. Barnabas' intentions were the best, but Saul's

boldness soon made his residence in Jerusalem danger

ous. The Hellenists, by their opposition and threats,

accomplish God's end, and frustrate Barnabas' plan to

unite Saul with the rest of the Circumcision."

IN JOURNEYS OFTEN

"...the brethren led him down into Caesarea, and

they send him away to Tarsus" (Acts 9:30). This

short sentence in Luke's report seems to indicate that

the Jerusalem disciples accompanied him to Palestine's

seaport Caesarea and saw to it that he left for Tarsus

right away, probably sailing home on a northbound

ship. Even though Caesarea was situated on the road

skirting the Mediterranean Sea and leading through

Syria and from there through the Syrian Gates (a

mountain pass) into Cilicia, it is doubtful that Saul

traveled by land via Tyre, Sidon, and Antiochia this

time, as he did later when he set out for his second

missionary journey and "passed through Syria and

Cilicia, establishing the ecclesias." We will remember

that those who had fled from Jerusalem during the great

persecution, evangelized to Jews and Hellenists in Anti-

och, the chief city of Syria (Acts 8:1; 11:19, 20; 15:41).

Syria was the region north and east of Palestine,

stretching from the Mediterranean to the Euphrates,
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and from Arabia to the Taurus mountains. There was

easy access to Cilicia through the Syrian Gates, from

Syria; and the term "Syria and Cilicia" was often used

in those days in order to describe the vast geographical

region comprised by both. North of Tarsus were the

"Cilician Gates," the only wagon road from Cilicia

across the formidable Taurus mountain range, often

blocked with landslides, and during wintertime with

snow and ice. Even in fair weather, the weary traveler

through the length of this mountain gorge was always

in danger of robbers and of other hazards of the wilder

ness. Hence access by land to Cilicia from Asia Minor

was difficult and dangerous. This fact might explain

the wording "Cilicia and the province of Asia" in Acts

6:9; it might also explain the term used in Galatians

1:21, "the regions of Syria and Cilicia," i.e. the vast

area of Syria and the smaller one of neighboring Cilicia.

Luke reports that the disciples sent Saul away to

Tarsus and that Barnabas found him there years later

(Acts 11:25). From this we may assume that the prin

cipal city of Cilicia became SauPs home base during the

intervening period, just as Antioch in Syria became his

headquarters during the following year (Acts 11:26).

With these facts in mind, it is conceivable that Saul,

after his arrival in Tarsus (Acts 9:30), concentrated on

"evangelizing Him among the nations" of Cilicia, and

later of Syria. His own report on his activity during

the years following his brief stay in Jerusalem is found

in Galatians 1:21-24: "Thereupon I came into the

regions of Syria and Cilicia. Yet I was unknown by

face to the ecclesias of Judea which are in Christ. Yet

only they were hearing that 'he who was persecuting us

once, now is evangelizing the faith which once he

ravaged.' And they glorified God in me."

Saul's experience in both Damascus and Jerusalem

should once and for all refute the utterly fallacious

fiction that the life of a believer must be one of settled
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calm and contentment, with clear-cut answers to the

problems of the day, and with a chance to serve the

Lord in our own way, on our own terms. We will not

be spared the unexpectedness and bitterness of disap

pointments, we will be facing minor and major choices

every day, we may even argue with the Lord in our

prayers.

However disconcerting the dangers may be, '' God...

shines in our hearts, with a view to the illumination of

the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus

Christ." h.h.r.

(To be concluded)

REPORT ON THE HEALTH OF A. E. KNOCH

Our beloved Editor Emeritus, A. E. Knoch, has been very

ill. He came very near death for some days during January.

Yet the Lord saw fit to partially restore him. However, he is

still on the critical list, and requires attention day and night.

Hence additional help has had to be obtained to care for him,

yet it was felt that he should be kept at home if at all possible.

Thus his wife could be close to him (she would be unable to

travel to a hospital to see him) and the familiar environment

would be comforting to him.

It would appear that only a miracle could restore him now,

and with his blindness and other physical difficulties, our

prayers should be directed only for his comfort and that the

needed strength be granted to those who care for him. It is

clear that his work for his Lord must certainly be finished at

last. He has been privileged to serve over a period of nearly

seventy years, a privilege granted to few men. He has completed

his preliminary work on his translation of the Hebrew Scrip

tures, so that they can be issued as we are able to put them into

final form. Surely the Lord has been with him, for this is an

accomplishment which few can claim.

Let us pray, then, not just that the Lord continue to prolong

our beloved Editor's mortal existence, for this means only a

longer period of silent, patient waiting. Let us, instead,

again go before our gracious God and ask but this one thing:

"Thy will be done!" For only then can we be assured that the

divine response will be the best for our beloved, as well as those

he served.
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"LET NOTHING BE WORRYING YOU!"

This is the title of a new four page tract, which is a reprint

of a devotional article on Philippians 4:6, 7, which was written

many years ago by Bro. William Mealand. It was published

in Unsearchable Riches in 1939, under the title, "A Counsel of

Perfection." The article was read on tape by our British

Agent, Bro. Edgar Jones, and presented to Alberta and Ernest

Knoch when they were in England last year. On returning to

the United States, many who heard the tape were anxious to

have a copy in tract form, for presentation to friends who

needed such counsel.

The tract should be available by the time this issue reaches

you. The cost will be one cent each. e.o.k.

SONG BOOK DELAY

Publication of our long-anticipated song book was delayed

once again when final proofs were mailed to the various owners

of copyrighted songs which are being included in this edition.

Two songs require new plates with slight adjustments, and

other minor changes in the credit lines are required in some

cases, but it is our hope that the books will be printed in time

to be used at the Baldwin Fellowship this summer, to be held

between July 30 and August 8. See the announcement else

where in this issue. d.e.k.

"THE BIBLE COLLECTOR"

This publication, issued by the recently organized Interna

tional Society of Bible Collectors, may be of interest to some of

our readers who are also collectors of various kinds of Bibles

and versions. A brief mention is made of the Concordant Ver

sion in the first issue. The periodical is issued quarterly.

Membership in the Society includes a subscription to the maga

zine and costs five dollars a year. For further particulars

contact Arnold D. Ehlert, President, % The Rose Memorial

Library, 13800 Biola Avenue, La Mirada, California 90638.

BOOKS SOUGHT FOR LIBRARY

Any of our raders who have books on scriptural subjects

(any author), which they are not using and would like to see

put to good use, should contact Rev. James A. Ridenour, 602

N. Linwood Ave., Indianapolis, Indiana 46201. He maintains a

library in Indianapolis, which is used by a number of local

ministers.
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SUCCESS STORY

(PART II)

As we turn from pursuing the approval and praises

of men, we set our minds Godward with an earnest

desire to please God and serve Him only. Our hearts

fill with gratitude and joy! Joy, as we remember that

He has chosen us; He has bid us rejoice in His love

and in His service. There is gratitude, for we are grate

ful that He has permitted us to see beyond the tinsel

and glamor of earthly rewards, to real values and lasting

rewards.

'' GREAT THINGS FOR GOD*'

But we have more to learn. Young believers are

sometimes exhorted to do "great things for God"—have

you not heard it? It is a well-meant exhortation, of

course. And it is quite true that young people, with

their whole lives before them, may indeed accomplish

much under the leading of God. But the tasks accom

plished in His will— will they always be visible*! Will

they always seem "great"? Will they be great in the

sight of our believing friends, or in the sight of God?

Man does not see as God sees, and we will have to go to

God's Word to find how He evaluates great things. The

"success" ideology of the world has crept into Christen

dom. Therefore, we must beware lest we, also, think

only of "results." The results of our service are in His

hands, and all that we do for God is seen by Him,

whether or not others see or understand what we are

doing.
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TIMOTHY, THE YOUNG LEADER

Paul told Timothy to "herald the word/' (2 Tim.

4:2) also to "do the work of an evangelist" (verse 5).

Now it is evident that Paul expected young Timothy

to succeed in winning men and women to Christ, as

well as to successfully teach those already under his

ministry. But Paul does not emphasize success. Eather,

he exhorts Timothy to faithfulness and to suffering.

"Suffer with me" he pleads in 2 Timothy 2:3. The

verse which urges Timothy to do the work of an evan

gelist also contains a plea to ■" suffer evil as an ideal

soldier of Christ Jesus."

Little is said about suffering in the "church world"

today. Yet Paul's letters to this young man are filled

with the subject. You may say, "But I am not a

leader; just a believer who wants to serve God accept

ably." For you there is the statement in 2 Timothy

3:12, "Now ALL, also, who are wanting to live devoutly

in Christ Jesus shall be persecuted."

From an editorial from volume 20 of Unsearchable

Riches we quote:

"... The truth is too precious to keep to ourselves.

Even the persecution which it often entails is a privi

lege granted to us, which will reap a great reward. No

work done really for God will fail to win His praise,

however much men may oppose and condemn it. In

this closing era of the dispensation of grace, suffering

is the normal accompaniment of service. The church

wants power. What it needs is God's power to use its

infirmity.

"Let us not gauge our service by apparent results or

so-called success. By that standard the later ministry

of our Lord was a failure. Fewer followed Him as He

went on unfolding His sufferings. But surely this phase

of His earthly service, culminating in the cross, was

most appreciated by His God and Father. Paul also

went from service to suffering. But shall we say that
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the aged apostle, in his chains, rejected by the saints in

Asia, forsaken by his friends, was not a success ? Then

it was he wrote his greatest epistles and, in his infirmity,

really accomplished far more than all the rest of the

apostles put together.

A TIME OF APOSTASY

"It has always been God's way to reserve a remnant

in the midst of apostasy. Such there is now. We can

not stay the tide of evil. That is in fulfillment of His

Word. But we can accomplish a work in the midst of

it far more pleasing to God than is possible at any other

time. This should encourage us in the midst of apparent

failure and when called upon to face opposition. As

a soldier our principal business is to suffer evil.

"At the same time God is preparing hearts for the

message He has given. We must depend on Him for

that quite as much as for the truth itself. Men will not

have it unless constrained by His spirit. Let us seek

to fall in line with His operations. With gracious per

sistence, let us present the truth wherever possible, and

press it upon all who will hear. Let us not aim merely

at the blessing of our fellow saints, but at that higher

goal— the glory of God, on which all ultimate blessing

depends." f.s.

(To be continued)

LEXICON AND CONCORDANCE

The "Companion Volume" to the old 1930 edition of the Con

cordant Version (containing the Lexicon and Concordance, the

Greek Word Elements and the Greek Course) is now out of

print. If anyone knows of any not being used, but in useable

condition, we would be glad to purchase them. We do not know

just when it will be possible to reprint this because at present

our time is fully occupied with the work on the new edition of

the Concordant Version itself.

We can still supply the Keyword Concordance, the Concor

dance published with the 1944 International Edition, and also

the Concordant Greek Text and the Concordant Version of

Genesis and Isaiah.
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I TIMOTHY

Tiny Timothy was listening eagerly to his mother's

interesting story.

"What happened to little Moses?" he asked. "Did he

drown in the river? Did the Egyptians kill him?"

His mother smiled. "God had it all planned, Timothy.

Baby Moses did not drown, and the Egyptians did not

kill him. The great Princess of Egypt came down to

the river to bathe. When she found Hoses in his little

basket, Moses began to cry. The Princess loved the

baby, and decided to adopt him as her own child. She

even paid Moses' mother to take care of him for her.

God took care of little Moses."

Timothy was taught other wonderful things from

God's Word, for his mother and grandmother believed

in God and the Lord Jesus Christ. His father was a

Greek. (See Acts 16:1 and 2 Timothy 1:5).

Like all boys and girls, Timothy began to grow up.

Then one day the apostle Paul came to his city, preach

ing about our Lord. Timothy not only listened to Paul

speak, but he became Paul's helper, as he taught the

people.

As a young preacher, Timothy needed advice. So

Paul wrote to him, telling him how to care for the

group of believers he was teaching. "Let no one be

despising your youth," he wrote, "but become a model

for the believers, in word, in behavior, in love, in faith,

in purity" (1 Timothy 4:12). How Timothy must have

welcomed this letter! We welcome it, too, for it gives

teaching for today—not only for leaders, but for all who

love and serve God. Timothy became a faithful leader.

F.S.
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UNSEARCHABLE RICHES FOR MAY, 1965
BEING THE THIRD NUMBER OF VOLUME FIFTY-SIX

PRESENTING THE TRUTH IN LOVE

This Editorial was written forty years ago

by the one to whom this memorial

number is dedicated:

A. E. Knoch

It is always pleasing to God for His saints to imitate

Him, in His latest revelation of Himself. Our charac

ters should conform to the truth we teach. The mar

velous message of the ultimate reconciliation of all to

God is the most powerful incentive to peace. We look

upon all our enemies as potential friends. We welcome

and anticipate the time when all enmity and every dif

ference will vanish, and it is bound to have a soothing

and salutary effect on our present conduct, in the meas

ure in which it has gripped our hearts.

But that is future. A still more potent truth is God's

present attitude toward mankind. Only those who have

peace with God are reconciled to Him, nevertheless He

is conciliated to all mankind. The estrangement between

man and his Creator is a one-sided enmity. It is all on

man's side. God is not at all at war with mankind.

Alas that this great truth should be most denied by those

who seek to preach the gospel, and picture Him as a

distant, angry god, who must be sought, who must be

implored, who must be entreated for the smallest favor!

Can any course more effectively conceal the grace He

displays in seeking and beseeching the sinner to be con

ciliated to Him?

Great as is God's grace in the gospel, how excessively

redundant is its outflow to those who have received

the conciliation and are reconciled! We are to imitate
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Him, not merely in our attitude to His enemies, but more

especially toward those whom He has taken to be His

friends. Here is where we all fail. Here is where we

all place limits on His favor.

The highest evidence of a close communion with God

is not a haughty holding of the truth and a separation

from all who do not see it as we do. We are to endeavor

to correctly partition the word of truth, but we are also

to endeavor to keep the unity of the spirit in the tie of

peace. Truth, too often, has been held in hate. Truth

in love is the key to the approval of God and to the

hearts of His saints.

In this day of apostasy the truth must often be most

unwelcome and unwanted, even by the saints. That

most of them are steeped in error is almost an axiom,

for, if even one of the many conflicting divisions should

be absolutely correct (which is most unlikely) that would

convict all the rest. All want a confirmation of their

position, right or wrong, though truth itself must be

spurned. But truth, in love, has a power difficult to

resist.

Truth, in love, is sometimes silent, for fear of offend

ing. It is often grieved, but does not retaliate. Above

all it does not, like Peter, cut off the ears of those who

oppose, for it is patiently waiting for the time when the

ears will be healed, not hurt.

Let us, who believe in ultimate reconciliation and

present conciliation complement our belief by a most

gracious and loving exercise of the grace we have re

ceived in our contact with the world and with His

beloved saints! A.E.K.

Additional copies of this Special Number may be had from

CONCORDANT PUBLISHING CONCERN
15570 West Knochaven Drive, Saugus, Calif., 91350, U.S.A.



In Memoriam

MY FATHER—AS I REMEMBER HIM

The Life of Adolph Ernst Knock

through the Eyes of his Son

Ernest 0. Knoch

"I'm from Missouri—you've got to show me." How

often have I heard my father quote this well known

maxim as he labored over the solution to some difficult

problem in the Scriptures. Yes, he really was born in

St. Louis, Missouri, on December 19, 1874. Although

there were many ministers and lawyers among his an

cestors, his father, whose name was also Adolph Knoch,

held the humble position of janitor of a grammar school

there, and young Adolph early learned the meaning of

hard work, for it was his duty to sweep out one floor of

the building in the morning before school.

In those days, nothing but German was spoken in the

part of St. Louis where his parents lived, hence he

learned this language and knew no English when he

entered school. For this reason, when he did learn

English he spoke it with no trace of German accent.

When he was ten years old, his parents moved to Los

Angeles, California, settling on east Thirty-eighth Street,

where he was brought up. He was one of a large

family, mostly girls, although there was one brother,

IJlrich. When he grew a little older, he fixed up a room

for himself in the windmill tower at the rear of his

home, from which vantage point he was able to observe

the starry firmament to better advantage, for astronomy

was one of his early interests, and he has told me that
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he seriously considered becoming an astronomer. Yet

he was hampered by lack of funds.

My father showed a marked literary ability at a very

early age, and was advised by his English teacher at

Los Angeles High School, from which he later gradu

ated, to make a serious study of the great literature of

the world, such as Shakespeare and the Bible. Of course

his parents did not possess a set of Shakespeare, but they

did have a family Bible, so he began his studies with

that. Thus it was that he learned the Scriptural basis

for salvation from the Scriptures themselves, and,

through reading them, became convinced, not of their

literary value, but rather of the message of salvation

they contained. His parents did not attend church,

although they were listed as members of the Lutheran

denomination.

Soon he knew that he needed salvation himself, and

he accepted the invitation extended in the Word of God

itself by his Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. He con

tinued to his last conscious moment, to revel in the

study of God's Word above all else, and he was accorded

the great privilege of bringing to the attention of other

believers, many hidden truths which it contains.

In his early search for fellowship with others who,

like himself, were interested in a serious study of the

Scriptures, he became acquainted with, and later asso

ciated with, the Plymouth Brethren. After some time,

they began to look upon him as promising material for

leadership. He preached "the gospel" at the Los Angeles

jail each Sunday afternoon. While he was highly

esteemed by his associates, it became apparent to him

that something was wrong. He began pointing out

passages in the Scriptures which seemed to him to con

tradict their teaching on certain subjects. This would

not do! He was asked to "sit back" and do no more

teaching. So he just read Scriptures, and this led to his

eventual excommunication from the group.
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While still going to the meetings, he met a young

school teacher, Olive Elizabeth Hyde, who attended the

meetings with her parents. They were increasingly

drawn together by the mutual bond of love for their

Lord and Saviour, as well as love for each other, and

they were married shortly after the turn of the century.

Since his bride was troubled with malaria, they looked

for a more favorable location than the low-lying area of

West Twenty-fourth Street, where she had been living.

They located a lot on the very top of a hill in what was

then known as Boyle Heights, at 2817 East Sixth Street.

Here the young bridegroom erected a two story house,

with a tower and parapets for a fine view of the sur

rounding area as well as sun baths if desired. This

house still stands. In a room of this house I was born

on November 5, 1906 and was named Ernest Oliver,

after my father's middle name and my mother's first.

A second pregnancy, some time later, resulted in a

miscarriage, and my mother was very ill for some months

as a result.

In 1910, my father became acquainted with Leslie

Cushman of Lincoln, Nebraska, who lived not far away.

They decided to move out into the country, and pur

chased 100 acres of land from Mr. Brown, a relative,

who had founded and developed Eedlands. Since they

would need hauling facilities on the land, the two men

occupied themselves with the construction of a truck,

which they named the Farmobile. It was probably the

first truck to be made in Los Angeles, and the work was

done in Mr. Cushman's back yard, on Eagle Street.

When all was ready, they equipped themselves with

tents for housing, sold their city homes, loaded the

truck, and pulled out. The truck had solid steel wheel

rims, and of course the roads were not paved in those

days. What is now a trip of two hours or less on

modern highways, took them two days! The land was

located in the San Jacinto Valley, and they pitched their
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tents on a hill overlooking Mystic Lake (later known

as Lake San Jacinto, and now drained). I remember

one night I rolled out under the side of the tent in my

sleep, and caused considerable alarm until I was located!

The first necessity was water. There was a grove of

Mesquite trees between the tent and the road, and as water

may always be found beneath Mesquite trees, a well

about 30 feet deep was dug by hand. But the water

proved brackish and unusable. Being of a mechanical

turn of mind, Mr. Cushman constructed a "well rig,"

with which they could drill much deeper. My father

turned his attention to the selection of a site for drilling.

He used a mesquite "witch," using the method known

as dowsing. After the well was drilled (I believe they

went about 230 feet that first day), they were both so

tired that they left the drill in the hole and came home

to sleep. I can still remember the jubilation in the

morning, when they returned to the site and found

good water gushing up through the drill pipe!

My mother (whose health was never robust), soon

found that this life was too rugged for her even though

she enjoyed the fresh air and other blessings of country

living. So she returned to Los Angeles until a house

could be constructed. My father and I remained to

construct the house, quarrying bricks from a nearby

abandoned lime kiln (being careful of centipedes which

were exceedingly large and numerous). I remember

that, as a four year old, I received one graham cracker

for every ten bricks I carried. I felt, I am told, that it

should be the other way around! The excellence of

this brick edifice, which contained ideas which my father

felt would improve its ability to withstand any adver

sity, was amply demonstrated in 1918, when the San

Jacinto earthquake made rubble of all other brick build

ings in the area. My father and mother were in the

house at the time, so here we see demonstrated the

protection of their Lord, Who had much more work for
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them to do. Cement had been used instead of mortar,

and strips of redwood were laid every ten layers or so,

to tie the structure together. These were some of the

safeguards my father devised, and they were typical of

the thoroughness which was the chief quality which

enabled him to complete the Concordant Version.

My father had, of course, planned to stay there in

definitely, and had constructed an extra room adjoining

the house proper, to use as his study. But this was not

the Lord's will for him, for my mother was unable to

maintain her health there, even after the house became

livable.

In an effort to get as close as possible to the old home

on East Sixth Street, they purchased a vacant lot from

their old neighbors, the Mulhollands, (who were inter

ested in my father's work), next door to their old home.

It was located at 2823 East Sixth Street, and in 1912

my father, with the help of a Mr. Ditch, a relative and

contractor, constructed the house at 2823 where he has

lived ever since, except for his sojourn in Germany and

the Holy Land.

Here it was that the headquarters for his life work

was established. When the capacity of the house and

attic were exhausted, my father built a warehouse at

the rear, and later, with the help of friends, it was dou

bled in size. These premises are still in use for storage

of the Concern's extra supplies of literature, and this

house was his residence at the time of his death.

Although at the very first opposed to his "heretical"

ideas about the Scriptures because of her Plymouth

Brethren background, my mother early became his

staunchest supporter, and worked many tedious hours

preparing the slips of paper for his card index of every

occurrence of every word in the Greek Scriptures, as

well as filling orders for the ever-increasing literature,

and addressing by hand the envelopes for the mailing of

the magazine which he had begun, with Vladimir Geles-
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noff as co-editor, during the latter part of 1909. Al

though it was originally printed in Minneapolis, because

Brother Gelesnoff resided there, he soon moved to San

Diego, California, and then to Los Angeles. Since my

father was a printer by trade, it was only natural that

he should take over the printing and typesetting phase

of the magazine at this time. The actual presswork was

and still is done at the shop of his long time friend and

brother in the Lord, Herman Vogel. The typesetting

was sent out until his grandson, David, took it over after

his discharge from the Navy in 1954. But A.EJL him

self did the make-up until about 1960, when he could

no longer see to do it, and it was taken over by his

grandsons David and Albert.

For some years, my father resumed his work as

superintendent of his brother's printing establishment,

the Commercial Printing House, on Boyd Street. But

the responsibility took so much of his energy and

strength that he asked to be demoted to "stone man"

(the man who prepares the type for printing and locks

it up in the press chase) so that he would have more

time for the work closest to his hearts—the Lord's

work.

Later, my uncle sold the shop and became editor and

publisher of the La Verne Leader, a small-town news

paper. My father continued working for the new

owners for a time, but when they required the purchase

of war bonds, during the first world war, he and Herman

Vogel, the pressman, both decided they did not want to

contribute to the war effort, and were fired. Herman

Vogel then purchased the Pacific Novelty Company,

which printed and distributed picture post cards. From

this beginning, he branched out into general letterpress

work, and, because of their mutual interests and because

he was a brother in the Lord, interested in the work my

father was doing, Unsearchable Riches and later the

Concordant Version were printed there. They are
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still printed there today. With the exception of work

ing a few months for Mr. Vogel, my father never again

resumed steady employment, but was enabled to spend

all his time compiling the Concordant Version and

writing the voluminous literature ahout the Word of

God which seemed to flow so effortlessly from his pen.

Activity at 2823 East Sixth Street was devoted almost

exclusively to the translation and editorial work now.

The death of his devoted and talented co-editor, Vladi

mir Gelesnoff, in 1921, laid the responsibility for the

work squarely on the shoulders of my father. No longer

could he count on Brother Gelesnoff for articles to fill

the pages of Unsearchable Riches, nor for the compila

tion of a concordant translation of the Hebrew Scrip

tures, as they had at first arranged.

Undaunted by this blow, my father continued his work

on the Concordant Version. He published a few tenta

tive portions, yet he was not satisfied. He wished to

give the English reader access to the originals, and

eliminate the bias of the translator. There were Greek

testaments available, and even an interlinear or two

using modern Greek type. But this of necessity intro

duced punctuation, etc., which was not in the originals

as hand written by the scribes in the uncial characters

of the earliest manuscripts. He would make this avail

able to the English reader! He had succeeded in ob

taining photostatic copies of the three earliest and best

manuscripts, Alexandrinus, Sinaiticus, and Vaticanus,

after much difficulty. Inquiry revealed that no type

was available to simulate the all-capital characters.

Since the war was on, no one could be hired to do work

of this nature. So his friends told him, "It can't be

done!'' This did not stop him. He resolved to make the

type himself. He built himself a small work table and

purchased files, carborundum points, etc., and a bar

of soft steel and went to work. The task took about a

month of steady work. Then the "punches" had to be
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hardened with cyanide. I can well remember my mother

complaining about the terrible smell which permeated

the house when the cyanide solution was heated over the

kitchen stove. After these punches were completed, it

was necessary to impress them onto matrices. These

could then be used to cast type in a monotype machine,

after which the type was distributed into cases, and the

Greek Text set up by hand. I remember doing some of

this work myself at the age of twelve. But it soon be

came evident that my father and I could not do it all,

so an old printer was hired to do this portion of the

work. His name was H. E. Gamewell, and he lived in

Oceanside. After a week or two of instruction at our

place, we took him back home in our 1919 model T Ford,

with sufficient type to keep him busy for a month or so.

He was also setting the sublinear type. As soon as

he had a portion ready, we would make a trip to Ocean-

side and pick it up, and take him some more type. I can

remember one time when the heavy load of lead was too

much for the model T, and the rear end gave out at Gar

den Grove. We were forced to return home on the

Pacific Electric interurban. In a day or two they called

to say that the car was ready, and I was sent to pick

it up. Since I was quite young, the dealer was evidently

somewhat worried about the validity of the check which

my father had sent along. He wanted to know if I

knew anyone in Garden Grove I could give as a refer

ence. I did not. But just then the head of the firm

(which was evidently a branch of a Los Angeles dealer

ship) appeared from Los Angeles. Seeing that my check

was on a Los Angeles bank, he immediately gave it his

O.K. And so the Lord was with me!

In September of 1926, my father was dealt another

heavy blow. His beloved helpmeet, my mother, passed

away after a lingering illness. She it was who had been

his chief co-worker. Yet I was now nineteen years of

age, and was able to take over sortie of the tasks which
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she had been doing, such as correspondence and filling

orders.

In those early days, there were many, both locally and

in distant places, who helped my father with the various

phases of the preparation work on the Concordant Ver

sion, for the details were so many that they could never

be handled by any one man alone. Some of those who

helped locally were Melville Dozier (Superintendent of

Schools in Los Angeles), J. H. Breckenridge, (Attorney

for the Irvine Ranch) who helped with any legal prob

lems, C. P. Wilcox of Long Beach, Horace M. Conrad

of South Pasadena, who did the proofreading, Mrs. Gib

son and Mrs. Walker, who prepared the slips for the

card index system, Dr. Emma Lucas (first woman physi

cian in New York), Earl Taber, Vi E. Olin, Edna Parr,

Dr. and Mrs. W. S. Bagley. Pastor George L. Rogers

of Almont, Michigan, served as the expert on the Greek

verb, and he later moved to Los Angeles, where he also

did some work with type, and spoke at the local meeting.

Brother David Mann also spoke at the meeting, and

corresponded. Later, Frank Neil Pohorlak (now Dr.

Pohorlak) came and worked at headquarters for some

time. Helpers at a distance whose names I can remem

ber are, Alexander Thomson of Scotland, whose indefati-

gible service was invaluable in the early days, Edward

H. Clayton of England, who still serves as our advisor

in translation matters, Ben Bredimus and Mr. and Mrs.

Joseph Kirk of Seattle. Adlai Loudy, a Christian min

ister, became much interested, and wrote a book and a

number of booklets, some of which we still publish.

F. H. Robison and Walter H. Bundy were others who

contributed articles and helped in other ways. Un

doubtedly there were others, whose names I have for

gotten.

The first part of the Complete Edition of the Concor

dant Version, the Unveiling of Jesus Christ (Revela

tion) was published in 1919. Other portions followed
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until in 1926 the entire New Testament was ready.

Parts left over were bound under one cover, and a few

thousand copies of the 1926 edition became available in

this form. But it quickly became evident that this

supply would soon be exhausted, so plans were made

and paper purchased for the 1930 edition. Printing of

this took place just before I was married to Alberta

Marie Lundquist, who was also working with us at that

time, assisting during this busy period, when we made

a daily trip to the printer, with a "form" of the Version

to be printed that day, picking up Brother Conrad to

go with us and check the accuracy of the layout before

printing, and then trying to keep up with the office

work in the evenings. I left on my honeymoon just

before this was completed, and Brother Bagley took my

place for the last portion.

After the completion of this work, my father turned

his attention to the Hebrew Scriptures, or Old Testa

ment. In order to check many passages, it was his desire

to visit the Holy Land. Since I was now married and

had taken over the business end of the work, he could

get away. This he did in 1931. A full account of this

trip was given in Unsearchable Riches under the title

of "The Palestine Expedition," so I shall not go into

details here. Let me merely point out the way in which

the Lord used this trip for the furtherance of the work.

On his way, he visited many countries in Europe, in

cluding Germany, where he made the acquaintance of

the Countess Sigrid von Kanitz, who was editor of the

German edition of a periodical called "The Overcomer,"

which contained translations of scriptural articles

written by Mrs. Penn-Lewis of England. Countess von

Kanitz had of late years been including translations of

articles from Unsearchable Riches. My father soon left

for the Holy Land, but while there he realized that this

was the one he wanted for his helpmeet. In about a

year, he returned to Germany, and they were married.
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He had originally planned to return to the United States

in a year or so, but now it became apparent that there

was a real need for a German Concordant Version, so

he and his bride commenced this work there, and also

continued the magazine, changing the name to the Ger

man equivalent of Unsearchable Riches. This magazine

is still being published, now from Switzerland, where

Brother Albert Blaettler is in charge of the German

work, and under the editorship of Herman Eocke of

Carpinteria, California, who also assists me in editing the

English Unsearchable Riches.

They located in Stepenitz, Ostprignitz, a small village

now in East Germany, where they lived at the home of

the Baroness Wally von Bissing, a long time co-worker

with Sigrid. Here they engaged themselves with the

work of preparing a German language edition of the

Concordant Version. The Concordant principle of

translation was equally applicable to all languages. They

also continued publication of the German magazine, and

of course my father contributed articles by mail for the

English Unsearchable Riches. Pamphlets on scriptural

subjects were also issued in the German language.

By 1939, the German translation of the Greek Scrip

tures was ready, and it was printed in Berlin by Thor-

mann & Goetsch. It has gone through several editions

since, and is at present in considerable demand in all

German speaking countries, and stocked by many book

stores.

But war clouds were gathering, and in a letter dated

August 26th, 1939, my father received word from the

United States Embassy in Berlin, advising him to leave

the country immediately. As a citizen of the United

States, he could do this at a moment's notice, but what

about his wife? There was no alternative but to leave

her for the moment, pulling every string he could find

to expedite her permit to leave the country, as his wife.

So he went immediately to Copenhagen, where he stayed
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with a brother in the Lord who was interested in his

work, Carl Poulsen, until she was permitted to join him.

Passage to the United States was of course difficult to

obtain, but they managed to find space on a Swedish

ship, the Gripsholm. Since mines had been planted in

the Atlantic, it was necessary for the ship to pass far to

the north of the usual route. My father became very

seasick. On arrival in New York, they were met by

some of the friends there, and went on to Chicago, where

Brother Jons Nelson of Los Angeles had gone to pick up

a new car. With him, they rode to California.

When they first arrived, their house in Los Angeles

was occupied, so they stayed with Alberta and I at our

home in Altadena. In about a month, they moved into

2823 East Sixth Street, where they have lived ever since.

Many projects now occupied my father's attention.

He resumed the task of "making upM Unsearchable

Riches for the printer. The 1930 Edition of the Con

cordant Version, which contained the Greek with its

interlinears, the English translation, the compiler's notes,

and the Lexicon and Concordance, all under one cover—

over 2000 pages in all—made a fine study volume, but

was a bit unwieldy to carry about all the time. Although

he had published a Pocket Edition of the Concordant

Version in 1927, that edition was now nearly sold out,

and he wished to replace it with an edition similar to the

German, with symbols to indicate how the Greek reads,

cross references, figures of speech indicated, emphasis

marked, etc., none of which was shown in the Pocket Edi

tion. This would be called the "International Edition"

since it was printed page for page to match the German.

Published in 1944, it was followed two years later by the

Keyword Concordance, and copies sold from then on

contained this very valuable study aid under the same

cover with the translation. All these projects required

much time and attention, as well as much supervision.

In addition, my father resumed his activity as speaker
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at the local ecclesia which met in Studio Hall. Here he

would give examples of some of the problems he wrestled

with during the week in his translation work, now often

in the Hebrew Scriptures, and the solution he had reached.

I remember one of his methods. He would, in the

evening, assemble all the pertinent facts pertaining to

the problem with which he was occupied, but make no

effort at a solution. During the night, he would pray

and think about the problem. Often, when he awoke in

the morning, the solution was quite clear! You may-

draw your own conclusions, but I personally feel that

the Lord was leading in these instances, in order that

His Word might be available to His people with some of

the inconsistencies of translation, which throw it into

disrepute among those who desire its downfall, elimi

nated.

One Sunday morning, there came from my father's

lips a startling announcement. He had completed the

Old Testament, or Hebrew Scriptures! Of course there

were still minor details to be worked over, yet he had

given it a "once over," and had assigned all the stand

ards to the words, and completed the first draft. Thus

it will be seen that, even though only Genesis and Isaiah

were issued during his lifetime, we have in our hands

the necessary groundwork for the other portions, and

his death will not, D.V., halt their publication, should

the Lord tarry.

On the occasion of his eightieth birthday, many of my

father's friends and brethren in the Lord gathered in

honor of the occasion. At this time, his faculties were

sharp and unimpaired. It was here that my son David

met his bride-to-be, Nancy Tutterrow, although they had

seen each other as children at the same meeting years

before.

A few years after this, he began experiencing difficulty

with his eyesight. It was no wonder, for probably no

man living ever used his eyes as continuously as he did,
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over a period of three quarters of a century. Yet he

continued to work on some new thoughts he had on a

previous exposition of a portion of God's Word which

did not satisfy him. Thus he showed that he was never

satisfied to continue in a rut of teaching just because he

had taught a doctrine for years. If it did not agree with

God's Word, put it in the waste basket. One of his last

projects was his series on the Divine Names and Titles,

which did much to clarify this difficult and little under

stood subject.

Finally, in about 1961, he had to gradually relinquish

most of his cherished work for his Lord into the hands

of others. His grandson Albert, recently released from

the Army, went to live at East Sixth Street, to assist in

his care. As the years went by, this became an increas

ingly arduous task as my father was forced to remain

constantly in bed. His memory began to play tricks on

him, and it was then that he had to give up entirely, and

rest. Although he was bedridden for several years, with

the exception of occasional sojourns on the porch on fine

days, there was not undue suffering— just a gradual

weakening as the days went by. During this period, he

was visited faithfully by Dr. Harold Payne, who minis

tered to his needs in spite of an extremely busy schedule.

During the last few months, he required care day and

night, due to severe bed sores resulting from his long

confinement, so it became necessary to get others to

assist Albert and Ellen Phillips in his care. A man was

obtained to care for him at night, so that Albert could

get a bit of sleep, and a nurse came in three days a week.

My step-mother was now too advanced in years to

minister to him, as she did so faithfully for many a year.

In December of 1964, he celebrated his ninetieth birth

day. Many cards and letters received from friends who

had been helped by his expositions of the Scriptures,

were read to him as he lay on his bed. He was quite

weak, and comprehension perhaps was even at this time
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only partial, in flashes, as his memory failed. From this

time on, his failure seemed more rapid, and the end

came on Sunday evening, March 28th, 1965, at 7:25 p.m.

He had eaten a bit of supper and had slipped into sleep,

from which he never awoke.

His fondest expectation was to one day be with His

Lord, to experience the indescribable ecstasy which will

thrill all believers when they hear the sound for which

they have waited so long— the trump of God, calling

them to be with Him Whom they adore. To go without

dying! But this was not to be his destiny. Yet his

destiny remains the same, and, so far as he is aware,

it will make no difference, since in His wondrous wisdom

our gracious God has so arranged that his next conscious

moment will be with His Lord, "Whom he served so long

and so well.

Although my father's all-consuming interest was the

Word of God, yet he found time for the duties of a

father and was extremely anxious that I acquaint my

self, first-hand, with some of God's handiwork, in order

that I might compare it with the imperfect works of

man. To this end, he saw to it that I had both a micro

scope and a telescope, so that I might inspect for myself

some of the perfections in God's works, and realize in

some small way, perhaps, the greatness of our loving

and powerful God. He was willing to help with kites,

tops, and other things of interest to boys. He believed

in hard work, yet he was not unreasonable in his de

mands. To have the privilege of carrying on the work

which the Lord gave him to do, is a very great respon

sibility, and I pray that I may, with the Lord's help, be

enabled to do it in a way which will bring glory to the

great God my father wished to honor and magnify, as

well as to help many, as he did, towards a better under

standing of His wonderful plan and His purpose for all

those whom He has created. That this work might be

carried on, would be my father's wish. He has left a
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monument, in the form of the Concordant Version, by

which any man who so desires may search the Scriptures

for himself, without the intervention of the opinion of

the translator, which is as unique as it is valuable. We

shall endeavor, dear father, to keep this light shining.

Good night, until we meet at His feet, in that glorious

resurrection morning!

A.E.K. AT WORK IN HIS STUDY AT EAST SIXTH STREET



In Memoriam

"A.E.K." AND HIS WORK

A Biographical Sketch by a Close Friend

And Long-time Associate

Edward H. Clayton

To write of Adolph Ernst Knoch is, primarily, to

write a history of the years during which the magazine,

Unsearchable Riches, has been published. That this is so

intimates how fully his life has been given up to re

search into the untraceable riches of Christ to the

nations, as well as to inquiry into the Scriptures re

garded as the comprehensive literature which reveals

the ways of God.

As a result of reading the Bible, and in particular

the Eoman epistle, A.E.K. has written, "I believed and

was saved.'7 The reality of his faith, evoked by the

Word of God, has been evident ever since. During the

closing years of the last century, while he was associated

with the Plymouth Brethren, there was much exercise

of mind around the Word of God. In the early years

of the present century God was guiding and ordering

circumstances into which A.E.K. was to enter, as a

ministry. The thoughts and exercise around the Word

of God were, in this period, advancing that faith which

had arisen in A.E.K.'s spirit as he moved to and beyond

the adult stage. In these, steps were taken which led

to a real ministry of the Word of God. The "Mystery"

of the epistles of Paul occupied the mind of A.E.K., as

well as other problems and topics concerned with the

Scriptures.

Writing upon the Divine Mysteries, in the first volume
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of Unsearchable Riches, A.E.K. makes reference to the

journal, Things to Come, which had been taken over by

the late Dr. Bullinger a few years earlier. A.E.K.

speaks of the articles on the Mystery in Dr. Bullinger's

publication as being "epoch-making." And truly they

were. The pressing idea of "rightly dividing the word

of truth" was being entertained by A.E.K., and several

others were also exercised by the same thought, although

not as yet were these friends (to be) in contact. That

came about as a result of a series of articles "On Bap

tism" which A.E.K. submitted to Dr. Bullinger in 1906

and which appeared in the pages of Things to Come the

following year.

"Epoch-making" would be an equally true descrip

tion of A.E.K. 's own ministry which was then gradually

developing, and which took on a more distinct shape

from the associations which resulted from the publica

tion of these articles. So that, with the help of the late

Vladimir Gelesnoff, a ministry came into being which

has extended over fifty years. It will be seen that the

ministry being formulated in the mind of A.E.K.

was not one which proceeded upon conventional lines,

reiterating that which had been entertained in the teach

ings of others. A.E.K. found brethren who were being

similarly exercised. One such brother was Alan Burns,

who in the year 1906 commenced the issue of a small

magazine under the title Grace and Glory. A.E.K. con

tributed to this, writing on topics described as "The

Burning Issues of the Hour." His friend, Vladimir

Gelesnoff, was also a contributor on subjects closely in

line with those written by A.E.K. But Grace and Glory

ran only for eight issues, the last one published in

March 1909.

For some months before its cessation, it had been

realized that Grace and Glory did not fit the pattern of

the ministry which was envisaged. Income and expendi

ture did not encourage continuance. Yet the desire for
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the ministry had been roused, and the urge in the spirit

of the two friends, V.G. and A.E.K., corresponded there

to. So, in October, 1909, the first number of the present

magazine, Unsearchable Riches, was published. Gone

were the tentative features of Grace and Glory; there

was a definite program, with bi-monthly issues, and at

a cost of a dollar per annum. The desire to serve the

saints can be gauged from the fact that this charge is

still maintained, despite the many factors which have

increased costs during the life of the magazine.

The breadth of outlook of the two editors, as stated

in the opening editorial of the first issue of Unsearchable

Riches, is most notable. Moreover, behind the state

ment were the minds of two saints whom God's spirit had

enlisted and enriched with a vista around His Word

which suggested a promising ministry. Here were

teachers who had discerned the value of correctly cutting

the Word of truth, and also, for their studies, the bene

fits of using concordances based on the original languages

which lie behind our versions. In this way they were

escaping the influence of lexicons, and they were pre

senting studies which emerged from close attention to

God's own word usages, for the words were regarded

in the contexts made by God in His inspiring of the

Scriptures. Tentatively a working arrangement was

planned so that one editor made Hebrew his prior

interest, whilst the other took the Greek, yet this was

not to be absolute and exclusive. Unfortunate happen

ings, which consummated in the death of Brother Geles-

noff, did not allow this arrangement to continue for

many years; in fact, increasingly the affairs of the

magazine passed into the care of A.E.K.

In the first volume of Unsearchable Riches there

appeared an article by A.E.K. under the title, '"God's

Word Regained." Here was the hint of a ministry

which, as had been perceptible from prior articles, was

departing from current translations. The article ex-
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plained the inception of a plan which really merited the

thought of regaining God's Word, for each word was to

be kept separate from all others; a word had its own

area of thought and its own usage. This was a worthy

view of the inspired Word of God, one which recognized

His inspiration and the unique character of the word

assemblage of which our God was capable.

From this careful use of sound words came help in

understanding seeming difficulties in God's Word. The

"mysteries" of existing translations became "se

crets." This allowed the further discrimination that

God's Word was speaking of a number of secrets which

God had been concealing but which were revealed

through Paul.

During the succeeding years of the magazine, more

and more samples of the results of what was to be called

"The Concordant Method" appeared in its pages, both

in the form of articles and of the proposed version.

Means to indicate the connection of the various details

of the version with the facts of the original were also

displayed. The basic foundation for the Concordant

Version was being laid, and plans were being made for

it to be issued in the years ahead. Gradually a Greek

Text was formed, with a sublinear beneath it and stand

ard words shown therein. By means of these the stu

dent was given the clear area of thought for each Greek

element. A fuller account was given later in the book

let, The Story of the Concordant Version.

The articles appearing in the early volumes of Un

searchable Riches were really elaborating what the first

issue of the magazine stated as its aim; the recovery of

truth. Not only was the teaching concerning justifica

tion affirmed, but the unknown truth, the secret of the

evangel, was uncovered. Word study had discriminated

two words both rendered "reconcile" in the versions;

these were shown to be "conciliate" (a one-sided matter)

and "reconcile" (a mutual matter), so that the evangel
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is heralding the revelation of God's secret, for God is

conciliated by the death of His Son. Love has achieved

its secret. The whole of this topic, developed by A.E.K.,

was set forth in a series of articles, under the heading,

"The Mystery of the Gospel," which was later published

as a book.

Alongside such truth, there was also appearing studies

by A.E.K. which showed the falsity of the Bible words,

"for ever" and "for ever and ever." The occurrences

of these were examined and analyzed and classified in a

manner which revealed the truth that God had made the

eons through His Son, and that His purpose was eonian,

achieved in the eons through His Son. All these results

were proceeding from the study of concordances which

related the words of our Bible to the original inspired

words of the text of God's Word. A number of articles

on these themes were gathered into booklet form, under

the title "All in All," setting forth the goal of the uni

verse as revealed in the Scriptures.

These were years in which A.E.K. was making great

efforts to indicate to God's saints the truth which God

had revealed in His Word for their faith, yet which lay

hidden from them in the discordant versions in use. He

was seeking to put God's Word above all else in the

minds of those whom his ministry reached. By the

magazine, truth has gone round the world, and many

saints have become informed concerning God's righteous

ness and His love and His ultimate purpose, planned in

His Son.

Brother Knoch's full occupation and intense activity

did not prevent him from giving a little attention to

that other side of faith which expresses itself in worship,

for he composed hynlns which viewed the wider prospect

given to faith, and which also enshrined the thoughts

coming to be realized from the recovery of truth. These

hymns were set to music and sent forth on sheets, that

adoration, in stricter accord with truth, may arise to
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God, the Father of Him Whose obedience implemented

the evangel.

Because A.E.K. was so dominated by the Word of

God, his mind was led to consider Scriptural matters

free from the influence of creed and theology. The uni

verse was God's creation; He was Supreme. By learn

ing in this manner, it became an easy step for A.E.K. to

receive the truth that all is out of God, through Him

and for Him. Thus he soon saw that there was no

" problem" in connection with the question of evil. For

the God of the Scriptures, there was no struggle against

evil; nor did His Word reveal any notion of dualism in

the universe. A series of articles on the theme of evil

appeared in the pages of Unsearchable Riches, and, when

completed, they were gathered under one cover, and

published in a volume suitable for convenient study.

All these studies by A.E.K. were done along the way

as he worked diligently toward the completion and the

publishing of the Concordant Version. Special studies

into the Greek of the inspired text were conducted, as

well as the decision how the Greek text should be formu

lated. The several forms of the Greek verb called for

close investigation, as a preliminary to rendering them

into a version. They must first be discriminated by

standards. Of particular importance was the solution

of the grammatical significance of that Greek verbal

form which is termed the Aorist. In what sense did the

Aorist differ from the other form which was also re

garded as a past? A.E.K. went to work on thesematters

in a thorough manner; he spared no effort to reach a

position of which he was assured. Then the results were

brought to a focus in a masterly article under the title,

"The Greek and English Indefinite."

After great effort it became possible to publish the

Story of the Concordant Version in June, 1919. There

in is given many details of how the work proceeded from

the first beginnings up to reaching the practical stage
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for publication. The first instalment, the book of The

Unveiling ("Revelation"), was available and in the

mail to subscribers by August, 1919. The years which

ensued were also years of intense activity and applica

tion, for A.E.K. planned to issue the work in twelve

parts, and at six month intervals. In this way he was

able to finance the work, for each part provided the

money for the next.

The pathway to the issuance of the first part of the

version presented many a difficulty the solution of which

called for resourcefulness, as well as an undaunted

spirit. In this was the expression of a spiritual life

which was strong and deep, creating a desire to move

closely to the inspired original. By following this

course, the influence of several details, present in a cur

sive Greek text, was avoided and the work proceeded on

a free course.

The publishing of the Unveiling, as the first part of

the Concordant Version, called for a full exposition of

that book. The notes by A.E.K., printed beside the

version and the Greek text required elaboration.

A.E.K. 's plans anticipated this, and soon there began a

series of articles in Unsearchable Riches. Volume 12

contained the first article, and they ran through to the

last number of volume 20. The whole of these articles

have been made available as a volume of almost 600

pages, published under the title, "The Unveiling of

Jesus Christ."

This exposition of the Unveiling presented the view

that the book was revealing the opening years of the day

of Ieue (or, "Jehovah"), which establishes the saints

of Israel in the kingdom, to reign with Messiah for a

thousand years. The concluding chapters of the Un

veiling take the revelation forward into the Day of God

and the new heavens and earth. The topics of the many

articles were those required by the literary structure of

the book, more or less akin to the chapters. This writ-
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ing kept A.E.K. well occupied, amidst both the com

pleting of the parts of the Concordant Version and its

incidental revision for the publishing in one binding in

1926. Then followed the compiling and printing of the

Lexical Concordance to the completed Concordant Ver

sion of the Greek Scriptures. This latter was a most

onerous task, and was completed and published in 1930,

along with a new printing, on better paper, of the Ver

sion itself.

Amidst the completing of this great task, on Septem

ber 7, 1926, Brother Knoch was called upon to bear the

pain and sorrow of the death of his wife. She had been

a true helpmeet, and, until failing health overtook her,

she had given much assistance in the work, and so en

abled A.E.K. to go forward with the more serious side

of the work. Now our brother must go on alone. Only

his immediate friends knew what this meant to him.

A.E.K. should not be regarded merely as a man of

industry. To entertain that thought of him is to miss

entirely the true estimate of his lifework. Here is a

brother who was motivated by an overriding perception

which was emerging as a desire to serve, not "his day

and generation" but his God and Father. The Bible

was a version of God's inspired Word, and A.E.K.

wished to know the original behind that English version.

He would honor the fact of God inspiring His Word.

To A.E.K. the inspiration of the Scriptures was as im

portant and fundamental as was the God and Father of

the Lord Jesus Christ. The written Word compares to

Him Who is the Living Word. A version of the Scrip

tures ought to enter into this analogy. To this end

A.E.K. labored.

Wisdom characterized the ministry of A.E.K. Some

subjects in God's Word were ever in his mind, and a

full statement upon them was left until his studies were

complete and really exhaustive. This was, indeed, a

very essential feature for some questions, since tradition
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and prior commitment were most strongly entrenched.

Around the person of God's Son, Brother Knoch came

to write three most illuminating articles. The titles

were The Kenosis of Christ, Christ Compared with

Deity, and Christ Contrasted with Deity. These articles

set forth the glories of the Lord Jesus Christ, in their

true scriptural position, showing that He is the Image

of the Invisible God. The articles are most mature

studies, far more effective than any argument or denial

of the so-called "Trinity." The whole subject was

rounded out by a study on the personality of the holy

spirit. It is God's spirit; the living, intelligent, per

sonal power by which God does all things, through

Christ. God is called by the term spirit when attention

is diverted from His Deity to His operations in creation

and salvation.

The years in which the Concordant Version of the

Greek Scriptures were being completed found A.E.K.

giving increasing attention to his plans for executing a

similar service in respect to the Hebrew Scriptures.

Some preparation for the Hebrew section had been in

process, but a major matter was that it should begin by a

visit to Palestine by A.E.K., and a sojourn in that

country, so as to learn firsthand the topography, the

customs and other circumstances, such as might give

insight to aid the investigations into the Hebrew Scrip

tures. It was even a desire to translate some passages

of the Hebrew whilst resting or wandering amidst a

particular district of Palestine. One such passage is

the well known Twenty-third Psalm. Our English ver

sion of this psalm seems much colored by the circum

stances of the English countryside, rather than the more

arid condition which prevails to a great degree in the

Holy Land.

The May 1931 issue of Unsearchable Riches made the

announcement that Brother Knoch, after waiting for the

Lord's guidance concerning the work in Palestine, and
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his way thither, had decided that he should cross the

continent of the United States during that month of

May, calling to see friends en route, but eventually

reaching New York, from whence he would embark for

the south of England, and then to Scotland. To many

of A.E.K.'s friends, in both continents, these were days

of remembrance, and they have been enhanced since.

The end of June, 1931, saw A.E.K. depart from Eng

land for Sweden to meet friends of the work there.

Then over to Denmark and eventually into Germany.

In the latter country much interest was shown in the

truths which had been brought to light from the study

of the original text of the Scriptures and the divergences

which existed in the versions.

In Germany Brother Knoch met with sincere desire

for a German Concordant Version. They knew a little

about the English side, and there was active discussion

on such a project in German. As the discussion ad

vanced, select passages were translated for a proposed

prospectus. And these plans were not laid aside, despite

A.E.K.'s departure from Germany. His journey to

Palestine had been planned and was in process, and it

must proceed. The Hebrew work was really geared in

to the journey, along with the sojourn in the land.

Many were the journeys and the wanderings made by

A.E.E. in Palestine. There was the comparing of pass

ages in the Bible with the numerous districts to which

the scriptures made reference. In these circumstances

it was sought to catch the value of the environs of the

passages, and then to consider them amidst the first

tentative translations which had been made. Standards

had been fixed for a considerable number of Hebrew

words, and work on a number of books had been done.

Thus it was easy to consider the special features of

special passages, more or less related to a given district.

It was hoped to gain much value from this experience.

The stay in Palestine had fulfilled the needs for which
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it was undertaken. But the visit to Germany en route had

created in the mind of A.B.K. a real understanding of

the needs of the saints of that country and their urgent

desire to have a version based on a pattern of sound

words. The conversations which A.E.K. had with the

friends when in Germany left him without any doubts

in the matter. His prior impressions, gained whilst at

home in Los Angeles, had been more than confirmed.

Apparently the call, "Come over and help us," followed

him to Palestine. So A.E.K. did not return to Califor

nia until the year 1939.

In February, 1932, the engagement of A.E.K. to

Countess Sigrid von Kanitz was announced. By the

middle of April A.E.K. was staying in Potsdam, later

to take up residence at Stepenitz. Here Brother Knoch

and Sister Knoch worked together to produce a Con

cordant Version for the German saints. It was when

passing through Germany that A.E.K. recognized the

fervid faith and desire of the Countess for God's Word

in the form of a Concordant Version. Her special

qualifications to assist in such a project were also

apparent to A.E.K. During almost seven years the two

worked together on the German version, so that early in

1939 the work was off the press and available to the

German saints.

The compiling of the German Concordant Version

did not become any interlude in the Hebrew work, for

the latter was carried along amidst the German work.

AH the time details and problems of the Hebrew word

families and the standards required for stem and

branches were slowly built toward the practical issue.

From Stepenitz A.E.K. kept in touch with his several

assistants in the work, beside guiding the publication of

Unsearchable Riches which was still published in Los

Angeles.

December, 1939, found A.E.K. and his wife back in

Los Angeles, united with his son Ernest and his wife
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Alberta, as well as his family born during A.E.K.'s ab

sence from the U.S.A. From the landing at New York,

in late November, there was the renewing of contact

with many friends. This would have continued right

across the States, except that A.E.K. was in poor trim.

Traveling for him was an ordeal. The journey from

Denmark, at first skirting the northern limits of the

ocean, to avoid war dangers, was a great physical trial to

him. His wife was "as good a traveler as he was bad,"

was A.E.K.'s comment.

A period of recovery from the effects of the trip, and

readjustment to a renewal of conditions back home, was

necessary ere Brother Knoch was back in stride. There

was no real inactivity, but rather a reviewing of the

stages at which the several sections of the work stood.

From increased experience, especially from the under

taking of the German side of the work, plus the years of

actual use of the English Concordant Version, it had

become evident that this section of A.E.K.'s ministry

needed to be revised in some details, and even re-cast

in its form. In a sense this was an extra work, yet it

was shouldered amidst the carrying forward of the Heb

rew work. The outcome was the International Edition

of 1944, together with its Keyword Concordance.

Brother Knoch's plans for the Hebrew section of the

work had gradually been moving forward. All the

books of the Hebrew Scriptures had been transferred

from the Hebrew characters and typed into Latin letters,

leaving space for a sublinear of standards to be written

beneath the words, and this had proceeded well toward

completion. It was now definitely possible for A.E.K.

to begin to review all prior translation efforts, and to

undertake the trying task of making improvements in

the vocabulary required by the standards given to each

Hebrew word.

There were still problems of detail in some of the

word families which called for more research and con-
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sideration. Such matters as the divine titles were a

problem in themselves, and this needed much attention

and thought. To these Brother Knoch applied himself

with rigid attention, though his years now added up to a

good total.

It became possible to publish, as the fourth number of

volume 48, a first instalment of the Hebrew Scriptures.

This was the book of Genesis, or "In a Beginning." In

it was given an introduction which sketched the many-

avenues traversed for the work, and tended to convey

an inkling of the earnest effort A.E.K. had made. It

represented years of original toil, and all the setbacks

which had crossed the path of the work. Yet, nothing

daunted, the work always went forward by some minute

stage. God's grace always sustained, for the work had

been begun in the fear and love of the God and Father

of the Lord Jesus Christ, and it had continued in His

strength and the regard for the needs of the saints who

looked to the inspired Scriptures God had given to

humanity.

Brother Knoch now had to lessen his activity in the

work, but he had brought the book of the prophet Isaiah

sufficiently forward that it was possible to go ahead and

publish it in 1962. The remainder of the Hebrew Scrip

tures are now in a position which, under God's grace and

guidance, may yet make it possible for them to become

available. The major question is, Will our God call the

living and the dead saints to the air, ere their com

pletion is reached?

From volume forty-one of Unsearchable Riches,

Brother Knoch's son, Ernest, was associated with him in

the editing of the magazine, but A.E.K. was able to

continue in a limited capacity, until the fiftieth volume

was reached. He was also assisted by his grandsons,

David and Albert. In commencing volume fifty, A.E.K.

quoted from the first editorial of the magazine. This

reflection back to the beginning of the magazine's min-
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istry is very notable, after such a long period. It indi

cates how strong has been the memory of the original

outlook and attitude to God's Word, and how constant

and consistent has been the adherence to it.

Somewhere, A.E.K. wrote, in reference to work he

had just then completed, that he wished the work were

better done. That was an expression of his humility,

and doubtless Brother Knoch would still echo those

words with respect to his life's work. e.h.c.

THE SHEPHERD PSALM

Jehovah is my Shepherd,

So I am wanting naught.

He's causing me to recline

In verdant oases.

To restful watering places

He is conducting me.

My soul He is restoring—

[My soul restoreth He!]

In righteous rounds He guides me

Because of His [own] name.

E 'en though I 'm walking in

The shade of death ravine,

I am not fearing evil,

For thou dost stand by me.

Thy club and crook console me —

[Thy club and crook console!]

Before me thou'r't arranging

Forage that fronts my foes.

Thou sleek'st my head with oil.

My cup doth satiate.

Yea, good and kindness follow

For all my livelong days.

And in Jehovah's house

I dwell to length of days!

A.E.K.
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ARK'S BRETHREN BACKGROUND

As told in his own Words

Editor's note : In 1945 A.E.K. wrote this short survey

of the earlier phases of his life in faith. This, it seems,

was the only occasion when he tells of his own spiritual

background.

When I left school I determined to study the best

books thoroughly. As I had no funds to buy a set of

Shakespeare, I began with an old Bible that was lying

around. I started with Genesis, but my progress was

very slow as I had made up my mind that a superficial

reading was useless. I must get the sense. I intended

to major in astronomy at the university, and, when I

came to the sentence "He made the stars also," I was

quite overwhelmed by the simplicity and grandeur of

the statement. I realized that I would not live long

enough to exhaust the fullness of that one assertion. So

I skipped to the epistle to the Romans. Why, I do not

know. I could not make a better choice today, after

half a century of study. There I was amazed to find

things that I did not remember hearing in Sunday

School. I believed and was saved. I have not had time

for studying Shakespeare yet.

Being much alive to the things of God, I spoke to

others, especially to an elderly Scotchman who was very

enthusiastic about the coming of the Lord. In the print

ing office where I worked I was given a circular to set,

which advertised a series of meetings on this subject. I
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was much interested and never missed a meeting. The

lecturer was one of the so-called "Plymouth Brethren"

or "Open Brethren." In response to his urging I was

baptized in the Los Angeles river. I was allowed to take

the Lord's supper with them each Sunday. I read their

literature, "The Witness" magazine, "C.H.M." (Mac

kintosh), especially books on prophecy and many tracts.

I listened to long series of lectures on the Tabernacle

in the Wilderness and the Seven Churches of Asia. I

eagerly swallowed all that I could get and was initiated

into the differences between the various divisions among

the Brethren themselves, as I was looked upon as one

of their coming leaders.

THE NEWBERRY BIBLE

They introduced me to the Newberry Bible, which

has extensive marginalia correcting the inconsistencies

of the Authorized Version. I wore out several copies

of it. The best books that I got through the Brethren

were Wigram's concordances. These opened my eyes

to the contradictions and discordant renderings in our

version. I then determined to go by the original alone,

so I bought a copy of Griesbach's Greek testament. This

I carried constantly. I made a special cover to keep it

from going to pieces. Till this point I had been a loyal

"Brethren." Now trouble began. I soon saw that they

were concerned to defend what they called "the truth,"

while I wanted God's "Word. I was silenced, and was

not even allowed to quote the Scriptures in a Bible

reading. Because I had fellowship with others outside

their circle, I was put out. It was a great blessing in

disguise.

'' THINGS TO COME''

Among the magazines commended to me by the Breth

ren (by mistake) was "Things to Gome," which, at

first, was the organ of prophetic conferences in London.

Through it I became acquainted with Sir Eobert An-
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derson's writings, especially Human Destiny and The

Silence of God. In the introduction to the former, Sir

Eobert requests anyone who had a better solution to the

problem to let him know. I wrote and called his atten

tion to the great truth of the reconciliation of all (Col.

1:20) and the significance of the eonian times. But he

was already too old to change.

I then joined a class in Greek in the local Bible Insti

tute, and later had a class of my own in the Y.M.C.A.

I found the textbooks so inconsistent on some points that

I gave up teaching and made a complete index of every

Greek form in the Scriptures, as a basis for my study.

Later, Things to Come was taken over by Dr. E. W.

Bullinger, who had spent much time for ten years in

compiling a discriminating concordance of the Greek

Scriptures. Before me he had seen something of the

confusion in our discordant version, and based his

teaching on the original, hence he had more light than

others. But, again, I could not follow his "dispensa-

tional" position. I was very much in awe of him, so

feared to write and tell him my ideas, that all of Paul's

writings were for us, especially the prison epistles, so

I wrote the article On Baptism in order to put it before

him indirectly, and avoid giving offense.

To my surprise and delight he published it with the

following

ANNOUNCEMENT IN THINGS TO COME.

"We purpose to commence in January, 1907, if the

Lord will, a series 'On Baptism/ by a brother in the

U.S.A., who has dealt with this question in an exhaus

tive manner, so completely embodying the whole of the

Biblical types and teaching, that we have never seen

anything yet to equal the masterly way in which the

whole subject is dealt with."—(Things to Come, Vol.

12, [1906] page 108).

After accepting "On Baptism," Dr. Bullinger changed

his position to accord with it. This is the backbone of
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what is generally called "Bullingerism." I am thankful

to see that it is spreading among thoughtful Bible stu

dents. Before he started the " Companion Bible," he

wrote to me saying that he had heard that I was con

templating a new version, and asked what my plans

were. I sent him a page with a version in one column

and notes in the other, like that in the Companion

Bible, and begged him to make a new translation. But

he considered that too great a task at his age.

A Russian Bible teacher named Vladimir Gelesnoff

saw On Baptism in Things to Come, and wrote to Dr.

Bullinger, requesting the right to issue it in pamphlet

form. Dr. Bullinger referred him to me and very

kindly sent him stereotype matrices, with which he pub

lished it in America. Later, when he started the maga

zine, Unsearchable Riches, he drafted me as associate

editor. We were agreed as to the division of truth, but

not on the subject of human destiny. At this time I

still clung to Brethren teachings in some things. So I

was much exercised about it. While waiting for a street

car, on the way to my work, the truth of the fifteenth

chapter of first Corinthians illumined me like a light

ning flash. Christ's kingdom is not endless, but eonian!

God will be All in all.

By the continual use of a concordance, my prejudices

were gradually swept away. But it was trying, tedious

toil. I could not expect others to spend so much time

and labor in order to conform their Bible to the inspired

original. So I was burdened with a tremendous urge

to make a concordant version, which would save so much

work and give the Lord's dear saints access to God's

Word, free from the prejudice which pops up on nearly

every page of the Authorized Version, which, as every

concordance will show, was made without any method,

and was motivated principally by professional theolo

gians who had to please King James.
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MUSINGS ON MOUNT OLIVET

Editor's note: One of the most popular of A.E.K's writ

ings was Ms personal narrative of his visit to the Holy

Land. The following brief excerpt is a vivid example

written while sitting on a rock atop the Mount of Olives.

To the Mount of Olives this morning! Better than a

church service. By a new way. Up to the Damascus

gate. To the east by Herod's gate, down into the Kidron.

Up the slope of Olivet, past Bedouin camps. Tents made

mostly of old sacks. Children playing in the dust, quite

happily. Up to the Augusta Victoria Institute. The

top of the ridge. First glimpse of the deep Dead Sea

and the misty mountains of Moab!

A memorable view. The far-off range makes a hori

zontal line unbelievably straight, like the horizon of the

ocean. Here and there are dimly discerned ravines

descending to the water, but they do not disturb the

level of the sky line. Deep down in the depression the

surface of the Dead Sea shimmers in the sunlight. It

hides part of its length behind the high hills of Judea.

With the exception of a green patch near the head of the

salt sea, all seems dry and desolate and dead. Much may

have changed since the days when He sojourned in

Judea, but this soul-stirring sight is still the same. He

alone hao learned all the lessons which lie concealed in

this, the lowest land on all the earth. To many eyes

which His hands have touched it teaches the most ter

rible tragedy of human history.
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The river Jordan and its salty sink is a parable of

human life. Kising high and pure beneath Hermon's

snowy head, it flows down, with many a tortuous turn,

through the lake of Galilee, into the sea of death, which

has no apparent outlet. Such is the course of mankind,

and so also is the life of each mortal of which it is com

posed. From infant innocence we descend, by devious

ways, into the domain of death, from which there is no

visible release. How hopeless it seems! But hold!

There must be an outlet! Otherwise the Jordan's swell

ing tide would soon fill up this whole depression. The

opposite is the case. The sea is lower now than once it

was. Every drop of water which descends into the sea

of death escapes from it in some subtle way. No, there

is no subterranean outlet into the ocean. Water would

not flow up even if there were. But even dead sea

water can ascend under the beneficent influence of* the

sun. It is transformed and purified and raised above the

earth, freed from the defilement and death which had

contaminated its course. So, also, in the spiritual realm.

Every sinner of mankind who enters death may count

upon the spiritual Sun to draw him out of death and

transform him by His grace. The sea of death not only

will not be eternally full, but it will be utterly empty

when death itself is abolished. Cannot He Who saves

and sanctifies the waters of this sea, do the same for His

creatures in the realm of spirit ?

Moreover, when mankind no longer surges into the

dead sea, as at present, when Christ will reign and dying

will be diminished, then the parable will be adjusted

accordingly. The waters will be healed. They will no

longer deal out death, but sustain life. It thrills me to

think that this miracle will occur very near the spot on

which I am sitting. Just across the ravine from the

Dome of the Rock ("the Mosque of Omar"), on Olive's

brow, on a large rock, in the shade of a gnarled old olive

tree, I sit and muse. The past has a strong appeal. Here
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He was in His humiliation. The present has little The
future is tremendous. Who knows but that His feet shall
stand upon this very spot, and will leave their impress
(not upon these stones for future fanatics to fight about
but upon the whole mountain, for it will cleave in the
midst hereabouts and run a ravine square across yon

mountains to the Mediterranean). Then the eastward
scene will change. The depressive depths will be filled
The Dead Sea and the Jordan and the lake of Galilee
will disappear and form an inland sea. The <i™tive
waters of death will become immense waters o± lite, bo

will God work!

A.E.K. ON THE SHORE OF GALILEE
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BE CONFIRMED IN THE FAITH

A.E.K.'S APPEAL TO THOSE WHO BELIEVE GOD'S WORD

It has become the fashion to make a virtue out of

timidity, of dubiousness and uncertainty. Indeed, a

firm stand for the truth is decried as ''petrified dogma

tism" and other slanderous epithets. God gives us, not

a spirit of timidity, but of power and of love and of

sanity (2 Tim. 1:7). The era has come when they will

not tolerate sound teaching, and turn away from the

truth (2 Tim. 4:3, 4). Some are always learning, yet not

at any time able to come into a realization of the truth

(2 Tim. 3:7). Many of the saints do not glorify God as

God, they will not have it that all is out of and through

and for Him. This is the principal seed-plot of the

apostasy.

Alas! These are the last days, and nothing that we

can do will stop the apostasy, for God has warned us

that it must come. Man must reject the greatest grace

agoing, to demonstrate the depth of his own depravity.

But our appeal is to those who fear God and believe His

Word. They need not be dragged down with the rest!

Read and heed the special message for today! Suffer

evil with the evangel! Have a pattern of sound words!

Be invigorated by grace! Don't engage in useless con

troversy! Correctly cut the truth! Withdraw from

injustice! Remain in what you learned and verified!

Herald the Word! Stand by it! Expose, rebuke, en

treat, with all patience and teaching! (2 Tim. 1:8, 13;

2:1, 14,15; 3:14; 4:2).

May God enable you to steer clear of the many sunken

reefs that beset your course, and glorify God as God,

out of Whom, and through Whom, and for Whom is all!

A.E.K.
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THE FUNERAL MESSAGE

Delivered Thursday, April 1,1965 at the Chapel of the Hills,

Forest Lawn Hollywood Hills, Los Angeles, California

Speaker: Herman H. Rocke

In his last :letter to Timothy, in the fourth chapter,

Paul wrote these words, "I have contended the ideal con

test. I have finished my career. I have kept the faith.

Furthermore, there is reserved for me the wreath of

righteousness, which the Lord, the just Judge, will be

paying to me in that day; yet not to me only, but also

to all who love His advent.''

Our dear brother and senior teacher, A. E. Knoch, did

love His advent. It was his heart's desire to be among

those who survive, who are changed when our Lord Him

self "will be descending from heaven with a shout of

command, with the voice of the Chief Messenger, and

with the trumpet of God, and the dead in Christ shall

be rising first. Thereupon we, the living who are sur

viving, shall at the same time be. snatched away together

with them in clouds, to meet the Lord in the air. And

thus shall we always be together with the Lord. So

that, console one another with these words."

Months ago, Brother A. E. Knoch often began the day

by having his chair pushed to the window, sitting there

with unseeing eyes, and waiting for His Lord to come.

As his health failed, this longing was intensified. Now

we can rejoice in the Lord that his heart's desire is

fulfilled. So far as our sleeping brother is aware, the

moment of his lapse into oblivion will be followed by

His Lord's shout of command, and then, in an instant,

in the twinkle of an eye, at the last sound of the trumpet
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of God our brother's frail form will be changed into a

glorious likeness of the image of the Son of God.

From his sleep, our brother will be roused incorrup

tible. "For this corruptible must put on incorruption,

and this mortal put on immortality/' Thus the glorious

expectation which had occupied his thoughts will be ful

filled. From his first conscious moment he will always be

together with his Lord. And so will all the dead in Christ.

"We, the living who are surviving, shall at the same

time be snatched away together... to meet the Lord

in the air," i.e., the dead in Christ and the living,

together, as one company, just as if none had ever died.

Hence our outlook in this administration of the grace of

God, is not death but life. From Paul down to the

present day, the prospect put before the believer is the

vivifying presence of Christ. Day by day, hour by

hour, moment by moment, the next event for which we

yearn, should be the trumpet's joyful note when Christ

Jesus will transfigure the body of our humiliation, so

as to conform it to the body of His glory.

Then all limitations will be withdrawn and the bound

less universe will be before us, and we will be seated

together, in fact, among the celestials, in Christ Jesus.

Then God will use us as His display material for the

celestials, ''displaying the transcendent riches of His

grace in His kindness to us in Christ Jesus. For in

grace are we saved, through faith, and this is not out

of us; it is God's approach offering, not of works, lest

anyone should be boasting. For His achievement are we,

being created in Christ Jesus for good works, which

God makes ready beforehand, that we should be walking

in them."

Our dear brother and senior teacher has finished his

earthly career, which was God's achievement, good works

which He made ready beforehand that oar brother

should walk in them.

Early in his youth, God's spirit awakened young
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A. E. Knoch to a life-long response, shining in his heart

ever since, "with a view to the illumination of the know

ledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ."

The book of Eomans prompted him to believe that we all

sinned and are wanting of the glory of God, and are

justified by faith, apart from works of law, justified in

the blood of Christ, Who died for our sakes, that God

should become All in all.

It was about seventy years ago when A. B. Knoch, still

a young believer, having the ardent desire to arrive at

a better understanding of the Word of God, discovered

that practically all solid progress in the recovery of

truth during the nineteenth century had come through

the use of concordances. Hence he also began to test

and correct his ideas as to the meaning of Bible words

by tracing them through all their occurrences. But he

found that even keen students of exceptional intelligence

were not able to derive much profit from concordances

based on English translations. So he bought himself a

small Greek Testament and kept it always with him,

devoting every free moment to its study. It gradually

dawned on him that it was foolish to fill his mind with

a discordant English version if he hoped to advance in

the knowledge of God. Thus it was that the idea of a

concordant version suggested itself to his mind. His

continual use of Greek and Hebrew concordances had

so thoroughly impressed him with the need for more

uniformity in translation that he began to standardize

his thinking by always using a certain English word

when he had a Greek or Hebrew term in mind.

A. E. Knoch ranks among those men of God who

devoted their lives to the task of classifying God's

wonderful world of words, just as the great botanist

Linnaeus studied and arranged and classified God's

wonderful world of plants. Just as the flowers tell us

of God's wisdom and power, His Sacred Scriptures tell

us of His plan and purpose and love for us. The honor
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to which A. E. Knoch was called, is unique. It stands

apart from all the coveted honors of a passing world.

Foi* the Lord called him to develop the concordant

method for an unprecedented and unprejudiced trans

lation of the Sacred Scriptures, so as to lead him to,

and us toward a fuller understanding of God's truth

for today. The story of the toil and trials which paved

every step of our brother's way, will never be told until

that day when he will receive the special wages which

the Lord, the just Judge, will award to those who have

been building with gold and silver and precious stones.

In that day, the fire will be testing our brother's work,

what kind it was.

Paul writes in First Corinthians, "For other founda

tion can no one lay beside that which is laid, which is

Jesus Christ."

Ever since the beginning of this century, our dear

brother and senior teacher has been building on this

foundation with precious stones, silver, and gold, while

expounding justification, which is the great basic truth,

conciliation and reconciliation, as well as God's sover

eignty, for out of Him and through Him and for Him

is all.

In addition he has written on a multitude of other

scriptural subjects, from Genesis to the Unveiling of

Jesus Christ, from the Problem of Evil to the secrets in

the Pauline epistles.

Brother A. E. Knoch made it a point to imitate Paul,

always toiling with a view toward presenting every man

mature in Christ Jesus, ever struggling for us in his

prayers that we may stand mature and fully assured in

all the will of God.

Very early in his life for Christ, A. E. Knoch was led

to discover God's mind concerning the special praise

and prayer for today. He found both in Paul's epistles;

in Ephesians, where more than half of the doctrinal

portion is presented in a series of prayers. The same
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is true of the first chapter of Colossians. A. E. Knoch

added these prayers to his own daily petitions, plead

ings, and thanksgiving, so as to be in accord with the

delight of God's will and for the laud of the glory of

His grace. God blesses us with every spiritual blessing

among the celestials, in Christ, blessings which we may

enjoy as long as we praise Him accordingly.

Before the Concordant Version was made, or any of

the concordant literature written, there was persistent

prayer for the spirit of wisdom and revelation. Nor

has it ever ceased. Not only was it necessary to pray

for this special spirit of wisdom and revelation in order

to recover the Ephesian secret, this crowning revelation

of God, but now, even after our senior teacher has so

often expounded it at length, this special prayer is

needed to apprehend his expositions.

When viewed by itself, the personal destiny of a man

seems so pitifully unimportant in this great universe.

But when it is seen to be a part of God's own glory, it

ceases to be insignificant. It is no longer inconsequent.

It must be safe and sure. "Even though," A. E. Knoch

once said, "it is not the reward of our merits, for we

have none. Our personal destiny is rather reared on

our demerits, of which we have no lack. Let us but

see that we are the instruments for revealing God's

grace, and hence essential to His goal, and we have the

best basis of eonian bliss which man has ever imagined."

Our sleeping brother has been an instrument for

revealing the glory of God's grace in an amazing way,

during threescore and ten, out of a lifetime of ninety

years. And God willing, his written ministry will con

tinue, while he is asleep, not only in English speaking

countries all over the world, but elsewhere as well,

especially among German speaking believers.

Unique as our brother's life work was, it is just his

starting point toward the goal where God makes ready

even better works, that he should be walking in them,
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again as His achievement. Let us give thanks to the

Father Who makes us competent for a part of the allot

ment of the saints, in light. For in grace are we saved,

through faith, in order to show forth His grace, in this

life, and even more so, in the coming eons among the

celestials.

"Faithful is the saying: Tor if we died together, we

shall be living together also; if we are enduring, we shall

be reigning together also.' " For our sleeping brother,

the time of endurance is past. For his sake, we should

not grieve. While in oblivion, he is waiting for the

vivifying voice of his Lord. Our brother is spared the

loneliness of his widow, the heartache of his family, and

the sighing of those who were near and dear to him.

No one will miss him more than those who had the

privilege of living with him, of personal acquaintance

with him during his lifetime.

Praise the Lord, we have not lost him but for a brief

and weary night, and we will meet again in the morn

ing. So we will not say good bye, but rather good night,

knowing that he is asleep in the care of Him Who will

not fail to wake him in immortal glory, when He comes

to call His own.

"Blessed is the God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ, the Father of pities and God of all consolation,

Who is consoling us in our every affliction to enable us

to be consoling those in every affliction, through the

consolation with which we ourselves are being consoled

by God, seeing that, according as the sufferings of Christ

are superabounding in us, thus, through Christ, our con

solation also is superabounding."

"Now may the God of peace Himself be hallowing you

wholly, and may your unimpaired spirit and soul and

body be kept blamelessly in the presence of our Lord

Jesus Christ!

Faithful is He Who is calling you,

Who will be doing it also/'
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Where do we go from here ? This would seem the most

appropriate question at this point. The two founders

of the Concordant Publishing Concern, Vladimir Geles-

noff and A. E. Knoch, have both been laid to rest. They

have laid a good foundation, but what do we, of the

younger generations, propose to build upon it?

These are weighty questions, especially in these days

when the impression persists that the Lord's return is

surely imminent. How much time is there? In the

time that is left, what activities are of greatest conse

quence? What would the Lord have us be doing?

One of my grandfather's great qualities was his

ability, most of the time, and in spite of seemingly over

whelming temptation, to "stay on the job." He did not

often get derailed or sidetracked from the activity that

really counted. He was ever testing himself by Paul's

admonition to be "redeeming the time" and "testing

what things are of consequence." Often he wisely an

swered a lengthy epistle from a brother who wished to

debate some matter with a tiny three by five slip of

paper containing a paragraph or two, at most. He knew

the "war" could not be won by taking on each opponent

in hand-to-hand combat. Mightier measures, which

would safeguard a great arsenal of truth, were demand

ing his energies.

As we look into the months ahead we are impressed

first of all with the absolute necessity of gettmg the

Version OUT! We would like to have the first copies
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available by this fall, but in order to move ahead this

quickly, we will need everyone's cooperation.

First of all, let each reader pray. To the staff mem

bers the importance of adequate prayer by all the saints

seems paramount right now. Pray that we may be

granted a continuing spirit of wisdom and revelation

in making the decisions where renderings remain still

somewhat uncertain. Pray for the proof-readers, that

they will be efficient and extremely precise in carrying

out their exacting duties.

In this connection, let me say in passing that we may

need a few more proof-readers to help us complete that

job on schedule and if yon live in the United States

(preferably the western U.S.) and have some time

available in the next few weeks, contact us immediately

and we may be able to send you some work.

We would also ask for your prayers for the com

mercial printers and the binderies who will do the

production work. Quadricolor Press, owned by Brother

Herman Vogel, will be doing the presswork. This firm

also prints the English Unsearchable Riches. Tenta

tively we have selected the Bitterolf Bindery of Eagle

Rock, California (owned by Karl Bitterolf) and the

Golden Rule Bindery of Escondido, California, to do

the initial bindery work.

Secondly, please try to keep away from submitting

time-consuming questions and long letters written in

hard-to-read handwriting, and other matters which will

take up our time, unless you feel that they are exceed

ingly important. Pray about the matter before you write

us, and perhaps the Lord will give you the solution.

In closing, I would personally appreciate your prayers

for me as I put the finishing touches on the Explanatory

Introduction for this new edition. Only if we can get

the new reader to read the Introduction, can we hope to

convince him adequately of the real advantages available

to him only in the Concordant Version. d.e.k.
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A.E.K.'S REFLECTIONS ON HIS WORK

We had hoped to include this Editorial in the special

May Memorial Number but we didn't have space.

We include it as a Special Feature here.

Confession, prayer and praise well up from our hearts

as we once more close a volume of our little magazine.

[So wrote A.E.K. in the November, 1941 issue of U.R.]

For nearly a third of a century we have been seeking to

sound out the word of His grace and we are forced to

confess that we are full of failure, to pray for promised

grace and to praise God for the fullness of His love as

displayed in His dealings with us. Despite our short

comings we have been graced with ever increasing light

and fresh unfoldings of His love. Notwithstanding our

weakness, we have been granted strength sufficient to

carry on and accomplish tasks which we once deemed far

beyond our capacity. How can we help praying for a

continuance of His favor, and praising Him for the

grace which has sustained us and which encourages us

to continue in His service ?

What confessions we are forced to make! How far

short we have come of the high hopes that held us more

than thirty years ago! Not that we expected great things,

or vast crowds or spectacular success. These, we knew,

were not to be encountered at the end of this eon, if we

are faithful to God and His Word. But we did look

forward to some things which would be pleasing to God.

We hoped that, among our friends, dissensions would

cease, now that we no longer based fellowship on doc

trine. And, indeed, we have had sweet fellowship with

many who were not one with us in all of our interpre

tations, although, in some cases, the fellowship was
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necessarily limited because of a great divergence in

teaching. Yet the essential unity was maintained in

mutual forbearance and love. We are thankful that, in

many instances, this continues to be the case. In fact,

we do not demand of a single one of our friends that

they believe as we do in order to keep in fellowship with

us.

But we did not realize the effect of doctrine on con

duct. We cannot expect those who deny grace to act

graciously, when even those who revel in it fail to

measure up to its high demands. Practical unity is

dependent on the tie of peace, and this, in turn, depends

on loving tolerance, on patience, meekness and humility

(Eph. 4 :l-3). These are the rare virtues of which there

is such a lack. Indeed, I feel sure that, if we exhibited

them in any marked measure we would be misunderstood

and despised as lacking in self-respect. It is pride which

creates discord and disunity. Most of us have so much

of it that, if we were not restrained by a deep conviction

that our crucifixion in Christ shows what we are in

ourselves, and our exaltation by God what His grace

has made us, we would assert ourselves and make unity

an impossibility. Without grace no vital unity is pos

sible. Where this is lacking it soon disappears.

The whole spirit of the times is against unity. Every

where freedom, independence, self-determination, are

held up as the greatest of goals for humanity. There is

a revolt against authority. Children no longer need to

be subject to parents, nor wives to their husbands, nor

slaves to their masters, nor the younger to the elder,

nor the citizen to the authorities, nor the saints to one

another, nor the ecclesia to Christ. One would suppose

that, at the consummation, all are to become all in them

selves, self-centered, self-sufficient, independent, free,

instead of being utterly subject to God (1 Cor. 15:27-

28). That such a spirit leads to discord and strife is

evident all about us. But it should not lead us astray.
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We should not strive to be independent of one another.

Rather, we should seek to stem this tide by practicing

the opposite. Let us not insist on our rights but rather

forego them when this will serve the saints. It may be

humiliating, but that is just what we should covet. Let

us remember that our Lord was vested with all author

ity, yet He chose the path of bitterest humiliation and

shame.

Where there has been division and discord, let us

freely confess it, even if we imagine that we have had

no hand in it. Let us remember Daniel. We would say

that he, of all Israel, was innocent of the national trans

gressions. But he thought otherwise, hence he was per

sonally humbled by them. He knew himself as vitally

one with his people. We are far more closely joined to

one another, so it ill becomes us to point at others. No

matter who is to blame, we must share the shame. Not

withstanding all the divisions into which the church has

been rent, the believers in them are vitally and essen

tially one. The acts of each member of the body affect

all and involve all. No one could claim to be as free of

the offenses of the church as Daniel was of the sins of

Israel. Nowhere have I seen such flagrant sectarianism

as among a sect that was violently opposed to it. Let us

not, then, be proud of our own unsectarianism, lest it

should prove to be the opposite, but ashamed of the

divisions in the body to which we belong, that we may

be in the path of peace and unity.

Another danger we feared has led to much humiliating

heartache. We had been among those who claimed to

know more about the Scriptures than any others. Their

claim was not without foundation, for they had many

a precious truth unknown to the mass of Christeijdom.

But, alas, as I once heard it expressed, they had a little

light, but less love. Knowledge puffs up, yet love edifies

(1 Cor. 8:1). We knew that our work would consist

largely in the search for, and dissemination of knowl-
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edge. Hence we have tried to connect it with love as

much as possible, as an antidote to the tendency of

knowledge to inflate us with self-esteem. But I fear that

we have by no means fully escaped the insidious effects

of knowledge. I, at least, am inclined to deal heartlessly

with those who seem to come short, especially if they

claim a superior knowledge, instead of bearing with

them, and accepting their insults, and enjoying their

jibes.

Another doctrine which has a powerful influence on

fellowship is the recognition of God. Indeed, it marks

one of the greatest rifts between the sects of Christen

dom. So long as the creature clings to the prerogatives

of the Creator there cannot be that genuine humility

which is a prerequisite for peace and unity. So long as

He is not given His true place as the One Who is

operating all we are sure to take some of this glory to

ourselves. So long as He is not envisioned as the great

Object of all we will fail to take our place and give Him

His due. Practically, unity depends on the humility

which can come only from a heartfelt acknowledgment

that all is out of and through and for Him, in short,

that He is the Deity, the Source, the Course, and the

Consummation of all, and we are nothing apart from

what He makes us.

One thing we greatly feared when we first began to

make known the great truth of universal reconciliation

was that it might degenerate into "universalism," or

salvation by character. We are thankful that, for many

years, no tendency of this kind materialized. But now

this is plainly evident among a very few, and we are

praying that God will intervene, in His own way, to

guard this marvelous truth, which he has committed to

us. No attacks from without, and they have been many

and bitter, can so surely subvert the truth as an effort

from within to relieve God of a vital part of the work

of salvation and lay it on the shoulders of men.
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Many other evils could be included in our confession,

but we desire to speak only of a few which we hope will

be of benefit to our friends, and lead to prayer and

praise. It will be seen that our plaint is that we have

failed, in measure, in the line with God's intention. The

nominal church and the world are rapidly approaching

the time when a man will set himself up as God, and

demand the worship of mankind. The burden of our

testimony is the very reverse of this. And once more

we wish to graciously warn the saints against everything

that exalts or dignifies man or gives him the glory that

is reserved for God alone. Do not allow yourself to be

carried away by the current of the times. Give God His

proper place in your heart, and humble yourself in His

presence. That is the path to peace and unity.

PRAYER AND PRAISE

Confession alone would not only humble us in the

dust, but would lead to discouragement and depression.

In view of God's grace there is no cause for this, for

abasement is only a precursor of exaltation. Moreover

it leads to real, genuine prayer and praise. Our petition

wells up spontaneously out of a humbled heart, aware

not only of its own shortcoming and insufficiency, but of

the sufficiency and love of God. We are driven away

from our impotence into the arms of His omnipotence.

We appeal to God for deliverance from the world, the

flesh, and the adversary, and all that is connected with

them, and implore for power to fulfill His will. Each

breath of the man of God should be accompanied by a

subconscious repetition of those words of our Lord: Not

My will but Thine. And each pulse beat should be a

note of praise. For our failure is the best foil for His

perfections. It makes us thankful for all that we receive

from His hands, and for all that He is to us. We praise

Him in anticipation of the future and for the prepara

tion of the present. May ever increasing praise ascend

from the hearts of all who read our little magazine!
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IRVIN WILLIAM KOOS

January 14,1965 marked the passing of Bro. Koos, of Reading,

Michigan, at the age of 88. Bro. Koos was a staunch and in-

defatigible defender of the Word of God and of the truths re

vealed therein as set forth in Unsearchable Riches and in the

Concordant Version. He had helped many toward a better

understanding of God's plan and purpose, by distribution of

literature and by establishing classes for the study of the

Scriptures. Even in death, he had arranged for a fund to be

used to supply the Concordant Version to those who are not able

to buy them. He will undoubtedly be missed by those to whom

he ministered. We know little of his family, but believe that

his wife preceded him in death some years ago. e.o.k.

"ALL IS OF GOD"

This is the title of a pamphlet issued by Bro. Charles L. Fin-

ley of Franklin, Pennsylvania, and comprises a selection of the

best of a series of radio messages which he has delivered over

a period of thirteen years on the air. They are a result of more

than fifty years of Bible study. They contain much helpful

material and may be ordered direct from the author, Charles

L. Finley, Star Route, Franklin, Pennsylvania. There is no

charge except for postage. e.o.k.

SCRIPTURAL SONGS

We have at long last been able to publish our new song book.

It contains 101 songs, especially selected for our groups. It

contains most of the songs which our old book contained, and

many new additions, including "The Love of God" and "How

Great Thou Art." There are also a number of original songs

and songs suitable for children. All songs include the music.

There is no charge for the book. Let us know how many you

can use. We must reserve the right to limit quantities. e.o.k.

RADIO TAPES AVAILABLE FOR BROADCAST

Brother Joseph Kirk has a six months series of radio pro

grams available on tape, to be put on locally. The subject is

the salvation of all, but this is brought in gradually, after a

suitable foundation has been laid. If you are interested, please

get in touch with him direct. His address is Joseph E. Kirk,

4552 Canoga Street, Apartment D, Montclair, California. His

phone is (714) 626-7718.
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EON IN THE PLURAL

In our study of the plural form of eon( should we still

cling to the orthodox view) we are at once confronted

with a grave difficulty. If one eon spans eternity, what

place can be found for the other eons? If "for the eon7'

is equivalent to "everlasting" what can "for the eons"

signify ? If " from the eon'' is " eternal," what of ' * from

the eons"? If the "conclusion of the eon" means "the

end of the world," what shall we understand by "the

conclusion of the eons"? Each of these occurs in both

the singular and plural form. But once we acknowledge

the truth, all our difficulties vanish into a clear and

accurate, a sufficient and satisfactory, a grand and glori

ous apprehension of the doctrine of the eons.

The Eons. Nothing so manifests God's multifarious

wisdom as a view of the purpose of the eons (Eph. 3:11).

Each separate eon has a purpose, and a grasp of each is

necessary to appreciate God's mind. Yet there is a

purpose common to them all and that is the revelation

of God as Love and Light. This is His essence. His

various attributes are called forth by the problems of

the eons in order to display Him to His creatures both

in the celestial realms and on the earth.

The eons were made through Christ Jesus our Lord,

the Son of God (Heb. 1:2).

Creation also was His work, both in the material and

the spiritual sphere (Col. 1:16). This filled the uni-

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

52, Number 1 (Jan., 1961). These back numbers are available.
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verse of space, but made no provision for its career—

the greater and grander work of redemption and recon

ciliation which would bind it with bands unbreakable

to God's heart.

For this end He made the eons. They begin with

Christ as the Head of all creation; they chronicle its

ruin and its redemption through His humiliation; they

end when He, once more the Head of all, presents God

with a reconciled universe (Col. 1:20). Their purpose

preceded this commencement; the consummation pro

claims its fulfillment. All sovereignty and authority is

centered in the incorruptible, invisible, only wise God

(1 Tim. 1:17). He is the Bang of the eons.

The history of the eons as revealed by the prophets of

old was amply detailed so far as they dealt with the

earth and the eonian people, Israel. Now that they

refuse their blessing and God turns to the nations during

this secret administration, the eons readjust to conform

to this new departure. In truth, there is a premature

spiritual fulfilment of the eons for us who believe

during this period of unparalleled grace.

But what of the Hebrews who had believed the

preaching of our Lord and His apostles? This change

calls for some explanation, lest they deem God untrue

to His promises. And this is given them. "Now- faith

is an assumption of what is being expected, a conviction

concerning matters which are not being observed; for

in this the elders were testified to. By faith we are

apprehending the eons to readjust to a declaration of

God, so that what is being observed has not come out of

what is appearing'' (Heb. 11:1-4). Then the Hebrews

are given the same place which the worthies before them

had occupied. They died in faith, looking for the future

fulfillment of all the promises.

From the Eons. That there have been eons in the

past we learn from the fact that God concealed the

present secret administration from them (Eph. 3:9).
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Christ among the nation of Israel was not hid, but Christ

among the other nations was a closely guarded secret

(Col. 1:26,27).

For the Eons. That there are eons in the future is

clearly shown by Christ's reign over the house of Jacob

for the next two eons (Luke 1:33). It is during these

two eons that the results of His suffering and shame and

death will reap its rich fruition. They are the eons of

blessing in a very notable way—such as could not be the

case now and as will hardly be appropriate after the

consummation. And this fact it is that blends in blessed

harmony with the doxologies which sing of His conquest

over sin (Eom. 1:25), His relationship to the eonian

nation (Rom. 9:5), the truth that not only all is out of

Him and through Him, but will be for Him in these

eons (Rom. 11:36), the full realization of the reconcilia

tion (Rom. 16:27), and its ministry by the apostle (2

Cor. 11:31).

Israel is the "eonian people" (Isa. 44:7, C.V.). Their

God is the eonian God. "The Alueim eonian is Ieue,

Creator of the ends of the earth." (Isa. 40:28). And in

close accord with this we are told that Jesus Christ, yes

terday and today is the Same One for the eons also (Heb.

13:8). Then, when God gives all a place of nearness to

Himself, their special privileges would be intrusive and

disappear. And Christ, with all His work fulfilled, no

longer needs to hold the place supreme, but lays the

scepter at His Father's feet.

The Impending Eons. Sweet indeed is the thought

that, in the impending eons (Eph. 2:7), when God's

grace is poured out so richly over all the earth, He will

not point to them as the highest effort of His love. The

transcendent riches of His grace is lavished upon us in

this secret administration. Even during those coming

eons filled with tokens of His favor He will point all to

us as the perfect products of His grace. For we are
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blessed with every spiritual blessing among the celestials

(Eph. 1:3).

The Day of the Eon. This is a Hebrew idiom.

In Malachi 3:4 we are told that when the Lord comes

into His temple again the sacrifice of Judah and Jeru

salem will be pleasing as "in the days of the eon"

(Septuagint). That this was not eternal in the past is

evident, for neither Judah nor Jerusalem date that far

back. Peter, in referring to that future day when the

Lord will come, calls it ''the day of the eon." In this

apt phrase he combines the Lord's day with the coming

eon into "the day of the eon."

The Conclusion of the Eons. A puzzling passage is

found in Hebrews 9:26. "... since then He must often

be suffering from the disruption of the world, yet now,

once, at the conclusion of the eons, for the repudiation

of sin through His sacrifice, is He manifest." It is clear

that His sacrifice was not at "the end of the world"

(A.V.). However, the conclusion of the eon (Matt. 13:

39, 40, 49; 24:3) is not the absolute end, but a. period of

time, which is compared with a harvest. The signs of

the end time all occur within this conclusion. This is

the key to this passage. Christ appeared at the com

mencement of a period which will continue until the

end of the eons. It differs from the previous part of

the eons because of its new relation to sin, due to His

sacrifice. In a sense, the sacrifice settles the question of

sin for the rest of the eons, hence the word "conclu

sion."*

EON USED TWICE IN THE SAME PHRASE

We have now reviewed every passage but one where

the plural form occurs. It seems hardly necessary to

insist that they not only prove a single eon to be termin-

* A more complete explanation of this passage, as rendered

in the Concordant Version, is found in Unsearchable Riches,

Volume 30, Number 2 (March, 1939).
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able, but also are equally unanimous in the verdict that,

even in the plural, they have both a beginning and a

consummation. This fact will aid us in considering the

remaining occurrences and especially the phrase "the

eons of the eons."

The crowning and convincing evidence as to the

limitations of "eon" is presented by the fact that, in

the Greek, there are three distinct phrases used in which

one or more eons are said to be derived from another eon

or eons. These phrases are:

THE EON OF THE EON

THE EON OF THE EONS

THE EONS OF THE EONS

In English the little word "of" is very indefinite. It

has been suggested that in this case the thought is '' ages

tumbled upon ages" or "ages succeeded by ages." But

the more precise Greek will not bear such a loose para

phrase. If "on" had been meant, why was not the

preposition epi, which means "on" used? The relation

which is sought to be expressed here by "of" is the

genitive case, which points out that from which anything

proceeds. We may, therefore, expand "of" into "de

rived from" or a similar phrase. On the chart (page 17,

January 1965 U.R.) we print "0/" in italics and locate

it between the two eons or groups of eons to which the

phrase refers. A discussion of the introductory prepo

sition "for" instead of the usual "unto" is found in

the introduction to the phrase "for the eon."

It might be profitable for those who take eon to mean

"forever" to confine their study to these phrases, and

refrain from final conviction until they are able to ex

plain the differences between them on such a suppo

sition.

These phrases offer a final and unanswerable proof

that the eons are limited in extent and distinct in

character. The fact that "eons" in the plural often

refers to only two is in accord with "New Testament"
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Greek which never uses the dual, even when two are

undoubtedly intended.

Before taking up each separate phrase with its occur

rences let us sum up what we have learned as to the

character of the various eons. A moment's reflection

may remind us that the present and all past eons have

been essentially wicked. The powers of evil as repre

sented by the Adversary and man, his dupe, have been

the chief factors in characterizing the eons up to the

present time. How different are the future eons! The

kingdom eon will be administered by our Lord as Christ,

that is, the Anointed, while the last eon enthrones Him

as the Son of God. Thus the eons naturally fall into

two groups. In the former, evil is on the increase and

sin seems to triumph. There is little in them for God.

In His purposes they are only the seedbed in which He

prepares for the administration of the last two eons.

In the former eons Satan and man revolt and Death

reigns. Christ dies and is buried and rises again. So

that these eons, in spite of (rather, because of) their

evil character, provide the basis on which the future

will build. God now leaves mankind to prove its own

impotence and folly, but, in the eons to come He will

appear upon the scene in the person of His Son, and

there will be divine government and divine glory such

as could not be revealed while He refrained from inter

vention in human affairs.

These considerations alone will be sufficient explana

tion of the phrase

THE EONS OF THE EONS.

A reference to the Greek will show that the word eon

occurs first in the accusative case and latterly in the

genitive. Thus, "the eons (accusative) of the eons

(genitive)." This is in perfect accord with the line of

thought we have been pursuing. For the accusative

tells us what is under consideration, but the genitive

whence these eons proceed. This is important, for if our
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explanation seems ever so sure yet disagrees with the

grammatical forms used in the Scriptures, we would do

well to cast it all aside and acknowledge that the

minutest touch of God confounds all our apparent con

cord.

It is notable that this expression occurs most fre

quently in the book of Revelation (Unveiling of Jesus

Christ) and Peter's epistles in conjunction with the day

of indignation, which, as the chart shows (page 17, Janu

ary, 1965 U.K.), is the very pivot on which the phrase

turns. A glance will show that it describes the last two

eons as being the result and fruit of all those which pre

cede them.

Two characteristic and conclusive occurrences are

Revelation 11:15 and 22:5. These describe the reign of

Christ and His slaves. That Christ's reign begins here

the text itself shows. We know that all sovereignty and

authority and power will be nullified at the consumma

tion (1 Cor. 15:24). Delegated government cannot be

without these. Not that there will be a return to insub-

jection, but the opposite; for the Son Himself will take

a place subordinate to the Father, that God may be All

in all. This phrase, then, accurately describes the two

eons in which Christ and His people will reign and at

the same time links them with the preceding eons in

which the suffering of Christ Himself laid the basis of

that reign and the suffering of His people prepared

them for their place with Him.

A statement which seems to point to several eons,

rather than only one in the new creation is found in

Revelation 22:5. "And they shall be reigning for the

eons of the eons." The usual standpoint in this book

is that of the vision. We are transported into the very

scenes and hear the very sounds in our ears.

But here it is different. The vision is all future. The

standpoint is the Island of Patmos (Rev. 1-3). So that,

instead of reading there is no doom, they see His face,
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there is no night, etc., we are told that then there shall

be no doom, they shall see His face, night shall be no

more, and they shall be reigning for the eons of the eons.

The statement that they " shall'' be reigning is made

from the standpoint of the present rather than that of

the vision as is usual in the book of the Unveiling. This

is clear from the other statement, night "shall" be no

more. The usual form would have been, " night is no

more."

Now the fact that Christ's reign comes to an end, that

He will take a place subordinate, may, at first thought,

seem to be derogatory. But the exact opposite is the

truth. It is the very highest praise, for He reigns only

as long as there is insubjection. When He brings the

universe to a perfect state of loving subjection, then the

active exhibition of such glories as might (1 Pet. 4:11,

5:11; Rev.* 1:6, 5:13) and power (cf. 1 Cor. 15:24 and

Rev. 7:12). will be obsolete because they have been per

fectly administered.

Deliverance out of the present wicked eon prepares

us for fellowship with Him, one of Whose glories is that

of Deliverer (Gal. 1:4). That this glory is confined to

the eons is clear, for there will be none needing deliver

ance after the eons have run their course. The same is

true of His rich provision for all our needs (Phil. 4:19).

"The King of the eons," as He is called (1 Tim. 1:17),

is most emphatically a title limited to the eons. As such

the honor and glory are His for the last two eons—the

eons of the eons. Salvation for the celestial Kingdom

is the basis of Paul's doxology (2 Tim. 4:18). The

eonian covenant with Israel introduces the only re

maining doxology connected with this phrase. That

both of these are bounded by the consummation has been

shown.

The phrase "they shall be reigning for the eons of

the eons" shows that this form of expression has no

reference to the present or preceding eons. In these
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they do not reign. Similarly the formula "Who is liv

ing for the eons of the eons" (Eev. 4:9, 10) has no

reference to the past eons nor the present eon. But let

us not infer from this that He was not alive during all

previous eons! It is, rather, that the characters in

which He is presented—as Judge (Rev. 1:18), as En

throned (Rev. 4:9, 10), as Furious (Rev. 15:7), as mani

festing His power in the seven thunders (Rev- 10:6)—

are not assumed until the coining eon and as such He

lives until the consummation in contrast to the lifeless

gods of the nations. When the eons have run their

course judgment and indignation will have fulfilled their

purpose. Then reconciliation will have been effected and

God becomes All in all.

The assertion that "the eons of the eons" must denote

endlessness "because it is used of the life of God," is

thus shown to be a hasty conclusion, not founded upon

the facts. "If the eons end, then God's life also must

end," we are told! But this reasoning depends for its

support upon the very error which it is used to prop!

Allow the truth that eon does not mean everlasting and

the further truth that the death state is to be abolished

at the consummation and the inaccuracy of such reason

ing becomes apparent.

For if God lives for the eons of the eons, after which

there is no death, how can this phrase limit His life?

Is it not unwise to predicate life when there can be

nothing else? If our water suffices until we get to a

well, do we die of thirst? The phrase "the eons of the

eons" is clearly limited in the case of the reign of the

saints and only an unscriptural view of the consumma

tion prevents it from having the same meaning here.

Three scriptures remain. They are concerned with

the torment of those who worship the wild beast and its

image (Rev. 14:11), the smoke which ascends from false

Babylon (Rev. 19:3) and the torment of the wild beast,

false prophet and the Adversary (Rev. 20:10). These
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three passages are solemn and awful, and we have no

desire but to acknowledge both the desperate deeds and

dreadful doom of those who are so justly condemned.

But to refer these words to anyone outside of this

category, as is so often done, is to invite the fearful

curse of those who are adding to the words of this scroll

(Eev. 22:18), and is like the attempt to fasten the

"eternal punishment" of the apostate living nations at

our Lord's return to all the wicked dead. These all find

their place in the lake of fire, which is the second death

(Eev. 20:14, 21:8). A comparison of 1 Corinthians

15:26 with this statement will show that the lake of fire

is to be abolished at the consummation. It is the "last

enemy." It would take too much space to elaborate

upon the nature of the death state. But this is quite

unnecessary, for the lake of fire is stated to be the very

thing which is to be ultimately abolished. This aboli

tion of death is quite distinct from the statement that

there is to be no more death (Eev. 21:4), for the lake of

fire is still in evidence at that time.

These are all the occurrences of "the eons of the eons."

That it refers to the last two eons as the time of the

revelation of such of His glories as blossom out of the

previous eons is manifest, and that these glories are

eclipsed by the greater glories of the consummation be

comes clearer the more we meditate upon that august

and loving ultimate. Let us remember that, when there

is no death, it is useless to insure life, when there is

reconciliation it is positively disparaging to provide

against insubjection and sin.

THE EON OF THE EONS

But it is not the mere explanation of these passages

which constitutes the solid foundation which supports

this much needed truth. When the spirit of God departs

from the usual formula, it is not only possible to follow

the intended distinction, but the context in such varia-
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tions supports the meaning at which we arrive.

The two eons which are yet to come have distinct

characteristics. The first is pre-eminently associated

with Christ as Israel's Messiah. Eule is with a rod of

iron. Righteousness reigns. Israel is near, but the

nations are kept at a distance from God. But in the

following eon, which is more particularly associated with

Him as the Son of God, much of this is changed. Right

eousness dwells peacefully among a reconciled race,

whose God is once more on intimate terms with humanity

as a whole.

The burden of the Ephesian epistle is reconciliation

between the Jew and the nations and the atmosphere one

of love rather than an iron rod. How apt, then, for the

inspired writer to leap over the lower glories of the

coming eon to that glorious time, when, once again, the

Jew and the nations are in close accord and the sur

passing love of Christ is in full display to all nations!

Hence in Ephesians 3:21 we read of "the eon of the

eons."

THE EON OF THE EON

The Greek translation of the Hebrew Scriptures

(called the Septuagint) translates the Hebrew oulm u od

of Psalms 45:6 by "for the eon of the eon" (Alexandrinus

and Sinaiticus manuscripts). The same phrase occurs in

Hebrews 1:8. The scepter of the Son of God, which will

be the token of His sovereignty in the new heavens and

the new earth, is the successor of the iron rod of millen

nial rule. During the day of the Lord the religious

ascendency of Israel hinders His intimacy with the

other nations, and, at the same time, prepares for it. So

the last eon is, in a very special sense, the eon of, or

derived from, the previous eon. This is shown graphi

cally on the chart.

What a marvel of exactitude we find here! Christ—

the Divine Executive, the Messiah of Israel, the power

and wisdom of God—this is the title which glories the
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coming eon. But the Son of God, in Whom God dis

plays Himself rather than His attributes, by Whom

reconciliation is effected—this is the title which illumes

the last eon and this is the One Who abdicates the throne

which He had filled so perfectly that its functions van

ish in its very perfection.

So that, in very truth, the Kingdom of the Son is

for "the eon of the eon." It is the choice fruitage of

the Kingdom of Christ and its glorious consummation.

Unlike every previous eon it closes without a cloud.

Death alone is devoured and sin alone is slain, and the

halo of humility once more finds its place on the head of

Him Who has laid all His diadems at His Father's feet.

(To be continued) a.e.k.

UNITED GATHERING AT STAPLEFORD, ENGLAND

On April 11, 1965, some seventy friends united together in

fellowship to hear Bro. Edward H. Clayton speak on the sub

ject: "Obedient Unto Death," detailing in a lucid manner this

feature of our Lord's life in His obedience to His Father's will.

Bro. M. Ritchie of Bangor, Northern Ireland had come over to

speak, and in his subject, "The Love of God," he expressed

something of his appreciation of this vital truth. The final

address was from Bro. John Essex entitled "The Word of the

Cross," in which he detailed for us what the cross is saying to

those who believe. Because of the death of our beloved Bro.

A. E. Knoch, Bro. Clayton opened the day with a recollection

of the work and service Bro. Knoch had rendered in the years

that he had labored with him. It was a moving tribute in

which we all joined together. We look forward to these gather

ings more and more, recognizing their increasing value in the
upbuilding of the saints in love. e.g.j.

FELLOWSHIP IN BALDWIN, MICHIGAN

The annual summer Fellowship in Baldwin, Michigan will be

held from July 30 through August 8, 1965. The Scripture por

tion being emphasized this year will be 1 Thessalonians 1:1-

2:13. Baldwin, Michigan is located about seventy miles north

of Grand Rapids and is due east of the port city of Ludington.

Inquiries should be addressed to Miss Dorothy M. Johnson, Rt.

1, Box 538, Baldwin, Michigan.



Notes on Isaiah

THE ASSYRIAN DEVASTATOR

(ISAIAH 33:1-12)

The Assyrian appears much in the first thirty-nine

chapters of Isaiah, yet in the remainder of the book, the

nation has faded from view. No load was directly laid

on that nation. Instead mercy was shown to its capital

Nineveh, for Ieue sent the prophet Jonah to it with a

call to repentance. The prophet's reluctance to obey

is quite notable, for behind Nineveh's preservation

there lay the removal of the ten tribes by the Assyrians.

Ieue calls this nation His menace, and He planned

for it to also discipline Judah, yet in a limited way, for

Judah was not then to be removed from Jerusalem.

The arrogance of Assyria, accompanied by the ruthless

methods and cruelty of this military power, these in

curred a woe upon it, and in this fifth section of the

Isaiah skeleton, the campaign against Judah is much in

view, and becomes the item around which the Assyrian

downfall enters into prophecy, and so the means by

which Ieue demonstrates anew that Egypt can provide

no blessing for Israel. This became necessary because

the memory of the great experience with Egypt at the

beginning of Israel's national career seems to have be

come lost or dimmed to the point of extinguishing.

Increasing contacts with Egypt have had the gradual

and unwholesome effect of clouding from view the fact

that Egypt's influence upon Israel's relation to Ieue

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

51, Number 1 (Jan., 1960). These back numbers are available.
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was always evil, being entirely lacking in spiritual

value. Israel must be and must become God's spiritual

people.

THE RUTHLESS DEVASTATOR

1 Woe, you devastator, and you were not devastated!

And you treacherous one, and they were not treacherous

against you!

As you come to an end with devastation, you shall be

devastated.

As you finish with treachery, they will be treacherous

against you.

Woe is for Assyria. Excess devastation, without just

cause, does not receive divine approval, even when the

nation is being directly used by God. This nation

undertook expeditions against other nations, and there

was no other reason than their overriding ambition for

conquest. The rulers of Nineveh were interested only

in their own aggrandizement; no good ensued to the

devastated people; they became subjected to the con

queror's will. Frequently treachery was employed.

King Hezekiah experienced it when he sent ambassa

dors to negotiate for the cessation of hostilities, on their

own terms. The imposed tribute was paid by im

poverishing the temple, as well as the treasures of the

king's house. Yet very shortly the king of Assyria

renewed his warfare, putting aside any agreement (2

Kings 18:13-17). This was unmistakeable treachery

which was countered by Ieue. It truly forced Hezekiah

to rely on His Alueim, despite any advice or policy of

the ministers of Judah. With the devastation and

treachery by Judah's enemy, then, there came Ieue's

response, and it accorded with the messages given

through Isaiah.

PRAYER TO IEUE

2 Ieue, be gracious to us! Toward Thee we stretch.

And become Thou our arm for the mornings,

Indeed, our salvation in the season of distress.

In his message, Isaiah prays amidst the future threat
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which overshadowed Jerusalem. This was, of course,

before Hezekiah's own prayer, which, in effect, was a

continuation of the prophet's anticipatory prayer.

Isaiah's words associated the people with him: "Ieue,

be gracious to us!" The prayer was brief, yet it covered

all that was needed. That Ieue would become their

"arm" implied that He would be their "salvation."

These two details were more than sufficient, so that when

the king of Assyria came against Jerusalem, and Heze-

kiah sent his messenger to Isaiah, the prophet has Ieue's

answer ready and on his lips (see Isa. 36:6, 7). Heze-

kiah believed the word which Isaiah returned to him,

and forthwith he proceeds to the temple to acknowledge

the glory of Ieue, his Alueim.

CLAMOR OF THE DEVASTATOR

3 Because of the sound of the throng, the peoples wander.

Because of the thunder, the nations are scattered.

4 And your loot is gathered as the gathering of the beetle,

As the prowl of arching caterpillars, prowling in it.

Alongside the prayer to Ieue, the answer to it is

given, for, in these verses, the prophet speaks to the

devastator to tell of the clamor which is to overtake his

army. The "sound of the throng," as well as the "thun

der," is from Ieue (see 29:6 and 30:30, 31) and the

invading peoples wander and are scattered, leaving

their loot to be gathered by others. Here we find an

intimation of the great confusion which overtook the

army of the nations, and the gathering of the loot is

likened unto the voracity for vegetation of the beetle and

the arching caterpillar. So would the men of Judah

plunder the deserted Assyrian camp. Moreover, the

numerous dead of the enemy were more difficult to deal

with than the loot! The pyre (Tophet) had been ar

ranged and, indeed, prepared in advance, for Ieue

knew the course of the devastator (30:33) and the need

which his clamor would produce. The ravine of Hin-
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nom existed before the Assyrian, and it long carried

the name of Tophet, well before it became the place

where the city offal was incinerated. Doubtless the

place figured for the holocaust needed to cleanse the

land when Ieue inflicted His defeat upon the devastator.

PRAISE TO IEUE

5 Impregnable is Ieue, For He tabernacles in the height;

He fills Zion with judgment and justice.

6 It comes to be the faithfulness of your eras.

The safeguard of salvation is wisdom and knowledge.

The fear of Ieue, it is its treasure.

As the prayer in verse two was made before the

occasion for it arose, so the praise is given in fullest

assurance of Ieue's response. The inspired prayer

carries along with it the inspired answer, and so the

circle is completed, being accompanied by praise due to

Him Who defended Zion.

In this praise, the prophet expresses that one feature

which stands out so prominently against the devastator:

Ieue is impregnable. The value of this fact should have

been Israel's constant experience, yet often they failed

signally to act upon it, and so had to be disciplined.

That Assyria's challenge was against Ieue rather than

Israel has been made clear in the earlier chapters of

Isaiah. The promises given to the forefathers ought

to have also made it clear to Ieue's people that He would

be faithful to His word. So dominant is the sentient

to dispell the recognition of God, that even in Israel

only the few had the faith, with its capacity to rely

upon the word of Ieue, and so to look beyond the adverse

situation which lay immediately around them.

Many had been the salvations for Israel in the past,

and they were not casual or unrelated matters, for they

had in view that consummation which Ieue planned

around the people despite their wayward stubbornness.

For the individual in Israel, those salvations had a safe

guard in the wisdom and the knowledge which resided
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in the words given by Him through the prophets, as well

as the earlier basis to the forefathers. The fear of Ieue

was the treasure of the safeguard.

CRYING OUTSIDE TO DEVASTATOR

7 Behold! Their lion-subjectors cry outside.

The messengers of welfare are bitterly lamenting.

The men of Judah, of whom the name " lion-subjector"

could well have been true, are crying outside! "Ariel"

(29:1) was the name gained by David, and used by the

prophet, for the place which became Zion, yet those who

followed him in Zion do not measure up to the spiritual

standard of him who subdued that which was formidable.

Their reliance was not upon Ieue, while David's was.

All is in reverse, and messengers, seeking welfare for

Jerusalem, are lamenting, sent to Lachish by Hezekiah

to appease the Assyrian, so that he should cease his

warfare in the land (2 Kings 18:14-16). Hezekiah was

undoubtedly prevented from following the policy which

relied upon Ieue. Ranking high amongst the men of

Judah were those who were worldly wise, and so the

land suffered that which stopped the life of the country

side; there was desolation and lack of communication

in the land.

DESOLATED HIGHWAYS

8 Desolated are the highways. The passer of the path ceases.

He annuls the covenant, He rejects witnesses.

He does not take account of a mortal.

The Assyrian was ready enough to deal with the

Embassy from Hezekiah, and to receive the tribute im

posed by the terms of the covenant, but he is dealing

falsely with Hezekiah. The covenant is ignored, and

its witnesses are renounced as being without value.

Sennacherib renews his campaign and his hosts approach

to the environs of Jerusalem, desolating the highways as

they come. His ambition was his will, and it endured no

complaints from either people or king (2 Kings 18:17).
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ENFEEBLED LAND

9 Mournful, enfeebled is the land.

Abashed is Lebanon; it is withered.

And Sharon has become as a gorge.

And denuded are Bashan and Carmel.

The land is plundered, from the Assyrian army's

point of entry, Lebanon in the north, down the coast by

Carmel and the plain of Sharon for the campaign

against Egypt, and over to Bashan on the east of

Jordan. These details indicate to us the inclusive scale

of the operations against the land of Ieue; they confirm

the ruthless intention of the invader, and they also

suggest the need for a really major defeat to stay

operations of such a magnitude. This was duly admin

istered by Ieue (Isaiah 37:36).

ieue answers (33:10-12)

The prophet has recorded his prayer (33:2) amidst

his prophecy and he had identified the people of Judah

with himself in the prayer ("us")« He has also ren

dered praise to Ieue (33:5, 6), and now the prophecy

goes on to speak of Ieue rising to take action, and this

action is to become the actual answer to the prayer. We

should note too that these verses also assure the answer

to Hezekiah's prayer (37:14-20) made amidst the stress

of having the Assyrian just outside the gates of Jeru

salem, as the grand cupbearer is calling in stentorian

voice the insolences of the king of Assyria against Ieue.

THE PRECISE TIME

10 "Now will I rise!" saying is Ieue.

"Now will I be exalted! Now will I be lifted up!

In the course of the several sections of Isaiah's

prophecy, we have noted a number of references to

Ieue's impending action against Assyria on account of

their intention against Jerusalem. The references have

varied in detail and in expression according to their

aspect with reference to the occasion. For example, at
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one place (18:4) Ieue speaks in the vein: "I will be

quiet"—"I will look in My site." He awaits the

appropriate moment! Action was not to be premature.

When thrice we read the word "now" in the above verse,

then the appointed moment, the suitable point, seems

close at hand. Ieue is to "rise" and to be "exalted"

and to be "lifted up"; it is but one act, yet it contains

all the glory of His achievement on behalf of His city

and His people.

WASTED ENERGY

11 You will be pregnant with chaff. You will generate straw.

Your spirit is fire. It will devour you.

The figures applied to the Assyrian are bold and

forceful; pregnant with chaff; generate straw. They

imply the worthlessness of the plans of the king of

Assyria. That their spirit is fire, this has a similar

implication, affirming that they will ruin themselves by

their fatuous intentions.

PEOPLES BECOME FUEL

12 Become will the peoples as the burnings of lime,

As thorns grubbed up, in fire shall they be ravaged."

The end of the Assyrian army is here given; fuel for

the limekiln. Thorns were the usual fuel in lime burn

ings. The expression is quite similar to the matter re

garding the pyre (30:33) and it was literally necessary

after the destroying messenger of Ieue had been around

the Assyrian (see 37:36). Jerusalem was preserved

and Ieue brought human haughtiness and boast to ashes,

and He Himself was exalted and lifted up in the display

of His glory.

Ieue's notable victory persisted in its effects during

the lifetime of the Assyrian king, and he suffered an

ignominious death (37:38). The value of the blessing

to Ieue's people gradually faded, until it was necessary

for Him to remove them from His land. But neither

Israel, nor yet the nations, have any regard for the
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significance of the demonstration which Ieue then gave

to all, in respect of His ways and intention on the earth.

The nations of the present time, in their politics, do not

entertain the idea that Ieue will fulfill His promise to

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob regarding the land, together

with the implications that Ieue's just King will yet

reign in the earth. e.h.c.

THE LONELY PAUL

"Penman of spirit-nerving cheer and gladness, Paul is

a true seer of hope and courage. The lessons he must

have learned in Arabia, in desert quietude, he passes on

to the coming pilgrims. And doubtless the discipline

and revelation awaiting him there very largely con

stituted him the lonely figure in spiritual career he

became. Yet his very loneliness was an occasion for

accessions of strength and songs of praise. And with

ourselves, if called upon to 'plough a lonely furrow/

there may be such deepening of heart hunger for God,

as to bring down the clearest of realizations of His will

to our waiting spirits.

"The lonely path is good for the chastening of the

spirit, and, thanks be to God, it encompasses, too, the

cheer for the spirit. Travelers of the more excellent

way are likely to be lonely wayfarers, yet how finely

and triumphantly they can enter into the great and all-

penetrating will of God. They continuously prove the

blessedness of that will which so wonderfully ordains

in life's smallest appointments. Paul proved it in the

long ago, as he saw the marvelous affinity of weakness

and strength—the bowing of the knees, and then the

upright posture of calm exultation in the Father

glorious..." —Wm. Mealand, U.R. Volume XVI



Imitators of Paul and of the Lord

BARNABAS AND SAUL

WHO IS ALSO PAUL

"... a good man..." (Acts 11:24)

"...the least of the apostles..."

(1 Cor. 15:9)

"no... boasting except in the cross"

(Gal. 6:14)

Note: The following excerpts are taken from the series "The

Divine Mysteries" (volume 22), "God and the Nations" (volume

39); they are followed by the brief expositions "Saul—Paul,

the unseen Interval" (volume 24), and "Paul, the Herald of the

Cross" (volume 8).

BARNABAS, THE LEVITE

The gradual introduction of the truth for this present

administration of God's grace is brought before us in a

variety of ways in the Word. The apostle through

whom it came describes his ministry as a continual

change from glory to glory (2 Cor. 3:18). Not only

that, but his associates were also changing. There are

five characters which give us a biographical outline of

the transition from Pentecost to the present: Barnabas,

Paul, Timothy, Titus, and Onesimus. Undoubtedly, the

record we have of their lives is limited to those features

which illustrate the trend of the truth.

Among the five, we see a constant descent in physical

standing. Barnabas, the Levite, held almost the highest

place the flesh could have in relation to God. He was

not only of the seed of Israel, but belonged to the one

tribe which monopolized nearness to Ieue in the divine

service. Paul was a Benjaminite, not so high in the

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

55, Number 1 (Jan., 1964). These back numbers are available.
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physical scale, yet far above the despised aliens, such

as Timothy whose father was a Greek, and the uncir-

cumcised Titus and the slave Onesimus, the lowest in

the social scale.

But for two things Barnabas might have been the

logical channel to make known the truth for the present.

He had a high standing in flesh, since he was a Levite.

He was not a great sinner, like Saul, hence could not be

the chief example of grace. These two advantages dis

qualified him. If the present grace flowed through

Israel, as was to be expected in the early chapters of

Acts, Barnabas would be an ideal channel. The Levites

were teachers. Good men like him will be missionaries

to the nations when the kingdom is set up. His name

means "Son of Prophecy," which took on the sense

"Son of Consolation" in Aramaic. He was a regular

spokesman for God so long as blessing was through the

chosen nation. He was a consolation in the midst of the

prevailing apostasy (Acts 4:36).

Those who read the opening chapters of Acts with

discernment will notice one great lack. In the kingdom

of God to be set up on this earth blessing will not be

confined to Jews and proselytes. They are to have the

more blessed place of being a blessing to the other

nations. Yet in Pentecostal days the nations were never

reached. They heralded the word to no one except to

Jews only. In Antioch in Syria, they evangelized the

Lord Jesus also to the Hellenists, i.e. to those Jews who

had taken up with Greek customs (Acts 11:19-21).

Peter and Philip went to proselytes, and among the

seven attested men, picked out of the Hebrews and

Hellenists, was Nicholas, a proselyte (TOWARD-coMEr)

of Antioch (Acts 6:1, 5; 8:29; 10:20).

The question is, While they were so intent on their

own blessing, was God preparing a suitable channel for

carrying the message to the aliens in these early days?

We believe that those who look beneath the surface can
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see plain indications that He was. Barnabas was the

one qualified for this service.

There was one thing against him so far as his stand

ing in Israel was concerned. Like Saul of Tarsus, he was

born in a foreign land. He was a native of Cyprus

(Acts 4:36). He was a living evidence of Israel's diso

bedience and dispersion. His parents should not have

left the land which Ieue gave them. Yet he himself

evidently returned to Jerusalem, and we find him first

under his personal name, Joseph, evidencing his faith

in God's promised kingdom by selling some property of

his own and bringing the money to the apostles in

Jerusalem. Others also did this, but he is the only one

mentioned by name. His act is in contrast with that of

Judas, who bought a freehold, and also with that of

Ananias and Sapphira, who dissembled and were judged.

His foreign birth, however, favored a foreign ministry.

He would be at home among the Greeks, and have per

fect command of the language which was understood in

foreign fields. His name, Joseph, is another intimation.

Joseph was a type of Messiah blessing the world. Of

old, Joseph not only saved his own family from the

famine, but also was the saviour of Egypt. The action

of the apostles in surnaming him "Barnabas" (Acts

4:36), is indicative of their lack of interest in the wel

fare of the nations, and the ministry for which he was

fitted. Like the one hundred forty-four thousand who

will carry out this ministry in the millennium, Barnabas

was a celibate (1 Cor. 9:5). In all things he was suited

to this service. The mention of the name Joseph is, per

haps, the earliest hint in the book of Acts indicating

God's intention of evangelizing the nations.

Barnabas is intentionally brought before us as the

most commendable character in the book of Acts. No

other man is called "good" (Acts 11:24). His champ

ionship of Saul at Jerusalem was mistaken, but we can

not blame him for his ignorance. His journey to Tarsus
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(Acts 11:25) to bring Saul to Antioch must be regarded

as an important step toward present truth. It is difficult

to understand his career unless we consider him as the

vessel tentatively chosen to reach the nations through

Israel, depending on their reception of the Messiah. As

their defection spreads, Barnabas gradually yields to

his chosen friend, Saul, who was not called until Israel

had given very definite indications that they would

reject the evangel of the kingdom.

SAUL-PAUL

On so great a subject there is much to say, but we

will simply seek to point out those incidents in his

career which constitute the long ascent to present truth.

Like Joseph, or Barnabas, his connection with the na

tions is suggested by the place of his birth. Both were

born in foreign lands, near the sea, which is a type of

the nations. Possibly there is no more blameless

character in the Hebrew Scriptures than Joseph, and

few worse than Saul, the first king of Israel. The same

is true of their namesakes. Barnabas was a good man

and Saul was very bad. We have no reason to believe

that Barnabas ever opposed Messiah or His people. But

Saul distinguished himself as the most malignant of

His enemies, and the fiercest persecutor of His saints.

This is a most important point. Paul is not only our

apostle, but our pattern. If grace is to be the principle

ingredient of this economy, it must be manifested first

of all in the call of Saul. Grace could not be called into

play in the case of Barnabas. His sins were not great

enough. His background was not black enough. Only

a religious, self-righteous, murderous fanatic like Saul

could rank as chief of sinners. Add to this the notable

fact that he was allowed to persist in his course until

he went outside the land, and we have a perfect pre

monition of God's present work: transcendent grace out

side the pale of Israel. Saul had committed the "un-
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pardonable" sin and was doomed to eonian extermina

tion. Nothing could save him in the land.

Saul's commission to the nations is too obvious to

need more than a mere mention. But the fact that he

did not immediately align himself with the leaders in

Jerusalem, but went off to the Arabian desert, he him

self deems a strong argument in favor of his special

ministry. It was three years before he met Cephas in

Jerusalem (Gal. 1:18). He met very few of the saints

in Judea. At first they were afraid of him. Barnabas

befriended him, so that he was acknowledged. But his

encounters with the Hellenists, or foreign Jews, soon

made his stay in Jerusalem impossible, and he went

back to his native city, Tarsus. In the providence of

God, he could not labor in Jerusalem. Circumstances

separated him from the Circumcision.

His next field is a contrast to this. Barnabas again

befriends him, but takes him to Antioch this time, where

"a vast number" of Hellenists have believed. This is

more in line with his commission, hence he remains there

a whole year, teaching "a considerable throng." Then

Barnabas and Saul take their contribution for the relief

of the starving brethren to the elders in Judea (Acts

11:20-30).

APOSTATE ISRAEL

Among the many intimations, in the book of Acts,

that Israel is apostate, is the world-wide famine which

came under the Roman emperor Claudius. Israel, with

their soulish blessings, which were promised to those who

keep the law of Moses, should never fail to have food.

Even the most unspiritual of the Jews should have read

this sign. It was unmistakeable evidence that they had

forsaken Ieue. They should have been in a position to

help the other nations. Instead, the disciples in Antioch

send help to Jerusalem. Undoubtedly this is the out

ward physical indication of their inward, spiritual con

dition (Acts 11:27-30).
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The religious, or spiritual failure of Israel is not

fully documented until the close of the Acts account,

but the end is already apparent in the twelfth chapter.

Herod, the king, not only put forth his hand to illtreat

some of the eeclesia, but he assassinated James, the son

of Zebedee, John's brother, one of the twelve apostles.

Hitherto they had been protected by divine power. The

religious authorities, led by the chief priest, could not

kill them. But now the political powers turn against

them, to please the people (Acts 12:3). Peter is jailed,

and delivered by a messenger, but he had to go under

ground, as we say nowadays. This probably foreshadows

the persecution at the time of the end, the great tribu

lation, when the nations turn against Israel. A further

picture is furnished us by Herod Agrippa, who gives

us a glimpse of the coming antichrist who will accept

divine honors and suffer destruction for his inhuman

pride (Acts 12:21-23).

Thus closes the central crisis in the book of Acts.

Religiously Israel is set aside in the land, as they later

were fully repudiated in Rome (Acts 28:25-28). The

ministry of this phase practically ceases. The twelve

apostles disappear. Peter is heard from only in con

nection with the nations (Acts 15:7). The heralding

goes forth to the dispersion outside the land by means

of Saul of Tarsus and others, though it is not adapted to

the salvation of the nation of Israel, but to make them

jealous and to save some individuals among them, who

have the transcendent privilege of joining Paul in the

secret administration which was committed to him to

fill in the period of Israel's apostasy.

Soon after the central crisis in the book of Acts, which

showed that the heralding of the kingdom in the land

had failed (Acts 12:3), Barnabas and Saul met a false

prophet, a Jew, named Bar-Jesus, who withstood them,

seeking to keep Sergius Paul from the faith (Acts 13:6).

Then Saul, who is also Paul, denounced him to his face,
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and blinded him temporarily. To anyone who is

saturated with the grace which is ours in Christ Jesus

today, Paul's action seems very harsh, if we do not note

the crisis in which it occurred, and the place that Bar-

Jesus plays as the representative of apostate Judaism.

God had blinded the chosen people, who had turned

into a false prophet by refusing His grace, and into a

hindrance to its heralding to the nations, and Paul, as

his name now becomes, was merely imitating God's

action by blinding an individual in place of the nation.

(Isa. 8:9, 10). At that time Paul blinded Israel, as it

were, yet later he enlightens all who join him, Jewish

individuals as well as those out of the nations.

SAUL-PAUL, THE UNSEEN INTERVAL

It is said that the custom of the Jews of the dispersion

was to give their children both a Hebrew and a Gentile

name. It is not intended to question whether this is

accurate, but rather to point out the aptness of the two

names which the Scriptures use to designate Saul of

Tarsus, who was called Paul.

In the use of the two names in the Scriptures we note

that they lie on either side of his severance as given in

Acts thirteen, and none of the epistles coming through

this person use the name Saul. Further, a close atten

tion brings out the fact that the name Paul is associated

with three ministries— Justification, Conciliation, and

the Administration of the Secret—which are the great

doctrines characterizing the present administration of

the grace of God.

Those who use the Concordant Version will be

acquainted with the meaning of the name Paul. It

comes most probably from the element pau, meaning

cease, which is responsible for our English word pau-se.

God ceased direct dealing with His people Israel. At

present Israel is thrust aside, but in the future God

will take them back and He will consummate to them His
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promises. There is a pause in the ways of God with

Israel; the ensuing interval between God's past and

future dealings with them is filled by the ministries of

a person whom the Scriptures begin to name Ceased

(Paul). The cessation of God's operations with and for

Israel is an essential feature required by such teaching

as equality of blessing among believers, whether out of

Israel or out of the nations. God's promises of old, the

ministry of the Lord Jesus Christ and the Twelve,

necessitate the continuance of Israel's ascendancy among

the nations of the earth. But there is a hiatus, and this

idea is enshrined in the name Paul.

However, the first name in the Scriptures which

brings this person before us is Saul, and the meaning

of this is likewise notable and distinctive, both at the

moment of its first occurrence and in other connections.

The name Saul is Hebrew, and it occurs in a Greek

declined form, and also a form following the indeclinable

Hebrew, the latter used only by the Lord when meeting

Saul on the Damascus way, and Ananias when visiting

Saul.

Students will be familiar with the Hebrew word pro

nounced sheol, but may not realize that Saul in Hebrew

only differs from that word by the pointings of the

Masoretes, being Shaul. If we omit the pointings, then

we have exactly the same letters for both, i.e. Shaul.

Each of these words belong to the Hebrew word-family

represented by the root sh a l, the meaning of which is

ask. The u (or vav of the usual grammarians) is a

frequent feature of Hebrew words, and often changes

the verb to a noun, thus shal is the verb and shaul is

the noun; other members of this word-family are formed

by adding e to shal, thus shale, which gives us the fem

inine; another form of this group prefixes m, which is

largely equivalent to our nouns ending in "ing," hence

asking. Though Shaul is used as a proper name, yet its

meaning remains.
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We ask regarding that which we do not possess, or

that which is unknown, or is not immediately within the

range of the senses; it is unseen. The Hebrew "sheol"

is the same as the Greek "hades," the imperceptible, the

unseen. A king was unseen in Israel; they did not have

a king as other nations, so they asked for a king, and

Saul was given. The name marked the details of the

situation. So also Saul of the Acts. He was not seen

at the beginning of the record, nor was he seen with the

Twelve, and even when introduced into the account, he

is largely unseen so far as association with the Twelve

is concerned; in fact it was years before he met them,

and the name had been dropped long before the occasion

when he goes to Jerusalem for the conference (Acts 15:4).

Saul's doing at the point in the record when he be

comes seen (Acts 7:58-8:3) are such that he would be

unseen in the kingdom; for Saul's attitude against that

Prophet like unto Moses was such as to lead to his utter

extermination from among the people (Acts 3:22, 23).

In Acts thirteen Saul is severed (from-seeized) for

special work. The literal Greek of this word "severed"

is very suggestive when considered together with the

meaning of the name used at that point, Saul, unseen.

Saul has been brought on the horizon (seeized when

transliterated) in Acts nine, but now (Acts thirteen)

he is taken from the horizon (from-seeized when trans

literated), and definitely defined to become Paul, the

interval. Thus the prior name, together with the

second, suggest an unseen interval, making possible a min

istry such as has arisen through the Apostle to the Nations.

The foregoing is offered as an alternative to the

customary explanation which sees little beyond domestic

reasons for the duplicate names.

PAUL, THE HERALD OF THE CROSS

"The power of sin is the law" (1 Cor. 15:56). To be

under it, is to be held consciously in the grasp of sin, to

be shut up as hopeless prisoners of our own misdoings.
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There is no escape from this calamity. The matter

stands otherwise with faith. The evangel, being the

power of God, can deal effectively with the flesh. Yes,

it makes an instrument of the very flesh, which defied

the law of God, and betrayed the man to the bondage of

sin and death. There is a ring of triumph in the words,

"With Christ have I been crucified, yet I am living; no

longer I, but living in me is Christ. Now that which I

am now living in flesh, I am living in faith that is of the

Son of God, Who loves me, and gives Himself up for

me" (Gal. 2:20).

The impossible has been accomplished: The body of

death becomes the organ of the spirit of life. The flesh—

the despair of the law—has become the vessel of grace.

"Now those of Christ Jesus crucify the flesh together

with its passions and lusts" (Gal. 5:24).

The death of Christ was no legal subterfuge to carry

out a substitutionary compact; it was representative.

"If One died for the sake of all, consequently all died"

(2 Cor. 5:14). When He died God condemned sin in

the flesh. Humanity's sin is already destroyed in prin

ciple. Faith unites us to the Crucified One. The scene

of the cross is inwardly rehearsed in every believer.

The stroke of God's finger which destroyed sin crucifies

the flesh. It dies a slow, lingering death, but it dies,

slowly, yet surely.

Paul, the faithful herald and defender of the cross,

stands before us a living example of its power. "Now

may it not be mine to be boasting, except in the cross

of our Lord Jesus Christ, through which the world has

been crucified to me, and I to the world" (Gal. 6:14).

(To be continued) h.h.r.

Please do not forget to pray for our missionaries. Famine

is prevalent in both the Philippines and in India at present.

Difficulties abound, yet, according to their letters, they con

tinue to witness and rejoice in the Lord. We hope to have a

full report in our next issue. e.o.k.
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JEWISH TRADITIONS

AND THE SABBATH

Perhaps no part of the law of Moses was so thickly

incrusted with human tradition and supplementary reg

ulations as the law of the sabbath. It is a notable fact

that, excepting such passages as refer to the resurrection

day, almost every mention of the sabbath in the accounts

of our Lord's life has to do with some infraction of its

traditional observance. Our Lord and His disciples were

continually breaking some sabbath regulation. The dis

ciples plucked the ears of grain and ate them contrary

to the current interpretation of the law. Our Lord Him

self made a point of bringing blessing on the sabbath,

for only thus could He signify the time when the miracle

He was doing would find its antitype. Blessing will not

come to Israel until the great sabbatism comes. If God

may bless them then without infringing His law, why

could not Christ foreshadow it on the weekly sabbath?

The law of the sabbath, as given by God, could easily

be understood by honest hearts. It needed no interpreta

tion except that of the individual conscience before God.

Exodus 20:8-11

Remember the sabbath day to hallow it. Six days you are

serving and doing all your work, yet the seventh day is a

sabbath to Ieue your Alueim. You are not doing any work, you

and your son, and your daughter, and your servant, and your

maid, and your beast, and the sojourner who is within your

gates, for in six days Ieue makes the heavens and the earth,

the sea, and all which is in them, and He is stopping on the

seventh day. So Ieue blesses the sabbath day and hallows it.

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

3, Number 1 (Jan., 1962). These back numbers are available.
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But the rabbis were not content to leave this so simple.

The question arose, What constitutes "work"? And so the

most minute distinctions were invented, to decide what

could and what could not be done. For instance, it was

forbidden to do any harvesting on the sabbath, except

in time of famine. So, when our Lord's disciples,

walking through the grain fields, plucked the ears of

grain, that was interpreted as harvest work! The fact

that they ate all the grain they gathered would have

satisfied any conscientious heart that it was not labor.

It would not displease God and was not contrary to His

law. It did displease men, who sought self-justification.

In all their additions to the law we fail to observe

the two great principles on which the law was based:

love to God and to man. They dishonored God when

they excused anyone who swore by the temple yet held

him guilty who swore by the gold of the temple (Matt.

23:16, 17). They tithed garden herbs, which was hardly

worth while, but showed no mercy to their fellows. Most

pointedly He put it: "Straining out a gnat, yet swallow

ing a camel'' (Matt. 23:24).

Among other points which they settled was the dis

tance which could be traveled on the sabbath. By their

unique system of adaptation, they pressed into service

a passage dealing with the manna in the wilderness

(Ex. 16:25-30). No manna fell on the sabbath, yet some

went out tp get it. Therefore, they were bidden to abide

in their place on the sabbath. A literal application of

this would be unbearable. Must every man in Israel

remain in his own house and never step beyond his

threshold on a sabbath? This could never be enforced,

for it was necessary to water their cattle and attend to

their flocks. Later it was custom to go to the synagogues

on the sabbath. So they were driven by expediency to

another shift and needed at least a pretense of divine

authority for it.

Some reasonable limit must be fixed for a sabbath
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day's journey. Now it happens that the Levites were

given cities in which to dwell, and the suburbs of these

cities consisted of the land two thousand cubits north,

south, east, and west (Num. 35:5). This was taken as

the proper length of a sabbath day's journey! What

connection there is between the allotment of the Levites

and the sabbath we are not told, nor are we allowed

even to question it. Rabbi so-and-so says that Rabbi so-

and-so says—and that settles it: a sabbath day's jour

ney was nearly a mile, about the distance from Jeru

salem to the mount of Olives (Acts 1:12).

The question is, Did our Lord recognize such rulings

or did He repudiate them? Did He commend them to

His disciples or did He warn them against those who

burdened the law with human amendments contrary to

its spirit and subversive of its letter ? He not only pro

nounced His woe on them for tampering with God's law,

but warned his own disciples against their teaching. The

disciples plucked and ate grain on the sabbath and He

cured many on that day. They ignored the traditions.

A sabbath day's journey was, to them, only a convenient

measure of distance. They were not obliged to restrict

themselves to it. They could go as far on the sabbath as

was compatible with its sacred character.

The evidence we have given for our Lord's resurrec

tion on the sabbath is all based directly on the Scrip

tures. It is founded on the original text. The objections

which have been offered against it are all based on the

traditional method of sabbath observance. One of these

is as follows: The disciples would not go to Emmaus on

a sabbath because it is far more than a sabbath day's

journey. They could not have gone and returned after

sundown. Hence that day was not a sabbath, but the

first day of the week, which we call Sunday.

But we do not know that these disciples kept the

traditions. Indeed, if they were at all taught by Him

they would ignore them. There is no reason why they
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should not go to Emmaus on the sabbath and arrive

there at dusk, according to the Scriptures. In no way

could this be construed as a profanation of the holy day.

Indeed, it turned out to be a most hallowed journey.

The scriptural record is very plain and simple once

we translate consistently and do not allow Jewish tradi

tion to confuse us. The record is found in the twenty-

fourth chapter of Luke. The women came to the tomb

in the early depths of one of the sabbaths (Luke 24:1).

In the same day (verse 13) two were going to Emmaus,

about seven miles distant. When they drew near the

village it was toward dusk (verse 29). They invited

Him in and began to partake of a meal. In the same

hour they returned to Jerusalem (verse 33), where they

found the eleven.

John, in his evangel, speaks of this meeting as occur

ring on the evening of one of the sabbaths (John 20:19).

According to Jewish reckoning it was the first evening

of the next day. But John's evangel, though written for

the Circumcision, has a wider scope, and uses the Greek

idiom. He explains the burial of our Lord, "according

as the custom of the Jews is to bury" (John 19:40).

He gives the weight of myrrh and aloes as a hundred

litras, a Greek standard of weight. He explains that the

stone pots at Cana had to do with the cleansing of the

Jews (John 2:6). "Pavement," he tells us, is "gab-

batha" in Hebrew (John 19:13). Similarly, "Skull" is

"Golgotha" (John 19:17). It would be quite unneces

sary to tell a Jew that they would not be beholden to

Samaritans (John 4:9). This evangel is evidently writ

ten so as to be understood by all.

The meeting of the eleven was on the evening of the

resurrection day, and extended, according to Jewish

reckoning, over that part of the evening which belonged

to the next day. The doors were probably locked before

sundown. The Lord did not appear until later. We must

not force the Hebrew idiom in here. The literal Greek
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cannot be misunderstood. It was the evening [time] to

that day, which was "one of the sabbaths" (John 20:

19). By gentile reckoning this would extend until mid

night. In John's evangel it is quite in keeping to call

the evening after sunset a part of the preceding day.

In the law, there is a difference between the weekly

sabbath and the festival sabbaths. On the seventh day

no work was to be done. On the first of unleavened

bread no servile work was performed (Lev. 23:3, 7).

Literally, this reads, "no work of service," that is, work

for others. On the day of atonement no work of any

kind was allowed (Lev. 23:31). Hence it was quite

possible to do some things on a seventh day sabbath

which would not be allowed on the first sabbath of the

festival. Indeed, "work of service" would definitely

debar them from embalming His body, and was un

doubtedly intended to do this very thing. This is the

precept which caused them to be quiet (Luke 23:56).

The plain teaching of scripture that our Lord rose in

the morning (Mark 16:9) has proved so disastrous to

the position that He was in the tomb seventy-two hours,

that an effort has been made to prove that morning may

be applied to the beginning of the Jewish day, hence

means evening! All the occurrences of this word have

been already given (March issue). Let anyone study

them carefully and they will be fully convinced of the

futility of this attempt.

Such qualifying phrases as "still in the night" (Mark

1:35), "there being still darkness" (John 20:1) ought

to show that it could not refer to evening. It is often con

trasted with evening. The series, "at evening, or mid

night, or cock crowing, or morning" (Mark 13:35) fixes

the time of each term. "Morning" is as far away from

"evening" as it can be. Whoever believes that morning

may be used of evening, with all this evidence, does not

seem open to conviction.

The attempted compromise, which demands that our
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Lord rise exactly at sunset between two days reminds

me of the colored congregation who wished to build a

new church. After this had been settled, it was moved,

seconded and carried that they continue to use the old

building while the new one was being built. Then it was

also unanimously resolved to use the material of the old

for the new edifice! Perhaps this may be accomplished,

but it is not possible to have an event occur on two

different days by putting it between them. ''On the

third day" demands that it happen on the day before

this theoretical point. "After three days" and "three

days and three nights" demand that it should not happen

before, but on or after this point. It is a mode of

argument which depends on confusing the mind by its

subtlety. It will not bear the test of sound reasoning,

though its motive is most commendable and pleasing to

God. a.e.k.

WALTER H. CAMPBELL

Bro. Campbell had been a subscriber to Unsearchable Riches

since 1924, and always displayed much interest in the things of

the Lord. He was the last surviving member of his immediate

family, and passed away about April 3 at the age of 89, in St.

Thomas, Ontario, Canada where he was born. e.o.k.

ETHEL M. CRIST

Beloved by all who had the privilege of knowing her, our dear

Sister in the Lord, Ethel M. Christ died on March 30, 1965, at

the age of 86. Brought up a Quaker, our sister always retained

the spirit of love and helpfulness which characterizes the

"Friends." She had lived in Orange, California, for many

years, but for some years before her death she lived in Pasadena

and attended the Pasadena Concordant Bible Class.

Interment was at Rose Hills Memorial Park, with a service

conducted by Albert Knoch and R. Ernest Lamb (of the Friends

Church) at White-Emerson Chapel in Whittier. Our sister was

formerly married to a member of the well known Dozier family,

and is survived by her son, Mr. Marion Dozier. Her sweet fellow

ship will be missed by both her relatives and all those who knew

her. We shall meet in the morning! e.o.k.
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SUCCESS STORY

PART III

There are people who hesitate to try anything new,

simply because they are afraid of failure. They dread

changes, and withdraw themselves from a challenge of

any kind.

STEPPING-STONES

In reality, failures are stepping-stones to the person

who will recognize them as such. Thomas Edison per

formed hundreds of experiments before he finally

created the forerunner of the electric light bulb. It

probably didn't enter his mind that all these experi

ments were failures—so intent was he upon the goal

and the possibilities that he felt were there.

Abraham Lincoln led our country safely through a

time of extreme crisis, with patience and stability and

faith. Few people remember, however, that his life—

prior to becoming president—was a series of difficulties

and failures, defeat after defeat; and yet he never let

these situations stop him. Surely these early experi

ences gave him the stability and faith and patience he so

needed later as president.

If you have a fear of failing in an endeavor for God,

you should resist this fear, knowing that it is not from

God. "For God gives us, not a spirit of timidity, but

of power and of love and of sanity" (2 Tim. 1:7). It

is interesting to note that the Greek word for "power"

here does not indicate rulership but rather "ability"—

ability to serve. He gives a spirit of ability to do the
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task before us. Paul also states in Philippians 4:13,

"For all am I strong in Him Who is invigorating me,

in Christ!"

PRIDE

Fear of failure often has pride as its basis. We do

not want our associates and friends to see us making

an error or mistake. Though in our hearts we know

ourselves to be subject to mistakes, we prefer to appear

as perfect as possible to others.

Here, again, the believer must lay aside this outlook-—

this pride, and strive to learn humility as it is presented

in the Word of God. "For you are observing your

calling, brethren, that there are not many wise accord

ing to the flesh; not many powerful, not many noble,

but the stupid of the world God chooses... and the ig

noble ... the contemptible... and that which is not... so

that no flesh at all should be boasting in God's sight"

(1 Cor. 1:26-29). Who are we that we should allow

pride to continue in our hearts ? Let us rather learn to

glory in God's strength and perfection. Let us learn to

"live unto God" (Rom. 6:11) as we serve Him, forget

ting about the results of our labor, for He will take

care of the failures as well as the successes.

Brother Knoch, in an editorial from volume 30 of

Unsearchable Riches, puts it this way:

"...How gladly would we serve our Lord without

making a single mistake! What a tragic discovery when

we find that every move we make is imperfect, no matter

how hard we try to avoid it! But we soon find that the

nature of these errors is such that they do not dim God's

glory, but only disgrace us. And that is what they are

planned to do. God is giving us the experience of evil

in order to humble us. Oh, how we need it! How apt

we are to denounce the errors of others, especially if

they are our own! So long as our pride is unbroken,

we will not be happy in the midst of failure, for we

seek its source in ourselves. But if we rejoice in the
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Lord, we will be glad in the midst of mistakes, much

as we regret them and seek to hinder and correct them.

Else we would be so cast down that our service would

be a burden. Not joy in the quality of our work, but

joy in the Lord is our strength." f.s.

{To be continued)

THE ESSENCE OF THE EVANGEL

"...This is the essence of the evangel, that God is

conciliated toward all. He is not concerned with sins,

for Christ was made sin. No wrong doing can be a bar

to His presence and favor. The evangel is good news,

glad tidings concerning His Son, not bad news concern

ing the sinner. As dispensers of God's grace, let us

absorb the spirit of love toward all, which pervades this

secret administration. Not even the terrors of an ortho

dox hell are as potent to turn men from sin as the

realization of His gracious attitude. Moreover, the

preaching of the conciliation does not merely turn men

away from sin. First of all it turns them to God.

Abhorrence of sin is only one of the consequences. The

driving force of fear is impotent compared with the

drawing power of love..." —Editorial, vol. 17, no. 1

HUMILITY

Humility is perfect quietness of heart. It is to have

no trouble. It is never to be fretted, or vexed, or sore, or

disappointed.

It is to expect nothing, to wonder at nothing that is

done to me, to feel nothing done against me. It is to

be at rest when nobody praises me, and when I am

blamed or despised.

It is to have a blessed home in the Lord, where I can

go in and shut the door, and kneel to my Father in

secret, and am at peace as in a deep sea of calmness,

when all around and above is trouble.

—Andrew Murray
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SECOND TIMOTHY

"As a child with a father, he slaves with me for the

evangel.M

This is what the apostle Paul wrote concerning his

helper, Timothy. Sometimes Paul sent Timothy to visit

believers in other cities, to speak to them and bring

them comforting words (Phil. 2:19-23, 1 Thess. 3:1, 2).

At other times they worked together in the same place,

as we see from reading 2 Corinthians 1:1, Philippians

1:1, Colossians 1:1, 1 Thessalonians 1:1, 2 Thessalonians

1:1, for Timothy was with Paul when he wrote each of

these letters.

But now Paul is growing old. He knows his work is

almost done, and that he will not live much longer.

Only Doctor Luke is with him, and he misses his

friends—for Paul is still in prison. How he wishes he

could see Timothy again!

So Paul wrote a letter to Timothy. This is a short

letter, so you may easily read it all. "Endeavor to

come to me quickly," he writes; and a little later on,

"Come before winter.7' He asks Timothy to bring his

cloak (a coat) and his scrolls (portions of God's Word).

"I have contended the ideal contest. I have finished

my career. I have kept the faith," Paul writes. These

words must have made Timothy very sad. Perhaps he

quickly went to Rome to visit the beloved apostle.

Paul had words of warning for Timothy. These are

good for us to remember, also. "Now you be remain

ing in what you learned," he said. "From a babe you

are acquainted with the sacred scriptures which are able

to make you wise for salvation through faith which is in

Christ Jesus." f.s.
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THE FUTURE OF THE "CONCERN"

Many years ago, my father, A. E. Knoch, selected the

name "Concordant Publishing Concern/' The first

word of this name, of course, indicated that the material

to be issued would be based on the Scriptures themselves,

concordantly rendered, to assure accuracy. The second

word gave notice that the material was to be made

available to the public. But it is the third word of this

designation that I wish to speak about in this editorial.

He fervently desired that all who received help from

the publications, should be concerned about a number

of things. A concern for each other, a concern for the

truth contained in the literature, but, above all, a con

cern for Christ Jesus, our Lord. This latter concern, I

believe, is clearly indicated in his November, 1941,

editorial which was published again in the July, 1965,

issue of this magazine.

I would like to call your attention to Philippians,

chapter 2, verses 1 through 18. Here Paul is admonish

ing us to let the same disposition be in us which is in

Christ Jesus. Our blessed Lord was willing to humble

Himself, and perhaps we need to do likewise. Let us

take stock of ourselves: In some cases, I fear, there has

been the tendency to preen ourselves, feeling that we

are superior to others, because of our belief tfiat we

had a superior knowledge. But what does our text

have to say about this? In verse 3, we read, "deeming

one another superior to one's self, not each noting that

which is his own, but each that of others also." We have
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said that doctrine is not the basis of fellowship, but have

we practiced what we preached?

Our text states that God highly exalts His Son.

Why? Because He knew a great deal about His Father's

plan, and told others about it? A thousand times, no.

He was exalted because He humbled Himself, taking the

form of a slave, and becoming obedient even unto the

death of the cross (verses 7 and 8). Can it be that we,

too, need to lay more stress on a dedicated life and

service, in accord with the truth God has revealed in His

Word, if our service is to be effective? Do unbelievers

see in us unmistakable evidence of the life and love of

our Lord? Do our actions reflect the joy and peace

which should be very evident, if we are really experi

encing it in our own lives? Of course we should be very

thankful that we have been privileged to know things

about God's plan, which many others do not know. The

truth of universal salvation, for example, which we find

in verses 10 and 11 of our text, should make us even

happier than others who do not share the joy of this

knowledge. Yet let us not allow it to overshadow our

desire to witness for our blessed Lord—to tell others of

His love and His sacrifice on Calvary's tree.

Because, I fear, there has been too much stress on

knowing without doing, in some quarters, the groups in

those places have not been blessed. As some of the older

believers died or were no longer able to attend meetings,

the classes gradually became smaller. No effort had

been put forth to draw younger people into the fellow

ship, by a display of love for them, rather than merely

a desire to teach them. In other places, teachers were

allowed whose conduct disqualified them. Such groups

could hardly expect blessing.

What are we to do about these matters? We all agree

that much has been gained by the concordant studies

which we have had over the years. The transcendent

truths enable us to believe God. We find no contra-
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dictions in His precious Word. We have a desire to

continue to be used of Him to give out these things.

And yet we see among us, the shortcomings we have

just mentioned. What is wrong? In Paul's writings,

we find a very fine balance between the devotional

aspect and the doctrinal one. In the second half of

Ephesians, and in Philippians, we find concern on Paul's

part, primarily about the deportment of the saints. In

our text, in verse 12, we are admonished to be carrying

our own salvation into effect. Then, a little further

down, in verse 18, we are told to be rejoicing. Yet I

know that I, and many others of us, are prone to worry

and have long faces. Thus the effect of our salvation

is not in evidence to others, and we are not experiencing

the benefits of it ourselves. What if the world grows

more wicked day by day? We may rejoice that this is

but one of the many indications that the coming of our

Lord is imminent. Perhaps we shall not have many

more years, or even days, to witness for Him. Then

why do we waste precious time?

Probably this lack is largely the fault of those of us

who have had control of the material which has been

used in Unsearchable Eiches. Perhaps we have felt that

our readers were familiar with their need for prayer,

and for maintaining a closeness with their Lord and

Saviour, so that it was not necessary for us to stress

these matters. But Paul did not do this. We confess

that we have been remiss in keeping a proper balance,

such as we always find in Paul's epistles, in the pages

of this magazine. Such writers as William Mealand

helped to fill this gap in years gone by, but after his

death, there seemed to be no other writer to take his

place. Such a writer is needed now, and if you feel

that you could help, please do get in touch with us.

There are those who feel that the ministry of the

Concordant Publishing Concern is drawing to a close.

There are those who are withdrawing from its promul-
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gation because they feel that the Lord is no longer bless

ing it or perhaps that some of its teachings are incorrect.

Of course we do not claim that everything which was

ever published is correct according to the Scriptures.

That would be foolishness, for we have often retracted

what was thought to be truth in former years, because

further light had been granted on that subject. What

we really want to do in this editorial, is to ask our

readers to pray. The Lord must be with us. He must

grant us competent helpers, and sufficient strength to

go on from day to day, and wisdom to enable us to be

in accord with His will in making plans for the future.

As our readers well know, we do not solicit funds for

the furtherance of this work. And yet the Lord has seen

fit to put a burden on the hearts of many, for its

financial needs, so that, of recent years, we have not

wanted for funds with which to continue it. My father

had some property which he had accumulated while he

worked as a printer. All this has been left to the

Concern. As stated in the Aims, Purposes and Rules

of the Concern, by which it is governed, it is a non-profit

association. Not one cent of its funds, except for ser

vices rendered or supplies furnished, can be used by any

individual or for any other purpose except the promul

gation of the facts and truths of the ancient manu

scripts of the Sacred Scriptures. In the event of the

dissolution of the Concern, all of its assets would have

to be turned over to some other group with a similar

purpose. Because the Lord has seen fit to supply enough

funds to continue the work, we feel very strongly that

it should be continued, and yet barriers and hindrances

are being placed in our way. Perhaps this is to build

our faith, and we do accept it as such. Again, perhaps

the adversary seeks to stop this work. This we do not

accept, but, instead, we invoke the help and intervention

of our blessed Lord.

We will definitely publish the new edition of the
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Concordant Version as promised, and will also, D.V.,

continue to distribute it. At present we are not as sure

about the possibility of continuing Unsearchable Riches,

although we shall do all in our power to see that it is

continued. But we do want our readers to know that

we face difficulties in this area, and that we need their

prayers and the Lord's guidance. He has seen fit to

silence the fluent pen of my father. Yet He can, if that

be His will, raise up others to continue this witness.

In this issue you will find Brother Herman Rocke's

article entitled, "Joined in Soul/7 in which he stresses

the necessity for the unity of the soul. He brings out

many valuable thoughts in connection with our fellow

ship with other saints, and even with those who do not

believe exactly as we do. We suggest that you ponder

these thoughts carefully. Let us remember that Paul

was an evangelist first, and then a teacher. And we

are told in Brother Rocke's text that he was ambitious

to be bringing the evangel where Christ is not named.

Certainly, he built up the saints by teaching them the

glorious truths which we find in the first part of Ephe-

sians, but where did those saints come from in the first

place? He must have taught them first the things we

find in Romans, so that they could be established and

able to bear the doctrines of maturity. Otherwise they

would be like a building with no foundation, and unable

to withstand the fiery darts of the adversary—tossed

about by every wind of teaching. In the first chapter

of Romans, Paul plainly states that he is severed for

the evangel of God, concerning His Son. Can we say

this sincerely about ourselves, or are we merely teachers

of doctrines? Upon our answer, and upon what we do

about this problem, will depend the future of the Con

cern! If the Lord is with us, who is against us? Let

us pray that we shall be kept in His will in all things,

and that His guiding hand may be unmistakably seen

in our course, and that, as a consequence, His favor
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may shine upon our work. Let us not attempt to solve

this problem by means of reasoning and human plan

ning. Prayer is the answer, not worldly wisdom. Prayer

and thanksgiving will bring us the peace of God, so

that our apprehensions will not be a source of worry,

because Christ Jesus is our Garrison and our Helper

in time of need. Pray! e.o.k.

LET NOTHING BE WORRYING YOU

Some years ago, under the title, "A Counsel of Perfection,"

a short article was published in this magazine, from the pen of

one of our contributors, now deceased, Bro. William Mealand.

Bro. Mealand possessed a rare talent for writing in a simple,

yet marvelously effective way, some of the loving and gracious

provisions which God has given us in His Word for our help as

well as our spiritual growth. When my dear wife Alberta

suffered a heart attack in the home of Bro. and Sister Frank

Orton in Bramcote, England, last year, she was ministered to

by our agent for Britain, Bro. Edgar Jones, who is a medical

herbalist. Yet in addition to the herbs for her physical con

dition, Bro. Jones was mindful too of the need for spiritual

health. To this end, he read, on tape, this article by Brother

Mealand, which is an exposition of Philippians chapter four,

verses 6 and 7. This tape, then, was played at a Tuesday

morning prayer group which Alberta attends here in Saugus

regularly where local women of all churches meet for fellow

ship and prayer. So many wanted to have these encouraging

words available to give to their friends, that we felt that it was

an indication from the Lord that we should publish it in

leaflet form. This has now been done, and the leaflets are

available under the title "Let Nothing be Worrying You."

It has been added to our list as a one cent tract, but please feel

free to order as many as you can use. How often we all need

to be reminded of this admonition! It is indeed a comfort.

I believe it has always been my favorite passage, because I seem

to need it so much. e.o.k.

A BROTHER WRITES...

"You mention in your letter... that checkers are hard to find

(especially considering our wages). That could be true, but

I feel, the highest rewabd for a man's toil, is not what he gets

for it, but what he becomes by it!"



Imitators of Paul and of the Lord

JOINED IN SOUL

(Philippians 2:2)

"Yet thus I am ambitious

to be bringing the evangel

where Christ is not named"

—Romans 15:20

The apostle wrote these words after the completion of

his Antioch commission when "in word and work, in the

power of signs and miracles, in the power of God's

spirit... from Jerusalem and around unto Illyricum,"

he had "completed the evangel of the Christ" (Rom.

15:19). The details of this phase of the apostle's service

are described in Acts, chapters 13 through 20. During

all those years Paul endeavored to pave the way for

heralding justification, of which the first hint is given

at the very end of his sermon in Pisidian Antioch.

This kind of message was quite different from Romans.

There justification is apart from law, but in Acts 13:38,

39 it is still associated with the law: "Let it be known

to you, then, men, brethren, that through this One is being

announced to you the pardon of sins, and from all from

which you could not be justified in the law of Moses, in

this One everyone who is believing is being justified."

Paul came to Antioch in Pisidia on his first missionary

journey. This term is generally used to describe the

activities of Barnabas and Saul following their sever

ance from the ecclesia in Syrian Antioch (Acts 13:2).

On this trip they went by boat to the isle of Cyprus,

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

55, Number 1 (Jan., 1964). These back numbers are available.
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passing through the whole island from Salamis in the

east to Paphos in the west. From there they sailed

northward to Perga on the mainland of Asia Minor,

reached the northernmost point of their journey in

Pisidian Antioch, proceeded eastward to Iconium, and

southward to Lystra and Derbe. Here they turned back,

retracing their steps via Lystra, Iconium, and Pisidian

Antioch to Perga. In nearby Attalia they took a boat

bound for Syrian Antioch, their home base (Acts 14:

26).

ANTIOCH IN SYRIA

In our own efforts to become imitators of Paul and of

the Lord (1 Thess. 1:6), we are at times handicapped

by our own reasonings. We think that mankind, in the

second half of the twentieth century, is more selfish and

more pleasure-seeking than at any other time in the

past, and hence less interested in the word of the cross.

We think, perhaps, that the church to which we belong

is so different from the ecclesias which Paul had

founded, that even he would have a hard time imitating

the Lord if he were among us today. We think, per

haps, that it would be easier to fully follow Paul in his

teaching, motive, purpose, faith, patience, love, endur

ance, if he had founded our church, so it would be free

from the burden of tradition and un-Pauline theology.

Because of such and similar reasonings, it may be well

to go back in history into Paul's day in order to become

acquainted with the way of life in Syrian Antioch.

Saul had been called into service outside the holy

land, where the law of Moses did not apply. He had

received his commissions from the risen and glorified

Christ in heaven. As an eye witness to His celestial

splendor, Saul was designated to evangelize Him among

the nations, even to kings, and also to the sons of Israel

among the nations (Acts 9:15). The Lord Himself

had made it very clear to Saul (Acts 9:29, 30; 22:18)

that Jerusalem was not fit to serve as a home base for
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the apostle to the nations. Hence He provided an

ecclesia of believing Jews, both Hebrews and Hellenists

(Acts 11:19, 20) in Syrian Antioch, 300 miles north of

Jerusalem where the Taurus mountain range meets the

Lebanon chain. This metropolis on the Orontes River

was, at that time, the third greatest city in the world

around the Mediterranean, Rome being first in size, and

Alexandria in Egypt second.

In Paul's day, Jewish influence in Syrian Antioch had

been curbed after a local Jewish revolt had failed.

Hence the Jewish community was anxious not to jeopar

dize the political privileges which it enjoyed in the

midst of a Greek majority. Under the circumstances,

the unbelieving Jews and Hellenists in the Syrian capi

tal would abstain from persecuting any minority within

their own ranks. Paul would not be in danger among

his own race as he had been in Damascus and Jerusalem.

Antioch's seaport, Seleucia, is mentioned in Acts 13:4

("They, indeed, then, being sent out by the holy spirit,

came down into Seleucia."). From here, ships went to

all parts of the West, while caravan routes connected

the Syrian metropolis with the East. Antioch, as the

melting pot of Eastern and Western cultures, displayed

the worst features of Oriental and Occidental religions

and traditions and became world famous as the hotbed

of every kind of vice and depravity; its immorality and

superstition were even worse than Rome's.

The great German historian Mommsen reported that in

no city of antiquity was the enjoyment of life's mundane

pleasures as prominent and popular as in "Antioch-

upon-Daphne" as this metropolis on the Orontes was

occasionally called because of the pleasure garden of

Daphne with its dissolute practices. The Latin equiva

lent for "Daphne morality" was proverbial in the an

cient world around the Mediterranean in Paul's day,

just as the term "new morality" is the catch phrase of

the moral revolution in our day.
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It was in the carnal atmosphere of ' * Antioch-upon-

Daphne" where the eeclesia thrived which later became

Paul's operational base during his missionary journeys

(Acts 13:3; 14:26; 15:35, 40; 18:22). Here Barnabas

and Saul served as teachers of a "considerable throng''

for "a whole year" together with other prophets and

teachers, among whom Barnabas ranked first, while

Saul took the last place (Acts 11:26; 13:1). Such an

inferior station, subordinate to other teachers, would

not have satisfied us, if we were ambitious to evangelize

only in such places where Christ has not yet been named.

UNITY OF THE SOUL

"But for everything there is a season, and a time for

every matter under heaven... a time to keep silence,

and a time to speak." With this quotation from Ec-

clesiastes we want to point out that there is a season

when only our heart should speak to other hearts, and

our mouth keep silent as far as doctrinal differences

are concerned. The unity of the soul should be prac

ticed first before we endeavor to "herald the word, stand

by it, opportunely, inopportunely, expose, rebuke, en

treat, with all patience and teaching" (2 Tim. 4:2).

As Brother Knoch once said, truth in love is some

times silent, for fear of offending; truth in love is the

key to the approval of God and to the hearts of His

saints. Even if we should feel that the time has come

to expose error, we must never forget to keep the unity

of the spirit with the tie of peace. This unity is a God-

given fact. We are never exhorted to make it, or to

improve on it, but rather to keep it. On the other hand,

the Lord does exhort us to make the unity of the soul

a heart-comforting reality.

It may be taken for granted that Paul, during his

sojourn in Syrian Antioch, made an effort " [to] accord

[with] the eeclesia [which] is [there]" (Acts 13:1).

In the Greek, we have only the preposition hata (Key-
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word Concordance, page 82, down, according to) which

precedes the words, the ecclesia being. The combination

of these four words indicates a very specific situation,

while Acts 14:23 ("selecting elders... according to [the]

ecclesia'') reports a general practice.

In the English language, the term "accord" denotes

harmonious correspondence and agreement; however, in

the specific situation of Acts 13:1, it suggests much

more; its original meaning certainly points in the right

direction. For "accord" is composed of the two Latin

words "ad" (=to) and "cor" (=heart), reminding us

of a "heart to heart" relationship. And this is exactly

the approach Paul would have sought under the circum

stances.

As far as we know, he was the only one who had

received a special commission from Christ in His celes

tial glory; both his background and his outlook differed

considerably from that of the four other prophets and

teachers. They reflected the doctrinal viewpoint of the

mother church in Jerusalem. However, if the five whose

names are given in Acts 13:1, were supposed to accord

with the Antioch ecclesia, such as it was there, they had,

first of all, to be in accord with one another.

This phase in Paul's career lends itself to a compari

son with our own status today, even though the disparity

of our walk and service when contrasted to Paul's, may

be obvious enough. Antioch in Syria was probably the

only ecclesia, founded by others, where Paul stayed at

least a year, teaching in accord with others who had

been there before him. Even if at that time he showed

signs of becoming a promising independent leader, we

may be sure that he was not disposed to faction or vain

glory. He would rather make an effort to look out for

the interests of the others, with humility deeming them

superior to, and more important than, himself. If Paul

had not practiced this attitude himself early in his

career, he would not have asked the Philippians, and us
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as well, to imitate him in showing this disposition

"which is in Christ Jesus also" (Phil. 2:1-5; 3:17).

It may well be that Paul learned in those days to

accommodate himself to the others so as not to create

a gap between the mature and the immature. We have

no way of knowing how far he outstripped the others in

the race toward the goal, how few were able to follow

him, or how many were lagging behind. We do know,

however, that we today are inclined to urge the laggards

to mend their pace, to catch up with us who are ahead

of them. (Are we really6!) But the Scriptures offer no

exhortation to the immature to hurry, but rather to the

mature to accommodate themselves to them. "In what

we outstrip others, there is to be a mutual disposition to

observe the same elementary rule" (Phil. 3:16).

The Lord Jesus had said, "'A new precept am I giving

to you, that you be loving one another, according as I

love you, that you also be loving one another. By this

all shall be knowing that you are My disciples, if you

should be having love for one another" (John 13:34,

35).

It is conceivable that this word of our Lord, or a

similar one, was quoted by Barnabas, who had heard it

from the twelve. As we have pointed out before, Bar

nabas was a good man and full of holy spirit and faith;

he was not a great sinner, like Saul, hence could not be

the chief example of grace. But when the Lord's new

precept applied to good men like Barnabas, how much

more to the foremost sinner to whom Jesus Christ had

displayed all His patience and lavished all His grace.

Paul, as the chief example of God's undiluted grace,

would certainly do his utmost to "love the brotherhood"

(1 Pet. 2:17), to "bear one another's burdens, and thus

fill up the law of Christ" (Gal. 6:2). Like him, we

also should endeavor to excel others in offering consola

tion in Christ, comfort in love, communion of spirit,

singing hymns and spiritual songs and praying to-
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gether, so as to bear one another's burden. We do not

know any of the hymns which the members of the

Antioch ecclesia used to sing, but we are certain that

Paul, if he were among us today, would join us in a

scriptural song like the following:

Blest be the tie that binds

Our hearts in Christian love;

The fellowship of kindred minds

Is like to that above.

Before our Father's throne

We pour our ardent prayers;

Our fears, our hopes, our aims are one,

Our comforts and our cares.

We share our mutual woes,

Our mutual burdens bear;

And often for each other flows

The sympathizing tear.

At this juncture our thoughts go out to those of our

dear friends who, whether by choice, or by circum

stances beyond their control, are living an isolated life

of faith, where the fellowship with other believers is

lacking, where there seems to be no opportunity for

singing hymns and spiritual songs together, for sharing

mutual woes and burdens in joint prayer with those

who are justified in the blood of Christ.

How often have we failed to make the unity of the

soul a heart-comforting reality when we enjoyed the

privilege of meeting other believers? To practice this

kind of unity, as we are exhorted to do, takes more effort

than to expose doctrinal error. There is a season for

everything, a time to be joined in soul, and a time to

explain how this unity of the soul is an even greater

responsibility for those of us who are imitating Paul in

displaying the disposition which is in Christ Jesus.

A haughty holding of the truth which leads to a

separation from all who do not see it as we do, is worse
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than the error which we want to expose. Paul had

practiced patient love, or he could not have written,

"If I should be perceiving all secrets and all knowledge,

and if I should have all faith... yet have no love, I am

nothing." Here we might want to interject that we do

have love, and that this is why we want others to

realize the riches of God's grace which He lavishes on

us. But does our love show the following attributes!

"Love is patient, is kind. Love is not jealous. Love is

not bragging, is not puffed up ... is not self-seeking...

is rejoicing together with the truth, is foregoing all, is

believing all, is expecting all, is enduring all."

Hence "a slave of the Lord must not be fighting, but

be gentle toward all, apt to teach, bearing with evil, with

meekness training those who are antagonizing... pur

sue righteousness, faith, love, peace, with all who are

invoking the Lord out of a clean heart" (2 Tim. 2:22,

24, 26). In other words, we ought to be "mutually

disposed, having mutual love, joined in soul, being dis

posed to one thing—nothing according with faction, nor

yet according with vain glory—but with humility, deem

ing one another superior to one's self, not each noting

that which is his own, but each that of others also"

(Phil. 2:2-4).

We have good reason to believe that the circumstances

in Syrian Antioch were not so much different from those

we find prevalent today; the character of the unbe

lievers in that town was notorious in the ancient world;

their motto was: "Enjoy life." Yet there was also a

considerable throng of believers, who were persevering

in the teaching of the apostles, and in fellowship, and in

the breaking of bread, and in prayers, just as Barnabas

and others had practiced it in the Jerusalem ecclesia

before (Acts 2:42). For some time he, and others with

him, had been the prominent teachers in this pentecostal

ecclesia, which was thriving in a metropolis where im

morality and superstition were said to be worse than in
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Rome. Paul joined this ecclesia when Barnabas, the

Jerusalem delegate (Acts 11:22), invited him to serve

as a teacher. At that time the Antioch ecclesia had

grown considerably, and with broad-minded Barnabas

in charge, it might easily become a suitable operational

base for missionary journeys. We do not know how

much of this was discussed between the two, but we are

told that Paul, too, was in accord with the ecclesia in

Syrian Antioch, such as it was there.

It may well be that in those days Paul prayed for

himself as we should pray for one another.,. that our

love may be superabounding still more and more in

realization and all sensibility, for us to be testing what

things are of consequence, that we may be sincere and

no stumbling block for the day of Christ, filled with

the fruit of righteousness that is through Jesus Christ,

for the glory and laud of God. Amen. h.h.r.

(To be continued)

GUSTAF HBLLSBERG

Shortly before Easter, our dear friend and brother in the

Lord, Gustaf Hellsberg, of Vasteras, Sweden, finished his so

journ on earth. Brother Hellsberg had suffered from ill health

for many years, but had not let that fact interfere with the

services he performed for his Lord. After the death of Sister

Lundberg of ftrebro, Sweden, there was no one to translate and

publish articles from Unsearchable Riches in Swedish. So

Brother Hellsberg, at his own expense, undertook this task,

and had regularly issued excerpts which he mailed out to those

who could read only Swedish, for some years past.

During our trip to Europe last summer, we had the great joy

of fellowshiping with Brother and Sister Hellsberg in their

home. We are so thankful that, at that time, his health was

sufficiently good to allow him to travel about the town a bit

with us, and to talk over things in which we were mutually

interested in connection with the Lord's work.

Our sympathy goes out to his wife, Fanny, who survives.

Evidently our dear brother's work was finished. When he

awakens in the morning, he will no longer bear his body of

pain and suffering. May it be soon! e.o.k.
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RADIO PROGRAMS

"Pastor Bill" (Bro. William K. Hoag, Pastor of the Grace

Concordant Church of El Cajon, California) is now on the air

over XEMO, 860 on your dial, at 9 a.m. and 8:30 p.m. each Sun

day. Please pray for this broadcast, and tune in if within range.

Bro. Joseph E. Kirk is beginning a series of broadcasts over

station WJSM-FM (92.7 megacycles), at Martinsburg, Penn

sylvania. This is the station of the Beacon Broadcasting Con

cern, Bro. Kenneth Ferry. The station will carry the very

best of sacred music and educational programs. At this writing,

we do not have details, but if you are within range of this

station, write them for details.

UNITED GATHERINGS HELD EARLIER THIS YEAR

Meeting together on May 9, 1965 at Astley Bridge, Bolton,

England, for the first time, it was good to gather in fellowship

and witness in a new district. The morning session opened

with an address by Brother H. Walch of Bolton, followed by

Brother Davies of Bramcote, in the afternoon, and Brother E. G.

Jones of Mansfield in the evening. We feel that these meetings

give much mutual encouragement to all who attend and in

crease our appreciation of the grace and truth with which we

are blessed.

A further fellowship was enjoyed at Stapleford on June 13,

1965. The opening discussion was on "Joy and Peace in Be

lieving," conducted by Brother F. Orton of Bramcote.

The afternoon was well taken up with Bro. B. Davies focusing

our attention on an outline of the subject of "The Presence of

the Lord," while the evening passed all too soon as Bro. Brad

ford of Kirkby spoke to us on "Thanksgiving."

All who are interested in the Scriptures are very welcome to

attend these meetings. e.g.j.

UNITED GATHERING AT BLACKHEATH, ENGLAND

July 11 was a happy day of praise and fellowship at Black-

heath when some 80 friends gathered together, many of whom

had not met for a least a year.

To them the ministry of God's Word was joyfully received as

they listened to Brothers R. Walker, H. Simpson and E. J. Jones,

and talked with one another in the intervals.

How richly we felt that the God of expectation gives us such

joy and peace in believing. e.g.j.



Notes on Isaiah

THE KING IN HIS LOVELINESS

(ISAIAH 33:13-24)

The woe is now regarded as having been executed upon

the enemy of Ieue's people. Ieue has shown His mastery

in His own land. This fact becomes a basis for discourse

concerning the land, its security and the benefits to the

people in it. The King and His character are made to

stand out as the exclusive reason for the blessedness of

the land and its people, for His worth and His rule are

implied to be vaster than all who have hitherto ruled

therein.

But the mind and view of the prophet has moved far

ahead in order to contemplate the completeness of the

implication. It is because Ieue's land and people will

be specially and specifically protected in the more im

mediate situation, that there can be in it a partial view

ing of that glory to which the ways of Ieue will lead

His people. Otherwise, much that was contemporary

was quite contrary and the reverse of the fuller idea

which the prophecy is indicating. This can be seen by

the details in verse 14. Discipline cannot be wholly

salutary, except as it produces and effects the glory

which corresponds to the administered discipline. Hence

it must be limited to the circle of Ieue's remnant. It is

in this sense that the sight of Ieue's King becomes

appropriate to the prophecy. The divine idea of king-

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

51, Number 1 (Jan., 1960). These back numbers are available.
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ship had been brought into contempt in Judah, and it

was necessary that its value and its dignity be lifted to

accord with God's kingdom. Ieue's King will reflect the

divine excellences.

a general view (33:13-24)

This portion of the chapter really amounts to a con

trast between Ieue, with the circumstances that will

attend His presence, as set against those of the earthly

powers. Ieue's King is seen in the land, together with

the people, and they will perceive the loveliness of the

King (13-17), as well as experiencing the great values

of His presence (24). By His King, Ieue is in Zion

and He is noble to the people (20-21) for He is Judge,

Statute Maker, King and Saviour (22). The enemy is

not seen in the land (18-19) for his impotence and fail

ure have been made evident (23). Ieue is thus shown to

be supremely superior to all other powers and His glory

and His ability are available for His people.

THE HEARING OP IEUE'S MASTERY

13 "Hear, ye that are afar, what I do.

And know, ye that are near, My mastery."

So momentous, so significant, is the mastery which

Ieue has shown against Assyria, that those in lands afar

are to hear of it. They must hear that Ieue has tri

umphed against His enemy. Those too who are near

must know; yet these latter are of two classes; the one

missed all opportunity of knowing; they put no reliance

in Him or His Word, while the other class enjoy the

security Ieue has achieved for the city. Of the former,

the next verse speaks more definitely.

THE TELLING OF IEUE'S MASTERY

14 Afraid are the sinners in Zion,

Quivering holds the polluted.

Who is telling you of the devouring fire?

Who is telling you of the glowings eonian?
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Though the power of Ieue will have been displayed

against the army of the Assyrian king, the effect, in

Zion, will be that fear will increasingly possess the

sinner, and the polluted will be quivering, for they

cannot enjoy the security which is afforded to them.

This is one class, and it is the larger one. They are so

fearful and arrant that they did not give any heed to

the messages from Ieue and now, around them, the

question will still remain as to who is telling them that

there has been mercy to them in the devouring fire and

eonian glowings. Now it is their fears which prevent

them from discerning that leue's mercy has included

them in the protecting, since they are of His people.

The "devouring fire," spoken of at 29:6 and 30:33,

figures the heat of leue's indignation against the enemy,

as well as of the turbulence when the indignation breaks

forth. Because this class will not be instructed by this

mercy from Ieue, they later will enter into the fire which

they kindled in His anger (Jer. 17:4). This came to

its peak in the ministry of Jeremiah and that fire took

the people to Babylon.

THE RIGHTEOUS PERCEIVE THE KING

15 He who goes in righteousness,

And speaks equities,

Who rejects the gain of extortions,

Who shakes his palms from upholding a bribe,

Who contracts his ear from hearkening to blood plans,

And restrains his eyes from seeing evil—

16 He shall tabernacle on the heights,

Fastnesses of crags are his impregnable retreat.

His bread shall be bestowed.

His water shall be assured.

17 The king in his loveliness your eyes shall perceive.

They shall see a land afar off.

These verses are not an answer to the questions of the

previous verse; rather they go on to speak of the rem

nant whose outlook is to Ieue, and who do not anticipate

any prospect of danger. They are able to enter into the
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joys of the security which Ieue has given to them. In

figures, the felicity of such is set forth, for it is "he"

who goes in righteousness that ' 'shall tabernacle on the

heights," in the impregnable retreat of the fastnesses

of the crags thereon. Bread will be bestowed and water

assured. These details mount up, until their eyes perceive

a view of the "King in His loveliness*'; in fact, they

shall see a land afar off. They rank with the patriarchs

who sought a better country (Heb. 11:14, 16).

Meanwhile, the words of this class will be words of

rectitude, rejecting extortion and bribe, and ears not

listening to plans for shedding the blood of Ieue's

people, but rather seeking to see that evil was not done

for their eyes to behold. In a word, they anticipated

the time of the future King of Whom the prophet had

given intimations. He is none other than the One of

32:1 and elsewhere.

A SOLILOQUY : THE ENEMY NOT SEEN

18 Your heart shall soliloquize concerning past dread.

"Where is the numberer? Where is the weigher?

Where is the numberer of those growing up?"

19 The small and great people, who will not counsel, you shall

not see.

A people of a deeper lip than is heard,

With a derided tongue which is not understood.

The Assyrian did not enter Jerusalem! This was in

accord with Ieue's words (see 37:33), yet the righteous

will reflect upon the dread days, now past, when the

enemy was present in the land. The details given in

these verses make it clear that their thoughts concern

officers of the invading army; those who take over in

the submission of the captured cities, numbering the

captives, and weighing the tribute. Thoughts will even

include the numbers of those ''growing up"; that is,

the young of the nobility and the seed royal. We see

this feature around Daniel and his companions; the

information supplied by Nebuchadnezzar's officers con-
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cerning them doubtless served to suggest the group as

possessing particular qualifications which especially

fitted them to become servants of the king. The point

of the soliloquy is that the enemy was not seen in the

land, nor yet any evidence, not even as to language,

which had been enumerated in the law as a factor to

intensify the effect of the presence of the invader (Deut.

28:49, 50). Ieue had effected a signal defeat on behalf

of his people.

IEUE SEEN IN ZION

20 Perceive Zion, the town of our appointments.

Your eyes shall see Jerusalem, a tranquil homestead.

A tent which will fail to be shunted,

Its pegs will fail permanently to be shifted,

And all its cables will fail to be pulled away.

21 But rather, there Ieue is noble to you,

A place of streams comes to be yours,

Waterways wide on all hands.

There shall fail to go in it a ship with rowers,

And a boat that is noble shall not pass on it.

The view turns now, to contemplation of the future

Zion, and finds it to be the town of service. Jerusalem

is a tranquil homestead. Unlike the tent, the city is not

moved or movable; it has permanent pegs and the cables

do not pull away. There did follow, in the times of

Hezekiah, a notable measure of security, afforded to the

city by Ieue in response to the remnant led by Isaiah

and the king. The prophet writes of the Zion of the

future which John also sees as established for a thousand

years.

The scene changes to give the figure of a city beside

stream and waterway; these are features of the amenities

and joys of a great city, which contribute to making it

a desirable residence, yet rather for the people of God,

the presence of Ieue will be better than the waterway.

The waterway is described as one in which no enemy

vessel will be rowed, however noble it may be. The

future Jerusalem will be protected by Ieue even more
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effectively than it was in the years of the prophet. This

will be the time when Isaiah 2:1-4 will have become

operative; the day of Ieue with His law faring forth

from Zion.

IEUE PRESENT IN ZION

22 For Ieue is our Judge, And Ieue is our Statute Maker,

And Ieue is our King; He will save us!

The times of restoration have come. Ieue's presence

in Jerusalem will mean everything to His people. He

will be Judge and Statute Maker in a greater sense than

at Sinai. The ideal theocracy will be reached under

Messiah, the King and Saviour of Israel. The glory

promised to the forefathers will have come. Thrice is

the name Ieue repeated in the verse, in order to empha

size that all the glory is His and that the benefits are

also from Him, through that One Who, on the basis of

His own personal righteousness, will administer all.

The blessedness which these words of the prophet

achieve is distinct and different from what has been

known hitherto in Israel; so much is this so that only

the small remnant, whose hearts were really tuned to the

glory of their Alueim, would even begin to discern the

glory which was intimated. They would, indeed, feel

the great need to rest utterly upon Him Whose ways the

words foretold.

THE ENEMY DESTROYED

23 Let go your cables;

They will fail to make fast the base of your mast.

They fail to lower the sails. They fail to spread the banner.

Then will be apportioned unto the blind an increase of loot.

Many lame will plunder the plunder.

This verse is, in the skeleton, companion to verses

18-19, and it gives another glance at the enemy in his

impotence, destroyed and absent from the land. Here

is pictured a vessel with cable and gear out of order,

and unable to make sail; the details almost suggest a

craft abandoned, so helpless does all about it appear to
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be. There will be loot aplenty, and even the blind will

have an increased portion, nor will the lameness of the

lame man be any handicap to this share of the plunder.

It may well be that in the Assyrian camp, much of the

tribute gained in the campaign remained, and it may

even be that the tribute of Hezekiah, for which the

temple was stripped, was recovered.

Thus could Ieue, by His prophet, speak beforehand

of the measure of the disaster which He would serve

upon Assyria. Yet, from the human angle, there was no

reason to suppose or even suggest such a thing, for, out

wardly, this enemy nation was at its zenith of power

when it turned against Jerusalem. Yet it was THEN

that it failed!

THE KING'S PEOPLE

24 And fail shall the tabernacler to say, "I am ill."

The people dwelling in it; borne for them is their depravity.

Conditions in the King's land were the subject of

verses 13-17, but here is a word concerning the King's

people. The verse tells of the glory which will be to His

people in the future, that is, of those who tabernacle in

Ieue's land. They will not say that they are ill; this

will be true physically, and, indeed, spiritually, for their

depravity will be borne for them by One Who is Messiah

and Saviour. That of which the Psalmist mused (103:

3) will have become a reality to Ieue's people. Physical

well-being and righteousness will be actual concomitants

for each of the King's subjects. e.h.c.

(To be continued)

ROLLIN P. TAYLOR

Killed instantly in an automobile accident in Detroit, Michi

gan, on February 6, 1965, at the age of 57, Brother Taylor had

been a blessing to many in that area. He was a resident of

Detroit since 1928 and a key man in the designing department

at General Motors. He was a teacher of God's Word, and had

helped many towards a clearer understanding of God's eonian

purpose. e.o.k.
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THE POEM "WHY?" AGAIN AVAILABLE

Some years ago, we printed a few copies of a poem written

by David Knoch, entitled "Why?". We did not add it to our

list, and only a comparatively few of our readers ever saw it.

It was not published in Unsearchable Riches, although it did

appear in one of the Newsletters. We have had many requests

for more copies of it, for it answers the question in so many

minds today, "Why did God make the Universe?" It is very

good to have on hand to give to friends, believers and unbe

lievers alike, or use as enclosures in your correspondence. On

the reverse side are two other poems, "The Weaving," which

explains the reason for dark threads, as well as gold and silver

ones, in the pattern which the Divine Weaver is working out,

and "My Prayer," which suggests that we keep thoughts of

God's glory, and not ours, uppermost in our minds. There is

no charge for these leaflets. Let us know how many you can

distribute. e.o.k.

YOUR HELP REQUESTED

As most of our readers are aware, we plan to use the A. E.

Knoch Memorial Fund for the purpose of placing copies of

the new edition of the Concordant Version of the New Testa

ment in public libraries all over the English speaking world.

We hope to have a specially bound edition, oversewn, in stiff

boards, which will give exceptionally good service, for this

purpose. But we will need the names and addresses of

libraries, preferably libraries which have already been ap

proached, and have shown a willingness to have a copy of the

Concordant Version on their shelves. Why not visit your local

library, and make some inquiries. If the librarian has the

space, and is willing to accept a copy of the Version when it

is ready, then send us the name and address, and, preferably,

the name of the librarian also. We have found that this is one

of the very best ways to introduce the benefits of the Concor

dant Version to new people, and we shall appreciate your

assistance in this endeavor. e.o.k.

GOD'S EONIAN PURPOSE INCLUDES YOU

This is the title of a new leaflet issued by Eonian Evangel

Foundation (Bro. Warren Young Kimball), 302 Mt. Vernon

Street, Dedham, Mass. 02026. No price given. Begins with the

question, "What is the purpose of your life?" Explains God's

plan and purpose. e.o.k.
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ATTAINING TO THE

"OUT RESURRECTION"

Paul forfeited all his Jewish advantages, and deemed

them to be refuse, that he might gain Christ, and have

God's righteousness, to know Christ and the power of

His resurrection and the participation of His sufferings,

being conformed to His death, if somehow he should be

attaining to the out-resurrection (exanastasin) from

among the dead. He had not already obtained this, nor

had he been perfected, yet he was pursuing it in order

to grasp that for which he was grasped by Christ Jesus

(Phil. 3:7-12). Is this an event to which he looked for

ward at death, or an experience for the present life?

Two words seem to settle this for the close student,

power and attain. Paul was not speaking of the resur

rection, but of its power. He was not concerned with

that future favor, but a present attainment. It would

be entirely needless to say he had not been resurrected.

But it is quite in keeping to insist that his experience

was not up to the ideal standard which is most fully

expressed by our experience in resurrection.

Philippians was not written by the apostle Paul.

There is no need for the authority of a commission, for

there is no fresh revelation. It is written by a slave,

because it deals with the deportment becoming to those

who have received the secret unfolded in Ephesians.

Philippians deals with conduct. It is only when we throw

away this key, and when we turn our back on the tran-

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

53, Number 1 (Jan., 1962). These back numbers are available.
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scendent grace which is for all in Christ Jesus when He

returns, that it is possible to imagine that Paul is pro

posing a literal resurrection, based on attainment, and

limited to a small fraction of the one body.

CONFORMITY TO HIS DEATH

Of one thing we may be absolutely sure. No one can

be conformed to the death of Christ literally, as regards

the physical body (Phil. 3:10). His body saw no cor

ruption, even after several days of death. Our bodies are

acquainted with decay even in life. Nor would such con

formity have any point in Paul's argument. His condi

tion in death had no bearing on his career. But, if we

take it figuratively, it is full of force. Death with Christ,

crucifixion with Him, is a prime prerequisite for a walk

pleasing to God. In Eomans baptism into His death, in

the sixth chapter, is imperative before we enter into the

vivification of the eighth (Rom. 8:11).

THE OUT-RESURRECTION

All resurrections except that before the great White

Throne judgment are "ot^-resurrections." Only some of

the dead are raised out from among the rest. All future

out-resurrections are also verifications. The saints are

roused incorruptible, immortal. Possessing a super

abundance of life, beyond the reach of death, they can

not sin, but will walk in the will and ways of God. Such

conduct is the perfect model for the present. Though

there is a precious sense in which we are roused as to our

souls, and vivified as to our spirits, we are not raised as

to our bodies. Death is operating in them. They are

dying. They are prone to sin. It is only by the power of

the spirit of God, which homes in us, that we can keep

from sinning. Were that holy spirit present in the

measure which will obtain in the resurrection, we would

not sin. We cannot aim higher than that which is for

the saints in the out-resurrection. Let us strive to attain

to that.
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Christ has not grasped us for the weak, unworthy

walk which is the experience of most of us today. We

have been taken in hand by Him for a life of utter

obedience to God's will, without a trace of sin. This we

shall enjoy in the out-resurrection. And this we should

grasp after (Phil. 3:12). Yet who will say that he has

grasped when not even Paul could make such a claim?

We are like a runner in a race. The prize will not be

awarded until the end of the course. Let us not claim it,

and lose our stride, but press on, stretching ourselves

forward as we near the goal. Let us forget our past

stumbles and all that lies behind us and keep our eyes on

that sinless, spirit-filled state when we will be that which

we would be at the present.

When the Lord calls Israel's saints back to life He

will leave the rest of the dead until the thousand years

have passed. That will be an owtf-resurreetion. These

saints will henceforth live sinless lives. When He

descends from heaven with a shout and the Chief Mes

senger's voice and the trumpet of God, that will partake

still more of the nature of an owtf-resurrection, for some

of His own will remain in death. He calls from the air

to gather His celestial saints. He descends to the earth

to rouse the terrestrial ones. Only those who belong to

the new creation will be able to respond to His heavenly

blasts. The new birth does not equip the earthly people

to ascend into the atmosphere, which, in the Scriptures,

is often termed the heavens. The two resurrections which

take place at the Lord's presence are both out-resurrec

tions and both vivifications. Indeed, His coming for us

might be called an owtf-out-resurrection, for we are raised

out of those who partake in the out-resurrection of

Israel's saints. It is this state of vivification, when the

saints will perfectly fulfill the will of God that is pre

sented to us as the ideal to which Paul desired to attain.

ONE EXPECTATION

Those who have grasped the utter grace of Ephesians
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will be fully assured that there can be no division among

the saints of this economy on the score of conduct. There

is only one faith, one body, one expectation. This is

truly "fundamental." To teach that one portion of

God's Word is for the ignorant and another for the

more enlightened does no service to the gracious founda

tion on which this economy is based. If we assign one

resurrection to the initiates of the mystery or those of

special attainments, and another to those who are still

babes in Christ, we deny that provision in the charter of

this economy which asserts that there is one expectation

for all.

The disposition to claim the prize before the race is

run is an indication of immaturity, not of excessive

enlightenment (Phil. 3:15). The mature have attained

to the unity of faith, and are not surging hither and

thither and whirled about by winds of teaching, even if

the deception is systematized by relating it to other

lines of truth (Eph. 4:13,14). This very epistle teaches

us that the ideal disposition consists, not in self-exalta

tion, but in self-abasement. The "attainment" of Christ

was the cross. It was God Who exalted Him. Let us

not claim any advantage as a reward of our attainment,

but wait until the race is run and the righteous Umpire

gives out the prizes. Let us not imagine that anyone

can conduct himself so holily as to attain eonian life

before the presence of Christ. He alone will give life to

our bodies, and that when He returns, but not before.

The pride that claims vivification as a result of personal

piety is utterly contrary to the spirit of the Philippian

epistle and to the great Example Who is set before us

in it. a.e.k.

PAUL'S EPISTLES WITH NOTES WANTED

Should anyone have copies of Paul's Epistles with Notes,

which are not in use, we shall be glad to purchase them back,

as we have urgent calls for them. e.o.k.
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EON IN THE PLURAL

(PART II)

THE CONSUMMATION OF THE EONS

Since so much of the confusion regarding the subject

of the eons results from a loose and inadequate concep

tion of the consummation, it will be profitable at this

juncture to examine briefly the passage which sets it

forth (1 Cor. 15:22-28). The tremendous issues involved

prompt us to give the reader a strictly consistent trans

lation so arranged as to show the balance of the argu

ment.

The thoughts are grouped on the page so as to enforce

the literary form which will enable us to grasp the

argument more readily, as well as the vital relationship

of each thought to the whole and its companion passage.

The three classes of those who are "made alive" or

vivified are each given a separate line. The description

of the consummation is shown to be a literary reversal,

as indicated by the vertical lines connecting parallel

thoughts. The giving up of the kingdom is shown to be

equivalent to the subjection of the Son; the nullification

of all mediate rule with the subjection of all; the reign

until all is beneath His feet is repeated in the subjection

of all beneath His feet. But the center and core of the

consummation, as it relates to resurrection (or rather,

vivification), lies in the statement that "the last enemy

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

52, Number 1 (Jan., 1961). These back numbers are available.
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being abolished is death." This explains why the con

summation is spoken of as though it were the third class

of those who are vivified. Thus we see how it is that

all shall be vivified. There is no need of defining who

are included in the last class, for it is already certified

in the "all" and is further substantiated in the abolition

of the death state. Whatever we hold as the nature of

the death state, may we let this truth sink deep into

our hearts: death is to be abolished. Let those who are

accustomed to the thought that it is merely meant to

indicate the cessation of the act of dying (for which the

Greek has a different expression) substitute that thought

and see what place it can possibly have in the apostle's

argument. What connection has it, first of all, with the

For even as,

in Adam,

all are dying,

thus also,

in Christ,

shall all be vivified.

Yet each in his own class:

(1) the Firstfruit, Christ;

(2) thereupon those who are Christ's in His presence;

(3) thereafter the consummation,

whenever He may be giving up the kingdom to His God

| and Father,

I whenever He should be nullifying all sovereignty and
all authority and power.

For He must be reigning until He should be placing

all His enemies under His feet.

The last enemy being abolished is death.

For He subjects all under His feet.

Now whenever He may be saying that all is subject, it

is evident that it is outside of Him Who subjects

all to Him.

, whenever all may be subjected to Him, then the Son

Himself also shall be subjected to Him Who sub

jects all to Him, that God may be All in all.
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thought of "verification"? How does it prove that aJl

are to be vivified? How can it refer to a distinct class

from those who have been previously raised? The argu

ment demands the abolition of the death state and will

not be satisfied with anything less.

THE UNIVERSALITY OF THE VIVIFICATION

"For since, in fact, through a man came death,

through a Man, also, comes the resurrection of the dead."

Death, as it is in the world today was channeled through

a man, Adam (1 Cor. 15:21; Rom. 5:12). Not only did it

come through Adam to his posterity, but its dark stream

overflowed to the creatures who were placed under his

feet. It is through the second Man that the resurrection

of the dead is assured. The second Man is the Lord out

of heaven (1 Cor. 15:47).

"For even as, in Adam, all are dying, thus also, in

Christ, shall all be vivified." It is instructive to notice

that it is not said that all shall be raised or resurrected,

though that will be fulfilled at the judgment of the

great white throne (John 5:29; Rev. 20:12). They are

to be "made alive" or vivified at the consummation.

But the main point to be insisted upon here is its uni

versality in both cases. In Adam all are dying.* Thus

also, in Christ, shall all be vivified. This has been met

by the contention that only those "in Christ" are meant.

But the passage conveys that force without the addition

of "all" and it would be quite redundant.

THE THREE CLASSES OF VIVIFICATION

Three classes are vivified. These are:

1. The Firstfruit, Christ (in the past).

2. Those who are Christ's (in His presence).

3. The balance of mankind (at the consummation).

* Note the perfection in the Greek at this point. It does

not state that in Adam all die. That would not be true for

some will not die but will be living when the Lord comes

(1 Thess. 4:15). But in Adam all are dying.
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This is the "explanation''of ".. .as, in Adam, all are

dying, thus also, in Christ, shall all be vivified." But

when will this occur? Even as there are three classes so

there are three distinct periods when they will be vivified.

Christ has already been raised to die no more. Others

have been raised, as Lazarus, the widow's son, and the

daughter of Jairus, and the son of the Shunamite (2

Kings 4:35), and the son of the widow of Zerephath (1

Kings 17:22), but the resurrections here alluded to are

not of this character. Many rose after Christ's resur

rection, but they are not counted here because, in the

strict sense of the word, they were not "made alive" or

vivified, beyond the reach of death. If some should

say that "it is appointed unto men once to die" we only

need remind them of the fact that this word "once"

means no such thing (as a glance at a concordance will

show), and that the term "second death" denies it.

Those who are Christ's are to be vivified "in His pres

ence." This term parousia is no special term to denote

a particular event connected with His coming. As here,

it denotes simply His being present. It includes our

resurrection and the spoiling of Israel's tombs as well.

All who are Christ's are vivified in His presence to die

no more.

Death is death, whether it is the first or second death.

The abolition of the death state cannot result in the

lake of fire, which is the second death. Why should the

second death not be death as well as the first? Was the

second watch (Luke 12:38) not a watch at all? Or the

second sign (John 4:54) not a sign? And was not the

Lord a Man because He is called the Second Man (1

Cor. 15:47) ? So also is the second death, death.

Besides, after the first death has been cast into the

lake of fire, which is the second death, what death is

left to be abolished? At the consummation, when this

takes place, the only death which can be abolished is the

second death. Instead of this passage referring ex-
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clusively to the first death, it has no bearing upon it at

all. It refers exclusively to the second death.

The next resurrection is at the judgment of the great

white throne. But this is not even alluded to here be

cause, as in the cases already mentioned, those who

appear before its awful light shall not live, but die the

second death. When, then, is the third class "made

alive"? At the consummation, for then the death state

itself is abolished, making it clear once more that eventu

ally "in Christ, shall all be vivified." But every enemy

must be subjected and then shall be fulfilled the saying

that is written:

"Swallowed up was Death by Victory.

Where, O Death, is your victory?

Where, O Death, is your sting?" (1 Cor. 15:55)

This was the shout at the resurrection of the great

Firstfruit; this will be our challenge at Our own vivifi-

cation; but this will not be finally fulfilled until the

consummation.

There is a notable change in "quoting'7 from Hosea

in this passage. While the text in Hosea 13:14 reads,

"0 hades, where is thy sting?" we have "0 Death."

Why so? The context of Hosea is confined to the

resurrection of Israel. Then indeed, the sting of "hades"

will be removed, for at that time all the saints will have

been raised. But to quote this verbally in 1 Corinthians

15, would cramp the context, which includes the wider

sphere of universal vivification. Hades (the unseen) is

cast into the lake of fire long before the total destruction

of death at the consummation (Eev. 20:14). So that,

at that time, the saying must be changed from "0

hades," to "0 Death, where is thy sting?" The sting of

hades will have long since been lost in the second death.

This is but one of those inimitable touches of the Divine

Author which tell the trend of the truth.

But when shall this occur? The reign of Christ and

His people begins after the resurrection. It is char-
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acterized by the sovereignty of Christ Himself and the

authority which He delegates to His people and the

power with which His decrees are enforced. But now

we read that all sovereignty and authority and power is

to be nullified. The word rendered "rule" is inconsistent

and misleading. It is never so translated elsewhere.

Strictly speaking, all rule is not nullified, for the King

dom itself does not cease when God takes it over from

His Son. But rule in the hands of intermediaries, as

delegated to subordinates, as administered by sovereigns

and authorities and powers, such rule becomes obsolete.

God no longer governs mankind through these agencies,

as He does during the eons, but administers His affairs

directly. This condition is brought about by the fact

that Christ and the saints continue to reign until (achri,

see Matt. 24:38; 1 Cor. 11:26, etc.) the time that every

enemy is beneath His feet. That every enemy is not

beneath His feet at the end of the millennium is clear

from the fact that after it Satan is loosed, not subjected,

and death is not abolished, but the second death begins

its operations after that eon has run its course. Fur

thermore, there are kings on the new earth (Rev. 21:

24). The reign of Christ and His slaves extends far

beyond the millennium because they reign for the eons,

while the millennium is only one eon (Rev. 22:5).

The reign of Christ and His saints spans the interval

between their verification and that of the unbeliever at

the consummation. Their reign results in the complete

subjection of the universe and at the last, Death itself

delivers up its denizens and is abolished. When every

enemy is subjected God no longer needs to govern

through the medium of His saints. He will be in sym

pathetic touch with all His creatures and will not mar

that perfect fellowship by subjecting them to one an

other. He will have them find their All in Him. So He

takes over the kingdom as a Father and transforms it

into one great family.
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THE KINGDOM OF CHRIST

What kingdom is it that is handed over to God the

Father? There is no need for confusion. It is specifically

stated to be the kingdom of Christy or Messiah, and the

sovereignty of the Son. The context shows that Christ

givss up the Kingdom to His God and Father and the

Son subjects Himself to the Supreme Subjector. It is

useless for us to gild the glories God has granted His

Son. The abdication of the throne is not an abasement.

It is no disgrace. Should He reign forever and never

accomplish the object God has in view, that were failure

and defeat. Such is not the case! His subjection to the

Father tells us that His work is finished, that it is per

fect, that still more effort can have no further effect.

When He was on earth He finished the work His Father

give Him to do (John 17:4). The work accomplished on

the cross needs no recurrence. And so with all His work!

It is finished when it is done, and every effort brings the

universe nearer to its goal. And, strange as it may seem

to our skeptic hearts, there is a goal to gain, a purpose

to attain, a destiny decreed by Deity Himself; and all

the antagonism of the Adversary, the hostility of human

ity and the opposition of His own dear people will not

prevent Him from reaching the point which He has

proposed. God will be All in all and the greatest and

most glorious guarantee of this lies in the fact that, when

the Son has subjected all else to God then He subjects

Himself—for in no other way can God be All in all.

But the Kingdom itself, which is endless, must be

distinguished from those who administer it. Who would

think of limiting the Kingdom of Israel in the past to

the reign of David? When the Kingdom is handed over

to God its character is so changed that it has little like

ness to the governments to which we are accustomed,

yet it supplies the place which the Kingdom occupied

and cannot well be described by any other term.
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Note carefully, then, these two scriptures:

(1 Corinthians 15:28) (Hebrews 1:8)

The Son Himself also shall be Yet to the Son: Thy throne,

subjected ... that God may be O God, is for the eon of the

All in all. eon.

A.E.K.

(To be continued)

NOTICE TO USERS OP OUR NEW SONG BOOK

An inadvertent error was made in our new book, "Scriptural

Songs," which many of you are using. Page 55, which contains

the song, "Let Us Rejoice" is titled "Loving Kindness," and

page 58, which contains the old favorite song, "Loving Kind

ness," is headed "Let Us Rejoice." These errors can easily be

remedied by means of special gummed stickers, which we will

gladly supply. Let us know how many you can use.

If you have not already ordered your copy, or your supply

(in the case of groups meeting together), please feel free to

order as many as you can use. There is no charge, though we

do reserve the right to limit quantities. e.o.k.

NEW SERIES OF LEAFLETS

To be distributed by "Bible Exposition,' is a new series of

leaflets by our Brother Joseph E. Kirk. The first two, now

available, are entitled, "Will God Save All, or Only Some?"

and "Will All Who Die in Adam be Made Alive in Christ?".

Both are six page leaflets, and the Concordant Version is not

used. Thus those who are prejudiced against it, may be en

abled to see that these precious truths are there, in their own

Bibles. We have not placed any price on these. Let us know

how many you can use, or send for a sample of each. e.o.k.

GOD'S LOVING PURPOSE

This is the title of a series of lessons for young people

especially, on the subject of universal reconciliation, written

and distributed by our Brother Joseph C. Falder, "Eastbourne,"

42 Fakenham Road, Ashburton S.E. 11, Victoria, Australia.

While intended primarily for local use, it contains much valu

able material, arranged in an interesting and helpful manner.

If interested, please write Bro. Falder direct.
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THE SCHOOL OF SUFFERING

"Though He were a Son, yet learned He obedience by

the things which He suffered" (Heb. 5:8, A.V.).* These

words form one of the gems of sacred literature, and to

the spiritual mind portray the greatness of the Word of

Life. They are so phrased as to bring out a wonderful

depth of meaning.

"Though He were a Son." Here we have an expres

sion suggesting the supposition that suffering could have

taught Him nothing which as a Son He did not know

already. The writer had been setting forth the filial

relation of our Lord to the Father as an evidence of His

exalted dignity. He had contrasted with it the lower

claims of prophets, priests, and even angels. His sum

ming up seemed to put Christ at some lofty remove from

the conditions of our humanity—to show His essential

participation of the infinite, the unchangeable, and the

Divine. Then, with bold abruptness, he shows the in

carnate Son of God in a state of struggle, endurance,

and discipline, that His pure human spirit may thereby

be molded into perfect oneness with the mind of God.

Therefore are the words inscribed:

"Though He were a Son, yet learned He obedience

*Although this article was written before the Concordant

Version was issued, we felt constrained to reprint it in its

original form, even though the words "though" and "yet" do

not appear in the Concordant rendering. Yet the thought is

not altered. (Quotations throughout this article are from the

Authorized Version).
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by the things which He suffered." And the grandeur

of it all is, that to the believer, every "though" has its

"yet." "Though our outward man perish, yet the in

ward man is renewed day by day." "Though He slay

me, yet will I trust in Him." In the same strain, the

prophet Habakkuk exults with Paul and Job: uThough

the fig tree shall not blossom, nor fruit be in the vines;

the labor of the olive shall fail, and fields shall yield

no meat; even flock and herd shall be wanting. Yet I

will rejoice in the Lord, I will joy in the God of my

salvation!"

What learning was His! Foreknowing, choosing,

feeling all. Yet He came. Knowing as God, He came to

know as man. He not only looked down from heaven,

but came that He might, as man, look up. Well might

the centurion exclaim, "Truly, this man was the Son

of God!"

How near He came to the human spirit, sounding all

its springs and depths. There was no Eden for Him.

It was in the wilderness that He realized the attack of

the Adversary, when it seemed as if disobedience would

relieve hunger, attract admiration, and secure the king

doms and glory of this world, while obedience held no

reward but oppression, obscurity, suffering and shame.

"For in that He Himself hath suffered, being tempted,

He is able to succor them that are tempted." There was no

aloofness in the sympathy of Christ. He came near

with touch of love and look of compassion. And there

was virtue in touch and look. How He displayed the

true dignity of man when "He took the blind man by

the hand, and led him out of the town." And what

expressiveness there must have been in His look, when,

beholding the rich young man, He loved him. Think,

too, of that impressive scene at the gate of Nain, where,

with look of compassion, "He came and touched the

bier." There indeed was sympathy, and power to help.

The things which He suffered called for the school
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of Nazareth. And so, in village obscurity, without

miracle or sign, He patiently waited, and learned in

quiet obedience. Lost to the sight of the great world,

willing to be forgotten, He bore with all the stigma of

such a life. Yet Nazareth was the best school for Jeru

salem.

Do we complain of lack of recognition? Do we yearn

for an audience of interested listeners to the whole truth

of God? Think of Nazareth, and learn the lesson of

contented forbearance. Through all the discipline we

may hear, though faintly, the distant throb of God's

triumphal music. And so we wait, even for His Son

from heaven.

All the way through, from Nazareth onward, our

Saviour learned in a sphere of suffering.

"Cold mountains, and the midnight air

Witnessed the fervour of His prayer."

Days of toil and weariness, shadowed often by scorn

and ingratitude, yet He held on His way, for to Him

the will of God was best.

And for all who would have the mind of Christ,

such discipline is necessary. Only thus can we advance

in heaven's school. Unbroken pleasure and prosperity^

would leave us in ignorance of the highest and best in

God's sight. And because we are sons, we must thus

learn. Not for us the purple, and sumptuous fare, if

we would be like Him. Our God will give us joy, but

we should let it come from Him. It is sweeter and

better that way. Even Christ pleased not Himself.

And, "though He was rich, yet for your sakes He became

poor, that ye through His poverty might be rich."

Here was obedience, indeed. Love impelled, and

grace effected, the great transition from riches to pov

erty, that we might be lifted to those high, celestial

courts, so royally graced by His presence. And since

it became Him, so to stoop and learn, it becomes us in

lower measure to learn the needful lessons of obedience.
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To obey is not easy. It is difficult to keep the demands

and claims of our lower nature in subordination to the

great purpose of our spiritual being. The wiles of the

Adversary, too, are so many and so subtle, that were it

no^ for suffering in some form, we would fall an easy

prey to his devices.

It is the privilege of our position to be learners in

the school of God, where all the lessons are adapted to

individual requirement. And there is always point and

purpose in such tuition. What is called for in the

learner is the perception of divine purpose in the ordeals

of life. Detachment from the merely human in all its

phases, with thought and sense alive to God, is the

desirable lesson of all our days of discipline.

It was thus with men of old. With Joseph in the

prison, and with Job beside his ruined home. John,

the exile in Patmos, and Paul, prisoner at Rome, were

lonely souls whom the fires of suffering tempered to

noble purpose, to an appreciation at close range of the

things of God.

Above all, think of Christ's utter detachment from

the foibles of humanity. Yet how real His sympathy

and understanding, how grand His self-renouncing love,

"that cared alone for needs of others, never for its own."

And how near He came to the plain man. The man

himself was always His great objective. External trap

pings held no charm for Him. His powers were used for

human need in all its urge and stress. See how, at

Bethesda, He breaks in on the selfishness of the world.

The cripple had just declared his friendless state: '' Sir,

I have no man... to put me into the pool, but while I am

coming, another steppeth down before me." Then, with

out any display or palaver, the great Physician says,

"Rise,. ..and walk!" Here was sympathy and power

in perfect union.

Well may Paul entreat us by the gentleness and self-

forgetfulness of Christ. And, even as He learned in
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the school of suffering the blessedness of perfect obedi

ence to the will of God, so may we, in humbler measure,

be instructed by the arrows of adversity. "Whom the

Lord loveth, He chasteneth." Such a thought takes

the sharpness from the dart, and imparts the insight

which discerns through all, a purpose tinged with

triumph.

Now, the school of many stages,

Toilsome, tedious, strange and long;

Then, the joy of glorious ages,

Crowned with Love's own victory song.

William Mealand

OTTO KAMMINGA

Our brother in the Lord, Otto Kamminga, of Grand Rapids,

Michigan, was put to repose August 6, 1965 at the age of 81.

He is survived by his wife, Reka, and several children and

grandchildren. The funeral message was given by Pastor

Bert A. Baker. Brother Kamminga was the founder of a

successful manufacturing concern in Grand Rapids and served

this company until only a few years ago. Yet what is most

of consequence was his industry for the Lord. He contributed

to missionary work and the ministry of the Word in Michigan

besides to the Concordant Publishing Concern. His testimony

and his prayers for the saints will continue to be used by the

Lord.

He greatly loved the revelations of the glories of Christ,

but especially in these last years he rejoiced in anticipation

of the Lord's descent from heaven with a shout. This did not

occur for our brother while he was still surviving, yet it

faithfully will be the very next event for him. d.h.

LENA BAAR

Sister Lena Baar of Zeeland, Michigan, passed away on

August 3, 1965. She attended the Bible study class led by

Bro. Raymond Van Dyke in Grand Rapids and shared with

her husband, Peter, who survives her, a keen interest in

God's Word and concern to share it with others, Though

reposing she awaits that glorious transformation promised

us in Philippians 3:21. d.h.
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THE BALDWIN FELLOWSHIP

Once again the Baldwin ecclesia was privileged to host 10

days of meetings together around God's Word. We now are

thanking God for giving us this time of fellowship and for

that which was shared, one with another, from the Scriptures.

The theme was "The Work of Faith," and the daily reading

was 1 Thessalonians 1:1-2:13. Here, we noted, are presented

the great examples for us to follow in service. The Thessa

lonians were the model ecclesia and Paul the model teacher.

We began in the evening of July 30 with a message from

Bro. B. A. Baker on "The Faith" as revealed to the Apostle

Paul. Brother Guy Marks of Flushing, Michigan, also directed

our attention to the evangel as presented in Romans with two

fine talks. We were happy to hear also from Bro. Charles

Lamb of Denver, Colorado, with a number of Bible studies on

Thessalonians and Faith.

Other speakers were Raymond Van Dyke, Theodore Holtorf,

Howard Hough and John Gemmink besides the local pastor,

Dean Hough. Brother I. D. Samuels of Switzerland provided

music with his cello and shared verses from the Scriptures

on the theme of love and patience. Thus each one contributed

in an important way.

As we continued we directed our attention to the prayer in

1 Thessalonians 2:13 and then noted how the Word of God

operated in these brethren who were believing. Two fellow

believers who have joined with us at the Fellowship in former

years died during the time we were meeting. Perhaps it was

this sorrow and other struggles which we all shared together

which helped to make our time together one more of prayer

and the Word we read more of meaning. How we need God's

Word in these days to strengthen our faith and to produce

in us "the work of faith!" d.h.

RUSSELL E. ROBERTS

Our brother Russell E. Roberts died after a long illness at

9:30 a.m. Sunday, August 1, 1965 at the age of 83 in Miami,

Florida. Funeral services were conducted by Bro. Onnie A.

Lind, and burial was on Tuesday, August 3, in Lake Worth,

Florida. His wife preceded him in death in 1961. He had

no children, but was survived by two sisters and a brother.

Bro. Roberts came into the truth concordantly taught in the

early 1930's through Bro. Adlai Loudy's teaching. He was

a member of the Lake Worth class. o.a.l.
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THE MIND OF CHRIST

"Yet we have the mind of Christ." (1 Cor. 2:16).

What kind of a mind do we see in the world today?

Apart from Christ there is but the "disqualified mind"

of Romans 1:28 and the "vanity of mind" of Ephesians

4:17. As in the days of Noah, so today man does not

test God nor believe Him. That mind feeds on the

flesh and is centered on the ways of the world. And as

a man thinks so his whole life is affected. Our minds

become troubled when they are centered in these vain

things.

Yet, as believers, our minds should be centered with

thoughts of God. Each day should begin with medita

tions on His "Word and this should continue through

out ; thus we will be resting in the mind of Christ. We

are only disturbed when we are not trusting. We need

to be "transformed by the renewing of our mind...

testing what is the will of God" (Rom. 12:2). This is

a daily affair, a constant renewal, ever going to God. It

is as Paul says in Ephesians 4:23, "Be rejuvenated in

the spirit of your mind."

We are not to be confused by twisted teachings which

claim that all physical illness is in the mind. The mind

of Christ recognizes weakness of flesh. The Word tells

us we have a body of humiliation. God wants us to

accept His will in our lives—to think on His Word—to

rejoice and find peace in the truth. With the mind of

Christ we look beyond our afflictions, our sorrows, our

momentary weaknesses and problems and see the power

of God. We learn that it is true that "the Lord is
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near.'' Instead of worrying, the mind of Christ goes to

God in prayer with petition, with thanksgiving, with

requests, and thus, "the peace of God, that is superior

to every frame of mind" garrisons our hearts and our

apprehensions and this in Christ Jesus (Phil. 4:4-7).

Institutions are full of those with disturbed minds to

day. The world is filled with those with troubled minds.

Doctors can't deal with it. Psychologists can't deal with

it. Politicians can't deal with it. But the mind of

Christ gives joy, peace and victory, for it searches the

Word, it seeks out God, it believes His truth, it searches

even the depths of God.

—Adapted from a sermon of Pastor B. Baker

TWO NIGHTS

Still night upon the countryside descends,

And all the earth is given to sleep,

Save in the fields, where shepherds guard their sheep,

And in the stable, where a mother tends

That newborn Child, Whose birth announcement rends

The midnight sky, and turns the sudden fright

Of those same shepherds into wild delight,

"Glory to God! A Saviour now He sends."

Another night, and heavy is the gloom

Around the place where earth's spurned Saviour lies.

Women prepare iheir spices for the tomb,
And sadly wait the morn; but what surprise

To find His sepulchre an empty room

On that blest dawn which sees God's Firstborn rise.

J.H.E.

ROBERT J. DALZELL

As we go to press, we learn of the death on July 10th, at the

age of 67, of Bro. Robert Dalzell of Bainbridge, North Ireland.

He had rejoiced in the truth of universal reconciliation since

1947, and had borne with fortitude a lingering illness for the

past several years. The service was conducted by Bro. Willie

Finegan and other local brethren. e.o.k.
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SUCCESS STORY

PAET IV

The greatest Success Story has yet to be told. But it

has been /oretold in First Corinthians fifteen. "For He

[Christ] must be reigning until He should be placing

all His enemies under His feet... Now, whenever all may

be subjected to Him, then the Son Himself also shall be

subjected to Him Who subjects all to Him, that God may

be ALL in all." There is coming an hour when God

will complete the great project which He purposed

in Christ (Eph. 3:11).

What an hour that will be! Can we realize—even to

a small degree—what this great consummation will

mean? Sin repudiated (Heb. 9:26), death abolished

(2 Tim. 1:10), all creatures reconciled to God (Col.

1:20), and God ALL in all! But the greatest cause for

rejoicing in that hour will be that God is glorified. "In

the name of Jesus every knee should be bowing, celestial

and terrestrial and subterranean, and every tongue

should be acclaiming that Jesus Christ is Lord, for the

glory of God, the Father" (Phil. 2:10).

WE HAVE A PART

It is a marvelous thought that God should use mem

bers of the human race to help bring about His final,

complete and glorious goal. God's chosen people, Israel,

will bring salvation and reconcilation to the people of

earth during the glorious rule of Christ, their Messiah.

However, the earth is only a small part of the universe.
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The celestial realm is inhabited by innumerable beings

who have not been reconciled to God. What about

these? Who will bring these celestial creatures to the

feet of the Saviour? The answer is, We will! The

risen Christ has all power "up over every sovereignty

and authority and power and lordship, and every name

that is named..." And it has pleased God to choose us,

believers in Christ, to reign with Him in this celestial

realm until all are subject. Chosen in Christ! How

wonderful! We shall be clothed with power and with

never-dying bodies, and we shall have a message of

love and grace. "In the oncoming eons, He should be

displaying the transcendent riches of His grace in His

kindness to us in Christ Jesus" (Eph. 2:7). Even now,

they observe us and learn. "That now may be made

known to the sovereignties and the authorities among

the celestials, through the ecclesia [the believers], the

multifarious wisdom of God..." (Eph. 3:10).

IN TRAINING

Not only shall we teach them, but we shall rule. But

how shall we prepare for such a high position? How

can we qualify for rulership in such a realm? God

knows every detail of the universe, so we may be certain

that He will teach us and provide us with the prepara

tion and training such as is necessary. He is preparing

all; He is "operating all." (Eph. 1:11).

From Volume 39 of this magazine, we quote:

"Endurance now is the proper preparation for reign

ing with Christ in the future. How different would rule

be today if every office holder had to undergo a thorough

course of training in patient suffering! Only one who

has felt the pains and penalties of mortality, and has

endured the consequent suffering and shame, is fitted to

rule. Only such a one will reign so successfully that

ruling will eventually be ruled out. Experience with

evil, and character are the requisites for reigning.
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Neither great works nor success, neither great gifts nor

the approval of others will prepare us for it.

"The same kind of a character and experience is

needed by the rulers in the messianic kingdom on earth.

Our Lord told His disciples: 'You are those who have

continued with Me in My trials. And I am covenanting

a covenant with you according as My Father covenanted

a kingdom to Me, that you may be eating and drinking

at My table in My kingdom. And you will be seated on

thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel' (Luke 22:

28-30). That part of their preparation which they

least enjoyed was the most essential. Many others were

with Him at first, but they did not continue in trial.

This disqualified them for any official position in the

coming kingdom. So it is with us today. Our failure

to endure does not affect our salvation, for that is alto

gether and directly the result of His sacrifice. But

rule in the eonian kingdom is only for those who have

been tried and who have stood the test.

"We should not look upon these trials as a penalty

for past sins, or as a punishment of any kind, but rather

as a privilege, which may benefit ourselves as well as

celestial creatures, and play a small part in God's great

plan of blessing to the whole creation. Let us glory in

afflictions which produce endurance (Rom. 5:3) and put

a crown upon our humbled heads." f.s.

We have just discovered a considerable stock of this

popular 72 page pamphlet in our Los Angeles warehouse.

Since we do not contemplate reprinting it when this stock

is exhausted, we advise all those who desire to have a stock

for distribution or use in classes to order their copies as

soon as possible, to avoid disappointment. The price is

25c each and a 25 per cent discount is allowed on all

quantity orders for four or more copies.
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TITUS

Would you like to go sailing? Let us get into a boat

and sail away to the island of Crete. Crete, as you may

remember, is in the Mediterranean Sea. It is not a

newly-discovered island, for people have lived there for

many, many years. But it will be new to us, and we will

enjoy our visit.

We will see tall mountains, busy cities, and lovely

valleys where olives and fruit grow in the warm sun.

Perhaps the most interesting sights in Crete are the

"diggings"—the places where men have uncovered some

ancient cities. By digging carefully under the ground,

they have found streets and buildings, and even palaces!

How exciting! Wouldn't it be fun to discover some

tools, or some coins that these people once used? Or

maybe a beautiful vase or a big water jug? Many such

things have been found, and they help us know more

about the people of long ago who lived on the island.

The apostle Paul once visited Crete—perhaps he was

in some of these very cities. Paul could not stay in

Crete, however, so he left his young helper Titus there.

Titus continued to tell the people about the Lord Jesus

Christ.

Later, Paul wrote to young Titus and told him how to

care for the ecclesias—the groups of believers in the

cities. There were men and women and boys and girls

who needed to know how to serve God. Paul told Titus

to be "a model of ideal acts" (Titus 2:7). And Titus

was a good model and a fine leader for the people in

Crete. f.s.
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TESTING THE GENUINENESS

OF OUR LOVE

"They were given over

to the grace of God

for the work which they fulfill"

—Acts 14:26

This passage of Scripture refers to the severance of

Barnabas and Saul for the work to which the Lord had

called them (Acts 13:2); their missionary journey was

ordered and directed by the holy spirit of God, their

task was understood by the disciples in Syrian Antioch

who had given them over to the grace of God "to be

bringing the evangel where Christ is not named"

(Rom. 15:20).

The genuineness of these disciples'love had been tested

at an earlier occasion which we are going to discuss in

more detail. Their example was later followed by other

believers in other ecclesias who also displayed their love

to the Lord and to the brethren; a love which super-

abounds to the riches of their generosity. This term is

used to describe the attitude of the poverty-stricken

ecclesias in Macedonia who, in the midst of extreme

affliction and after having been deterred from contribut

ing by Paul, had entreated for the privilege of "the

grace and the fellowship of the service for the saints"

(2 Cor. 8:2, 4, 8).

ACCORDING AS THEY THRIVED

When the disciples in Syrian Antioch had learned

about the great famine in the Mediterranean world and

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

55, Number 1 (Jan., 1964). These back numbers are available.
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the adjacent areas, their hearts were broadened in

compassion and pity towards their fellow believers in

Judea (compare 2 Cor. 6:11, Phil. 2:1). We have a

short description of the action taken by them in Acts

11:29. "Now, according as any of the disciples thrived,

they each of them designate something to send to the

brethren dwelling in Judea, for dispensing, which they

do also, dispatching to the elders [in Judea] through

the hands of Barnabas and Saul."

We may well say that at this occasion, too, Barnabas

and Saul "were given over to the grace of God for the

work which they fulfill." We may be sure that they

were sent forward after much prayer, and that the dis

ciples in Syrian Antioch did not cease in their petitions

for them, especially when they learned of the events

which are chronicled in the twelfth chapter of Acts.

THE RANKS OP THE TWELVE BROKEN

"Now at that season Herod, the king, put forth his

hands to illtreat some from the ecclesia [in Jerusalem].

Now he assassinated James, the brother of John, with the

sword. Yet, perceiving that it is pleasing to the Jews

he proceeded to apprehend Peter also (now they were

the days of unleavened bread), whom, arresting also, he

placed in jail." When we read on in the twelfth chap

ter of the book of Acts, we are struck by the fact that

the twelve are no longer sustained by divine power as

had been the case during the "great persecution," men

tioned in Acts 8:1, which followed the assassination of

Stephen.

When Herod puts James to death, no effort at all is

made to fill his place and maintain the due number of

apostles, such as had been done before Pentecost (Acts

1:21, 22). James had been one of the intimate group

of three who had been with the Lord ever since His

baptism. It had been Peter and his mates (Luke 5:10)

James and John who were privileged to hear their Lord
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calling the dead girl back to life ("Talitha, coumi!"

Mark 5:37, 41), and to witness His glorification, though

dimmed so as not to hurt their eyes. However, they

missed the real meaning of this event, His exodus which

would be followed by His actual glorification (Luke

9:31, 32). At that time their eyes "were heavy with

sleep," as was also the case when their Lord took the

three aside with Himself in Gethsemane (Mark 14:33,

37).

The death of James broke the ranks of the twelve, and

John does not seem to have taken an active part in the

leadership at that time. After his deliverance from

Herod's jail through the intervention of a messenger of

the Lord, Peter went "underground," as we would say

today. Before fleeing from Jerusalem, he bade the be

lievers, assembled in the home of Barnabas' relative

Mary, "Keport these things to James and the brethren."

It is they who henceforth have the controlling voice in

the Jerusalem ecclesia, and not the eleven remaining

apostles of the Lord.

DIFFERENT FROM THE APOSTLES

Saul had met James in Jerusalem after his return

from the Arabian desert retreat, and had referred to

him with these words, "Yet I became acquainted with no

one different from the apostles, except James, the

brother of the Lord" (Gal. 1:19). The wording of

this sentence is easily understood, once we recognize that

James did not qualify as an apostle according to the

rules laid down by Peter in Acts 1:21, 22. For none of

the Lord's brothers and sisters after the flesh had be

lieved in Him while He was yet on the earth. When the

ranks of the twelve were broken and even Peter left

Jerusalem for some time, James' influence became pre

dominant and he remained prominent enough so that

his brother Judas (Matt. 13:55) emphasized the human

relationship in his epistle, as part of his credentials
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(Jude 1). James is further mentioned in Acts 15:13;

21:18; Galatians 2:9, 12.

COMPLETING THE DISPENSING

While king Herod illtreated some members of the

Jerusalem ecclesia, Barnabas and Saul seem to have

supervised the dispensing of the contribution in Judea,

together with the local elders there (Acts 11:29, 30).

After Herod's death, the two are reported to have been

in Jerusalem where they met John Markus. The latter

was not Barnabas' nephew as the King James Version

suggests, but rather his cousin.

It may be that it was here at the house of Mark's

mother, Mary, the meeting place of some of the brethren

(Acts 12:12), that Barnabas and Saul got a firsthand

report about the events which resulted in the shifting of

power in the Jerusalem ecclesia, from the hands of the

apostles of the Lord, especially Peter's, into the hands

of James. It is conceivable that this turn of events, in

the perspicacity of the mind of the two observers, Bar

nabas and Paul, added greatly to their understanding

that Jerusalem was not fit to serve as a home base from

whence missionaries to the nations might be sent forward.

When Barnabas and Saul left Jerusalem, after having

completed their dispensing, they took John Mark with

them. Even though the Word of God does not specifically

say so at this juncture, it would be in harmony with the

facts in evidence here to state that they returned to

Antioch in Syria, whence they had been given over to

the grace of God for the work which they had just com

pleted.

BEING SENT FORWARD

The disciples in Antioch had shown the genuineness

of their love by contributing so generously toward the

needs of their fellow brethren in the family of God. At

a later occasion this attitude is again apparent whenever

the simple term being sent forward is used. The impli-
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cation in this expression will no longer remain indefinite

or ambiguous to us, once we study it in its nine occur

rences, as shown in the Full Typewritten Concordance.

(Since the various forms of the Greek verb do not enter

our present discussion, any references to grammar are

intentionally omitted in the following survey.)

Acts 15:3 They indeed, then, being sent forward by

the ecclesia

20:38 Yet they sent him forward into the ship.

21:5 Now, when the days came to fit us out,

coming away, we went, all sending us

forward

Rom. 15:24 I am expecting... by you to be sent for

ward there

1 Cor. 16:6 You should be sending me forward where

soever I may be going.

16:11 Now send him forward in peace that he

may be coming to me

2 Cor. 1:16 I intended... by you to be sent forward

into Judea.

Titus 3:13 Zenas, the lawyer, and Apollos send for

ward diligently that nothing may be lack

ing to them.

3 John 6 to whom you will be doing ideally by send-

ing them forward worthily of God

The Greek verb propempo is listed under its English

standard before-send in our Lexical Concordance (page

302), and under its variant send forward in our Key

word Concordance (page 265). Eight of its occurrences

are found in Acts and in Paul's epistles, another one in

the third letter of John.

Brother A. E. Knoch, in his German edition of the

Keyword Concordance (page 572), gives the explana

tion that this Greek verb propempo is used to express all
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the help given to those embarking on a journey, as was

necessary in those days, also accompanying them part of

the way. This explanation is confirmed by the usage of

the word in other literature, outside the New Testament

Scriptures, as well as by the above quotations.

Wherever Paul or his helpers went, they used to be

escorted by the local brethren to the ship which was to

take them away, or to some point outside the city where

they were bidden farewell. But most important, the

brethren used to fit them out for the journey with every

thing that was necessary, both with money and food.

They also made the financial arrangements when the

missionaries left by boat. All this was done in such a way

"that nothing may be lacking to them," or, as John puts

it, WORTHILY OF GOD.

It should be noted that Paul's charge in Titus 3:13

is followed by an explanation which, in the Greek, con

tains an unmistakable order or command; this Greek

imperative means,'' they ought to learn.'' Its force may

not be easily recognizable from the English wording, "let

those... be learning." We should keep this fact in mind

whenever we read Titus 3:14: "Now let those who are

ours also be learning to preside over ideal acts for neces

sary needs, that they may not be unfruitful."

MOVED BY GOD'S HOLY SPIRIT

Prayerfully reading the pages of Acts may stimulate

a passionate longing in our hearts to recapture the

experiences of the early disciples, their perseverance "in

the teaching of the apostles, and in fellowship, and in

the breaking of bread, and in prayers... with exulta

tion and simplicity of heart... [for] the multitude of

believers was one heart and soul" (Acts 2:42, 46; 4:

32).

We are moved by the loving obedience of faith, dis

played by the Antioch disciples when God Himself,

through His spirit, orders them to send forward Bar-
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nabas and Saul: '' Sever, by all means, to Me Barnabas

and Saul for the work to which I have called them"

(Acts 13:3). We should note, however, that it was just

this one time that God intervened in this manner in

order to pave the way for all future ventures in the

mission field. Also we should remember that in all

probability, not even the four gospels were at that time

available in writing, at least not in their present form.

Paul had not yet written any of his epistles, nor had Luke

penned the book of Acts.

The situation, however, became quite different as

soon as the Word of God was completed (Col. 1:25).

From then on, even with some parts of the New Testa

ment still missing, God's holy spirit has been speaking

to His children through the written records of the New

Testament Scriptures. Through them, He speaks to us

today.

REMAINING IN THE LORD

When Barnabas had first come to Antioch in Syria, he

had rejoiced about the display of the grace of God in

this ecclesia. Since this was no shallow grace of the

inward-looking kind which is so widely spread in our

days, Barnabas could really rejoice in his heart and

entreat the disciples "to be remaining in the Lord99

(Acts 11:23). From what we have heard about them,

the grace of God which was in them "did not come to

be for naught" as Paul would have put it (1 Cor. 15:

10).

In Syrian Antioch, we recognize "God Who is opera

ting ... to will as well as to work for the sake of His

delight" among a sizeable group of believers who lived

"in the midst of a generation crooked and perverse."

But as "children of God" they were "appearing as

luminaries in the world, having on the Word of life."

Even though they were not able to personally bring the

evangel where Christ was not named, they made it pos

sible financially for Barnabas and Saul to bear His
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name before the nations of the Mediterranean world

(Acts 9:15).

We may well say that "remaining in the Lord" meant

for them that their salvation was no longer just a

personal matter between God and a man's own heart.

Talking about faith and grace was much more for them

than an academic hobby. Apparently no prodding on

the part of Barnabas or the other teachers was needed;

they were "carrying their own salvation into effect...

with fear and trembling... [yet] without murmurings

and reasonings'' (compare Phil. 2:12-15). We never

hear that any member of this eeclesia ever objected to

the missionary ventures because of a strong personal

feeling, or an unarguable conviction of his own that this

was not the right thing to do under the circumstances

and that the funds of the eeclesia should not be used for

the purpose under consideration.

SENT FORWARD FULLY EQUIPPED

From what we have read in the pages of Acts, we may

be sure that the Antioch disciples never dismissed (Acts

13:3) their own apostles with empty hands. Paul and

Barnabas were sent forward by them to attend the

Jerusalem Conference (Acts 15:3). At a later date, Paul

and Silas were "given over to the grace of the Lord by

the brethren'' in Syrian Antioch (Acts 15:40), i.e. they

were fully equipped for another missionary journey.

Over the years, these disciples were remaining in the

Lord and willing to serve Him, according as any of them

"thrived" (Acts 11:29). Possibly none of them would

make great claim to spiritual understanding. As

Christians with a Jewish background, be it Hebrew or

Hellenist, they may have never grasped what it means

to be complete in Christ (Col. 2:10). When we (the

"knowing ones") meet such "unenlightened" believers

today, we should make every effort in our search for

common interests; and we might easily find that remain-
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ing in the Lord and serving Him effectively will make

us acceptable to them, as long as we put the emphasis

on love, and not on doctrine.

WOE TO ME IF I SHOULD NOT

"For necessity is lying upon me, for it were woe to

me, if I should not be bringing the evangel" (1 Cor.

9:16). Saul may have talked this way, or may have

used words to this effect, during his ministry as fifth

teacher in Syrian Antioch. "When the disciples there

learned to love him, as he certainly loved them, their

hearts were also warmed to this necessity which was

lying on his heart. Even if they never heard from him

the words, woe to me if i should not, the implication of

this phrase apparently never left them. Similarly, it

should never be forgotten by us since God's holy Word

bids us become imitators of Paul and of the Lord. A

very simple step toward this goal is remaining in the

Lord, as we have just seen it being done in Antioch.

Both times the emphasis is on the word Lord, indicating

a walk and service "for all pleasing" (Col. 1:10).

BESEECH THE LORD OF THE HARVEST!

The world is still as hungry as ever for the true

Bread of life. And for each believer today, Paul's

suggestion is still valid, "You should be an ideal servant

of Christ Jesus, fostering [nourishing yourself] with

the words of faith and of the ideal teaching... now you

fully follow me in my teaching, motive, purpose, faith,

patience, love, endurance..." (1 Tim. 4:6; 2 Tim. 3:10).

Hence our Lord's statement and advice still applies to

day, "The harvest, indeed, is vast, yet the workers are

few. Then beseech the Lord of the harvest, so that He

would be ejecting workers into His harvest" (Matt. 9:37,

38). We may have forgotten about the many oppor-

tunies in our day, hence the following reminder may be

appreciated.
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This summer, a widely read pictorial magazine of the

secular type, in an article about growing religious acti

vity in the U.S.A., stated among other things that hun

dreds of prayer groups are springing up in the churches

and outside of them, and many honest Christians are no

longer satisfied with the easy-going type of Christianity.

It was further stated that there are now well over thirty

new plain-English versions of the Bible on the book

market, and Bible sales rose over forty per cent last

year. In view of such facts we can only beseech the

Lord of the harvest to eject honest believers so they may

be led to join their local prayer groups and extract out

of their spiritual treasures good things, both new and

old, and share them with others as any good householder

should do. We are beseeching the Lord to evacuate our

brethren from their own self-made doctrinal corrals,

and to cast them out from there, right into the midst

of the " unenlightened" members of the family of

God. The present writer wants to apologize if the

italicized words seem to be harsh; however, these

thoughts suggested themselves, in view of the variants

for the Greek verb ek-baUo, out-cast, which our Lord

used in Matthew 9:38 (compare Keyword Concordance,

page 45).

SUPERABOUNDING IN THIS GRACE ALSO

"But, even as you are superabounding in everything

—in faith and word and knowledge and all diligence

and the love that flows out of you into us—that you may

be superabounding in this grace also. I am not saying

this as an injunction, but, through the diligence of

others, testing also the genuineness of this love of yours"

(2 Cor. 8:7, 8).

Eecently we had the privilege of enjoying a few hours

of fellowship with a dear brother who is concerned about

a number of things. His main concern is the glory of

the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Hence
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he seizes every opportunity to talk to unbelievers about

God's power for salvation. He gives generously both

to his local church and to a foreign mission which is

sponsored by this church. In addition, he donates to a

well-known Bible Society, and to the Concordant Pub

lishing Concern. He does not believe in tithing, for he

gives much more than a tenth of his time and of his

income as his contribution that the Word of the Lord

may race in his home town as well as on the mission

field, and that it may be glorified by the printing of

conventional Bibles as well as Concordant Versions.

He was surprised when he learned that he has been

one of our largest donors for years.

SHARING THE PROBLEMS OF THE CONCERN

Our brother showed genuine concern about our fore

most problem which is to publish concordant transla

tions of the Word of God, together with concordances

and commentaries, while at the same time struggling to

issue this magazine regularly, and with the contents

well balanced, so as to help our readers "fostering with

the words of faith and of the ideal teaching."

Since most of our readers would want to know more

about this, we will share our problem with them at thte

juncture: It is not so much because of the lack of com

petent helpers that the publication of the above men

tioned books was so often promised and only partially

fulfilled while year after year has gone by. It was

rather the diversified workload that made such heavy

demands on the time and the strength of the staff mem

bers. In order to keep things going and meet the dead

lines, they had to do so manythings outside their domain.

D.V., plans may be worked out so that they can, in the

future, concentrate on the work for which they are

qualified, without undue distraction.

As has been pointed out in a recent editorial, we do

not solicit funds for the furtherance of our work. The
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Lord has laid a necessity on the hearts of many of our

friends, so that there are sufficient funds available to

publish the forthcoming edition of the Concordant Ver

sion of the New Testament. Another group of our friends

will contribute to the costs of reprinting the Concordant

Commentary which was part of the Complete Edition,

now out of print for a number of years.

The God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ will

bless those richly who have sent us forward to do what

we have done so far. But much more than that could

be published in the future, if our friends would want us

to concentrate on the tentative translations of the Old

Testament, left to us by our senior teacher, Brother

A. E.Knoch, and on the so-called "Full Typewritten

Concordance" which he had had his helpers prepare.

Only a limited supply is left of the Keyword Concor

dance, and with the Lexical Concordance (part of the

Complete Edition) out of print, there should be a de

mand for another Concordance which would combine

the excellencies of both. As we have seen, there are

many new Bible translations on the book market, and

Bible sales have risen as never before. The Lord willing,

the forthcoming edition of the Concordant New Testa

ment could be placed in the hands of many who are

interested in a more literal translation. There should

be a demand for it in the bookstores of this country,

once they learn about it. Later a concordance may be

sold through the same channels, as has been done in

Europe for many years.

In its present typewritten form (sample is shown on

page 359 of the International Edition of our New Testa

ment) the Full Concordance has been used to test and

improve the Concordant Version. Since this Full Type

written Concordance was prepared many years ago, the

wording of numerous passages in our New Testament

editions has slightly changed. Hence a thorough check

ing will be necessary. Greek words might be typed in
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Latin letters (as on the sample page) as well as in Greek

uncials and/or conventional Greek script, whatever may

be available.

Printing would have to be done by photo-offset, as

has been the case with the typewritten Greek-German

Study Sheets.

Are you concerned about this new venture of ours?

It might keep one staff member busy for many, many

months to come, even with the help of our dear friends

who, during the current year, have spent hundreds of

hours on the proofreading of the galley sheets for the

forthcoming Concordant New Testament. We know they

will assist us again if the Lord will lay the necessity on

their hearts.

He may lay it also on the hearts of others to provide

the funds at the right time, so as to send us forward on

this new venture. If this be His will, the staff members

are willing to go forward and concentrate on both the

magazine and this Full Concordance at the same time.

Woe to us if we should not!

While the work on the new Concordance may take

years, our plans for 1966 include, D.V., the publication

of the Concordant Commentary and the book of

Daniel. There is also the possibility of the publication

of some or all of the Minor Prophets, to be followed by

the Psalms.

How are we going to know for sure that we will be in

the will of the Lord with these plans for future publica

tions? The answer will be found in the hearts of many

of our dear friends who will read these lines. If our

Lord will lay the necessity on their hearts, they will

make the foremost problem of the Concordant Publish

ing Concern their own concern, they will continue to

pray over it and, D.V., they will encourage us to go

ahead as has been suggested. They might even say to

themselves, woe to me if i should not! h.h.r.

(To be continued)
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ABOUT THIS ISSUE

As you may have already noticed, this issue contains only

thirty-two pages, instead of the customary forty-eight. We

have done this in order to conserve time and effort, which

are needed just now in the preparation of the Memorial

Edition of the Concordant Version. We feel that this project

is extremely important, and are anxious to get it ready for

the printer as soon as we possibly can. The smaller size

should not be construed as a sign that Unsearchable Riches

is about ready to fold up. We are extremely anxious to keep

this magazine going, and feel sure that, with the Lord's

help, and the prayers of our friends, we shall be enabled to

do so. We wish to take this opportunity to thank the many

friends who are praying for us and for this work, and those

who took the trouble to write encouraging letters. Please

continue your prayers with and for us, that the Lord will

guide us as we seek His will in connection with the future

of the "Concern." e.o.k.

GRACE AND TRUTH

Described as "A Bi-monthly Magazine of Current Events, in

the Light of God's Word, with Messages of Comfort to All,"

Grace and Truth is a helpful periodical containing articles

by its Editor, Edwin C. Kling, Leon A. Bynoe, John H. Essex,

Arthur Benta, Charles J. Peart, C. S. Anderson, W. C. Roth,

and others. It also contains a question box, and Aunt Berta's

Children's Corner, written by Alberta Knoch, wife of the

editor of Unsearchable Riches. Subscription is $1.50 a year,

and should be sent to Orace and Truth, Post Office Box 62,

New York, N. Y. 10027, U.S.A.

CLARENCE W. SADENWATER

Monday, September 20, marked the passing of our brother

in the Lord, C. W. Sadenwater of Michigan City, Indiana.

His health had been deteriorating for some time. His life

was a witness to many others, and he had revelled in the

truths as revealed by a study of the Scriptures with the aid

of the Concordant Version, and in the pages of this maga

zine, for many years. He was a regular contributor to the

financial needs of the Lord's work. He is survived by his

wife, and we pray that the Lord will grant her peace, until

we shall all be united once again at His appearing. e.o.k.
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THE WRATH OF IEUE

ON THE NATIONS

(ISAIAH 34)

Five woes have been announced from chapters 28 to 33,

on particular peoples, but now the wrath of Ieue is

declared to be on all the nations. Assyria is no longer

in view; the outlook has become the world-kingdom

based upon Babylon, with the deportation of Judah

thereto. The situation required by the theme of chap

ter 35, that is, the return to Zion, becomes the future

counterpart to this.

The character and severity of the details of the wrath

of Ieue can hardly be other than those of the day of

His indignation, which are more fully revealed in the

Unveiling (Eev. 6:17). In earlier parts, Isaiah has

brought Babylon into the ways of God (see Isa. 13:6-13;

24:19-23). Similarly when speaking to His disciples

in the closing days of His ministry, the Lord made

reference to this point and period. He pictured cir

cumstances as to the earth and the phenomena that

would also occur correspondingly in the heavens (see

Matt. 24:29; Mark 13:24, 25; Luke 21:25, 26).

The special concern is with the territory of Israel's

ancient enemies. Their treatment of Israel in the past

is made a token for the future judging when Ieue will

carry through to the actual establishing of His people

in the land, under Messiah. Hostility to the people of

Ieue has been a common feature, both by those who were

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

51, Number 1 (Jan., 1960). These back numbers are available.
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kin to Jacob's sons and the nations whose lands were

adjacent. They need to be disciplined so that they no

longer despise Ieue, nor yet His chosen people. God's

wrath brings His judging upon the nations; yet it will

never exceed what is necessary to publish His name.

Those nations which Ieue used to execute His judg

ment upon His own nation always went to excess and

had to be rebuked for it.

Isaiah is touching the crisis of history in this eon;

it is to affect both the earth and the heavens. It is

introducing the open manifestation of the day of Ieue

on earth. Besides the verses which are immediately

before us (34:1-4), Isaiah makes two other distinct

references in which matters of the heavens are made to

coincide with the emergencies on earth (see Isa. 13:6-13;

24:19-23). Joel also adds details (see Joel 2:1, 10-12,

30, 31). Haggai tells of the quaking of the heavens and

the earth (see Haggai 2:6, 7). Behind all this, there is

a purpose.

The connection between physical and spiritual acti

vities of the universe are being intimated to us. That

which we see as really cataclysmic to the earth has

relation to the disturbed state amongst the spiritual

forces of the heavens, for when Ieue, in His authority,

moves to stop the heavenly overlords who oppose His

will for His people, then ensues the effects we read of

in Eevelation 6:14—every mountain and island moved

out of its place. Alongside this will be precipitated the

situation on earth which calls for Christ's Advent in

accord with the details which He spoke to the Twelve

in His final days with them. Then will His presence

be as the lightning coming out of the east and appearing

as far as the west.

These judgments are the portents out of which Mes

siah's kingdom over Israel will arise, and they will

clear the ground for it. The seals of the Unveiling

(commonly called "Eevelation") will effect the political
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deliverance of the earth, for, together with the trumpets,

they will restore the earth to its rightful Owner and

remove rule from the hands of humans; the bowls will

bring about the religious deliverance, by which all false

worship will be eliminated and true and sincere worship

will come, in accord with the real glory of God.

THE NATIONS ARE TO HEAR

1 Draw near, ye nations, to hear! And ye folkstems, attend!

Hear shall the earth and its fulness!

The habitance and all its offspring!

The nations and folkstems are summoned to come

near. They are to hear of matters of the greatest

moment, things which they are to give full attention,

even if they seem uncongenial. At the commencement

of Isaiah (Isa. 1:2) the prophet calls upon the heavens

and the earth to hear Ieue's indictment against His

people. That charge is to be brought to an effective

consummation. At the present time, the call is limited

to the nations of the earth, for the heavens are, to some

degree, already involved in Ieue's judging. The call is

general and covers all the fulness of the habitance.

DOOM IN PROSPECT

2 For the wrath of Ieue shall be on all the nations,

And fury on all their host.

He will doom them,

And He will give them to the slaughter.

Doom lies ahead for all nations: the wrath and fury

of Ieue is upon their army. No longer will they follow

their own policy, their own culture, nor their own will.

They are to be brought to the divine will under divine

rule through Israel. No latitude or deviation will be

permitted, for sufficient will have been the period during

which the will of the nations has been effected.

THE SEVEREST OF EARTH'S JUDGINGS

3 And their wounded shall be flung away,

And from their corpses shall ascend their stink.
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And the mountains will melt from their blood,

And the vales shall be rent and putrefied.

The terms used of the slaughter mount up. The

description here is of terrible judging and devastation.

The scene is one from which we instinctively recoil. It

is the sixth seal of the Unveiling (Rev. 6:12-17). The

severity is necessary, for it must accord with the char

acter of the case. All Ieue's questions which have come

up are now to be settled. They began at Babylon, back

in Genesis 11. They will have reached the point where

God would be forced out of His earth! Consequently,

here the nations are to be introduced to that rule which

will be enforced by the iron club (Eev. 2:27). It will

be the rule of righteousness.

heavens' host no longer opposes

4 All the host of the heavens shall decay,

And rolled up as a scroll are the heavens,

And all their host shall decay

As decays the leaf from the vine,

And as a decaying leaf from a fig tree.

Not only are the nations on earth to be affected, but

the host of the heavens are said to decay. The sense of

this is paralleled by the figure of the decaying leaf of

the vine and the fig trees. Thus is intimated the fall

of the stars of the heavens unto the earth, and the

recital is cut short by saying that the heavens roll up

as a scroll. That the "heavens rule" and the impending

inhabited earth is not subjected to messengers is to be

come very evident. No longer will the host of the

heavens delay the political blessedness of Israel (figured

by the fig tree), nor prevent their social joys (figured

by the vine) which ought to be resultant to Israel be

cause they are the nation attached to Ieue. The spiritual

values (pictured by the olive tree) were due to God's

spirit upon them, and the oracles He confided to them.

From the details given in the Unveiling we learn that

Isaiah not only announces Ieue's wrath to the nations,
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but that the prophecy is also telling that the heavens

will display a glimpse of God—the face of Him—sitting

on the throne. The indignation of the Lambkin is in the

process of execution and the one question seems to be:

who is able to stand?

God is confronting humanity with His majesty. Not

since Sinai has there been such a sight on earth. Then

it was local and to one people, but here it is for the

entire habitance. The nations are to learn that God is

God. Him Whom they did not like to retain in their

knowledge, and Whose evangel they have derided and

even mutilated, is now, in no uncertain terms, affirming

Himself and His ways.

ieue's sword

5 For soaked in the heavens shall be My sword.

Behold! On Edom shall it descend,

And on the people I doom for judgment.

6 The sword of Ieue will be full of blood.

It lubricates itself from the fat of lambs,

And from the blood of butting rams and he-goats,

From the fat of kidneys of rams.

Ere the sword of Ieue descends upon Edom, it is to

be soaked in the heavens. This is a continuance of the

thought of the upheaval among the host of the heavens

to which verse four makes reference. Divine action is

first taken against the invisible controls of earth's affairs

which exist in the heavens. At earlier points in Isaiah

there have been hints concerning this aspect of earth's

affairs, and now it again comes into view, as the coming

of the wrath of God upon all the nations of the earth is

being told. The nations, and the invisible forces back

of them, are to be dealt with by Ieue.

Edom is named as destined for doom, doubtless be

cause of the record of the treatment which they meted

out to those who were their kin. Edom becomes the

beginning, as well as the representative of other people

who are also doomed. At Isaiah 63, this judging mounts
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up until it includes the whole of humanity. It comes

before us in the Unveiling (Rev. 14:19 and 19:15) when

the fury of God's indignation is at its zenith. The area

from Armaggedon down through the valley of Jehosha-

phat to Bozrah, appears to be figured by the wine trough.

The detail of the same matter is included in other

references (see also Joel 3:1, 2, 9-14).

ieue's sacrifice

For there shall be a sacrifice to Ieue in Bozrah,

And a great slaughter in the land of Edom.

7 And down come the uruses with them,

And the young bulls with the bulls,

And their land will be soaked with blood,

And their soil shall be sleek from fat.

The earlier part of verse six speaks as though the

"sword of Ieue" has become the sacrificial knife; the

terms used of its victims are those which name the

divisions of a sacrifice, and these figure the slain in this

culminating judging of nations by Ieue. This style of

describing continues in the balance of this verse and

into the next verse (7). Details of sacrifice, and fea

tures associated therewith, are used to represent Ieue's

operations against Edom and the nations. Ieue ap

proaches His people through the sacrifice which He

makes of their ancient enemies, who will have survived

or revived to those future days, and will still engage in

opposition to Israel.

Edom was most insolent to the Jew in the time of

Nebuchadnezzar and even before. They call to Ne

buchadnezzar to raze Jerusalem to its foundation (Ps.

137:7). Several of the prophets also voice threats

against Edom because of its transgressions (see Amos

1:11, Ezek. 25:12, 35:15, Obadiah 10). Edom is also

named to drink from the cup of fury which Jeremiah

was to take around the nations (see Jer. 25:15, 21).

It was Edom's decision not to drink (Jer. 49:12), but

Nebuchadnezzar duly executed this judging upon them.
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They will figure among the nations of the future which

will oppose Israel. Malachi sees Edom, bold as ever.

Yet their doom as a nation, is affirmed (Mai. 1:3, 4).

Edom's folly and guilt were maintained on through

those centuries in which there were no inspired records.

Antipater, the Idumean, used his friendliness with John

Hyrcanus, son of Simon Maccabeus, to acquire control

in Judea, and by this to gain favor with the Roman

power, so that at the birth of Messiah, the king in Judea

was actually Antipater's son, an Idumean. How near

fulfilment had come Esau's threat against the life of

Jacob!

THE DAY OF VENGEANCE

8 For a day of vengeance is it for Ieue,

A year of repayments for the contention of Zion.

The wrath of Ieue, in an earlier verse (Isa. 34:2) is

said to be on all nations; now it is described as Ieue's

"day of vengeance" to those who contend against Zion.

Matters are now to be wound up, and the eras of the

nations are to be ended. These eras began with Nebu

chadnezzar, to whom it was said, "Thou art the head of

gold" (Dan. 2:38). In the closing days of His ministry,

the Lord Jesus spoke of the end of these eras (Luke

21:24). The nations, in their combination against Is

rael, have not incurred a woe against themselves, as did

the single nation; rather do they call down wrath upon

themselves. The wrath is needed in order to set up the

kingdom of God on earth, in Israel.

The nations have been graced with great spiritual

values by the evangel, yet they haved failed to imbibe

them. The interests and policies of the nations have

ever had an undercurrent contrary to the ways of Ieue

around His people. There has been some scant restraint

due to the evangel, but this is growing less and this

trend will continue until the time arrives when Ieue

must make repayments because of the contention around

Zion.
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edom's land consumed

9 And its watercourses will be turned into pitch,

And its soil into sulphur,

And its land shall become as pitch,

10 And shall be consumed by night and by day,

And it will not be quenched for the eon;

Its smoke shall ascend from generation to generation,

And it shall be deserted permanently,

For permanence, and no one shall pass in it.

In this finale to the discourses of this section of Isaiah

(chapters 28 through 35), there is an interweaving of

Ieue's judging of Edom and all the nations. First the

one is made to appear prominent, and then the other.

Verse eight looks out upon the whole question of the

" contention of Zion," because all nations, as well as

Edom, have joined in opposition to the city and the rule

and worship of Ieue which the city represents. These

verses pick up the case of Edom in order to sketch the

background of desolation needed for contrast with the

next chapter (Isaiah 35) in which there is a complete

reversal to make the holy way fully agreeable with the

return when Messiah accomplishes the salvation of His

people.

Edom's downfall has been compared to the sacrifices

of beasts, and now, for the desolation of her land, images

are drawn from the ruinous ravages of agents which

spoil the watercourses and make barren the soil. This

confirms the reality of the accomplishment of Edom's

downfall. The cry at the downfall of Edom was to be

heard at the terminal sea (Jer. 49:21).

ANIMALS TENANT EDOM'S LAND

11 Yet the pelican shall tenant it and the hedgehog,

And the eagle owl and the raven shall roost in it.

So consumed is the land to be, that no one will pass

through it. This uninviting character corresponds to

the animal life which came to occupy it. It is said that

the pelican is rarely seen except in unfrequented regions.
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The hedgehog also inhabits ruins, while the eagle owl is

a night bird, and the raven belongs to the class which

is ever ready to feed upon the dead. All these seem

equally to be tokens of desolation, such as would repel

the presence or entry of humans. The testimony of

travelers confirms the fact that this condition has

existed in Edom over many centuries. The singularly

impressive ruins of Petra are one of the details of the

ancient past which have become known in the past cen

tury and a half. Petra is the Sela of 2 Kings 14:7 which

Amaziah captured in his operations against Edom.

THE LEVELING TAPE STRETCHED OUT

And the leveling tape of chaos shall stretch out over it,

And the plumb stones of vacancy.

The boundaries of Edom's land do not seem to have

ever been clearly defined. This aspect becomes impor

tant when we read of the leveling tape being stretched

out over that land. Equally notable is that which is to

be effected by the tape, used in conjunction with the

plumb line. Their use implies the care and skill of the

technician, yet that to be accomplished is chaos and

vacancy, the marks of judging. The intimation would

seem to be that Ieue's wrath will really have the meas

ure and the form most suitable to effect both a just

result, and one which will usher in the glory of His

promises to His people, in the face of all the opposition

of Esau's descendants.

edom's notables estimate the wrath

12 And its notables nowhere shall call it a kingdom,

And all its chiefs shall come to a limit.

Edom was ruled by Sheikhs (A.V. Dukes), but they

began to desire a king long before there was a king in

Israel (Gen. 36:31). So effective will be the wrath of

Ieue upon Edom that its foremost people are impressed

with the fact that they should not regard their land as
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a kingdom. They will recognize the truth of their

position, that they have come to the limit and will not

call for a king to rule over them. Jeremiah sees the

masters of Edom with their heart as pained as a woman

in her throes (49:22) at the situation which is to come

upon them. Undoubtedly the details given in the re

maining verses of chapter thirty-four were the partial

fulfilment. Yet the complete fulfilment, in the future,

is referred to in the next chapter (Isaiah 35).

BRIARS DOMINATE EDOM7S LAND

13 And briars shall come up in its citadels,

The sting nettle and the thistle in its fortresses.

The prophecy alternates back to give more about the

deteriorating state of the land. Briars are in the citadel

and sting nettles and thistles in the fortress. These are

the important places of the land, yet they are in a for

saken condition. Gradually the effect of this condition

will increase, becoming more established because of the

absence of humans.

ANIMALS OCCUPY THE LAND

And it becomes a homestead of jackals,

And a court for the ostrich.

14 And falcons shall encounter each other in arid places,

And the hairy goat shall call to its associate.

Yea, there shall lull the hoot owl,

And find for itself a rest.

15 There shall nest the scops owl,

And it lays and hatches and sets in its shadow.

Yea, there shall the black kites be convened,

The dam with her mate.

16 Inquire from the scroll of Ieue and read:

None of them shall be deranged.

The dam does not miss her mate.

For the mouth of Ieue instructs them,

And His spirit, it convenes them.

More details are now given concerning the animals

which are to take possession of the land to such a degree

that it is no longer a fit place for humans. The perman-
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ency of this condition is intimated by the nesting of the

scops owl and the dam of the black kites not lacking its

mate. The scroll of Ieue is to be enquired for in

reference to this situation. Here it will be read that

the mouth of Ieue instructs and His spirit convenes

these creatures to tenant the land rather than the

Edomites. Behind it all is Ieue's intention to achieve

the glory of His promises to the forefathers.

APPORTIONED BY LEVELING TAPE

17 And He will cast the lot for them,

And His hand will apportion it to them by a tape level.

Till the eon shall they tenant it;

For generation after generation shall they roost in it.

The leveling tape will be used by Ieue to allot to these

creatures their portions of Edom's land, that they

should tenant and roost there till the eon. All is being

ordered to show to the nations Ieue's care and regard,

as well as the discipline afforded His chosen.

We find in this, together with the contents of the

scroll of Ieue, the fullest explanation of the wilderness

conditions which exist in Edom's land because of their

opposition to Ieue's purpose for Israel. Ieue chose

Jacob, and this fact Esau's descendants must learn.

So too must all the other nations of the earth. In the

future the recognition by any nation of this choosing

will, in large measure, indicate their obedience to God

and to the rule of His King. e.h.c.

RENEWAL TIME IS HERE!

With this issue, you will receive a convenient remittance

envelope for sending in your renewal. Subscription price is

still $1.00 per year. If you have already renewed, or are paid

up in advance, please disregard this envelope. It is not an

expiration notice, but just a reminder that most subscriptions

expire with the calendar year, and yours may be among them.

Coming in the January issue—

"THE SALVATION OF ALL—

WHEN SHOULD IT BE TAUGHT?"
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PHILEMON

Do you remember the story of the Runaway Slave?

There was a time when men and women and even child

ren were captured and sold as slaves. As slaves, they

could not come and go as they wished. The man who

bought them was their master, and they obeyed him.

Onesimus was a slave who belonged to Philemon. Now

Philemon loved the Lord Jesus Christ, for the apostle

Paul had told him about God's Son. Philemon probably

was a kind man. But Onesimus was not happy. He

wanted to be free. So he slipped away, and hurried off

to Rome where he thought no one would find him.

What do you think happened? Onesimus found the

apostle Paul, who was in prison! Perhaps he knew

about Paul before, but now the runaway slave meets

the beloved apostle face to face. And as they talked,

Onesimus gave his heart to the Lord Jesus Christ. It

was a happy day for Onesimus!

For several days Onesimus stayed with Paul, and

was a friend and helper to him. Paul enjoyed his help,

but he knew that he must send the runaway slave back

to his master. What would happen to him? Would he

be punished severely? And so, Paul wrote the little

letter we are reading today. Paul asked Philemon to

forgive Onesimus and to receive him—not as a slave—

but as a brother, for now Onesimus was Philemon's

brother in Christ. How carefully and wisely he wrote!

No doubt Philemon was happy to receive a letter from

Paul.

Do you think Philemon forgave his runaway slave?

Do you think that he let Onesimus go free? You may

write your answer here:

F.S.



Young People9s Department

DO YOU HAVE AN

"UP-TO-DATE" CHRIST?

Young people like to be "up-to-date" in all their think

ing. Young believers who love Christ should think

"up-to-date" thoughts concerning the Lord they serve.

Do you have an "up-to-date" Christ?

CHRIST CAME

Traditional concepts of Christ are often found to be

neither up-to-date nor even correct. At this time of

year it is refreshing to take time to consider HIM, aside

from festivities and gift-giving. We do not know the

exact date of Christ's birth, nor is this really important.

The glorious fact is: He really came! It is true! It is

not a myth! God's Son came down to earth as a tiny

baby, born to a virgin in Bethlehem, that He might

become the Mediator of God and man!

It is important to know HOW He came. "Being inher

ently in the form of God... nevertheless [He] empties

Himself, taking the form of a slave, coming to be in the

likeness of humanity" (Phil. 2:6, 7). Could we but

fathom the depths of this statement—how He laid aside

His glories in heaven to become a helpless child! What

love, that He should come to die for our sakes! It is

important that we try to realize the meaning of these

words, for verse five says, "Let this disposition be in

you, which is in Christ Jesus." Slaves have no right;

they serve humbly, and cannot please themselves. "But

with humility," says Paul in verses three and four,

"deeming one another superior to one's self, not each
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noting that which is his own, but each that of others

also."

Matthew, Mark, Luke and John give us their accounts

of the earthly life of the Lord Jesus. It is here we find

the many wonderful things He said and did as He taught

the people. It is here that we read the story of Geth-

semane, and the crucifixion and resurrection of our

Lord. If you are not acquainted with the life of Christ

as He walked this earth, then by all means you should

read and study these accounts to help you understand

His love and His ways. How grateful we are that God

has preserved these portions of His Word to us, that we

may know Him better.

CHRIST GLORIFIED NOW

Let us not stop with the earthly life of Christ, how

ever. Far too many of today's believers go no farther

in their knowledge of Christ, and therefore are handi

capped in their spiritual growth. Where is Christ now ?

No longer is He a helpless Babe in the manger. No

longer is He hanging on the cross in agony and weak

ness. No longer is He in the tomb. He arose from the

grave! Ephesians 1:20 tells us that Christ is now seated

at the right hand of the Father among the celestials,

"up over every sovereignty and authority and power

and lordship, and every name that is named, not only in

this eon, but also in that which is impending/' What

a glorious exaltation! He is exalted now, although we

do not yet see His power manifested on earth. In God's

own time, however, the Christ we serve will be mani

fested in all His power and majesty. Is it not wonder

ful to be aware of this present glory of our Christ? Does

it not help us along our daily pathway, if we know that

the One we serve is mighty; and that His Name is over

every name?

PAUL PRESENTS THE EXALTED CHRIST

The Christ Who met Saul of Tarsus on the way to
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Damascus was no longer weak and lowly. His glory

shone from heaven, and blinded the astonished Saul. He

was thrown to the ground by the impact of that glory.

Therefore it is not surprising that Saul (later called

Paul) should present to us an exalted Christ. In all

of Paul's writings, we read of the present-day Christ,

rather than the historical Jesus. In Romans 8:34, he

tells us that Christ is pleading for our sakes, from His

place of power. The exalted Christ is praying for us!

CHRIST OUR EXPECTATION

The exalted Christ is our Expectation (1 Tim. 1:1).

Nations may war against each other, and our world be

filled with turmoil and unrest, yet we who know HIM

have great expectation. HE is our future, our hope,

our expectation! He is coming to change our fleshly

bodies from weakness to strength, our mortality to im

mortality—we will each have a glorious body like His

body! It does not matter whether we are living when

this great moment comes, or whether we will have

passed from this life. He will change us and we shall be

like Him! (Read 1 Cor. 15:51-53 and also 1 Thess.

4:14-18). "Christ among you, the expectation of glory"

(Col. 1:27). "Whenever Christ, our Life, should be

manifested, then you also shall be manifested together

with Him in glory" (Col. 3:4). How wonderful!

CHRIST OUR HEAD

Christ will be the Head of the entire universe—God

has already given Him that place. Today, as believers,

we are already under the Headship of Christ. In spirit,

we have been seated together with Him among the

celestials (Eph. 2:6) ; we are already partakers of His

bountiful grace.

Should we not appreciate this tremendous honor which

has been given to us? We are ahead of all the rest of

the universe! One day, every knee will bow and every

tongue acknowledge Christ as Leader. Today, we who
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believe gladly bow and accept His Headship. We not

only have great anticipation for the future, but even

now we are aware of Whom we have believed, and are

persuaded that He is able to guard what is committed

to us (2 Tim. 1:12). It is glory just to walk with Him!

Yes, let us appreciate our glorious calling. We are

encouraged by Paul to "keep the unity of the spirit

with the tie of peace" as we bear with one another in

love. "One Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and

Father..." God has made all believers to be one in

Christ, with Christ as our Head. Let us not be hasty

to give our allegiance to religious organizations where

man is the head. In Christ we are united (Bph. 4:3);

we have only to keep this unity.

An "up-to-date" Christ? Yes, and more! For He is

not merely up-to-date, He is the Christ of the future!

With such a great Leader and Head to guide us, let us

carefully "up-date" our own daily walk by the "renew

ing of our minds," by a careful study of the Word of

God, and by obedience to His Word as we begin to

realize fully our great privilege and responsibility.

F.S.

MISSIONARIES

We have been gradually adding worthy witnesses on the

foreign field, and, through the Concordant Mission Fund (gifts

to which are deductible for income tax purposes), we are now

able to contribute to the support and work of four native

missionaries in the Philippines. There is one missionary in

southern India, and we have added one in Nigeria. The work

in Formosa is under the direction of Bro. Heidal's adopted

son. Brother Fred Johnson continues his work among the

Hopi Indians, in Arizona, and there is a worker in the

mountains of Tennessee. The work among the school child

ren in Michigan is also being continued. Please remember

to keep all of these efforts in your prayers. With conditions

in the world as unsettled as they are today, we do not know

how long it may be possible to continue some of these wit

nesses, or to assist them financially from this country. Hence

we should be doing all we can now, before the doors are

closed to us. e.o.k.
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